
Derry City & Strabane Strategic Growth Partnership

10 am, Friday 11 February 2022  

Online via WebEx 

AGENDA 

Agenda Item Lead 
1. Welcome & Introductions Chair 
2. Apologies All 
3. Declarations of Interest All 
4. Minutes of 22 October Meeting and matters arising All 

For Decision 

5. Review of Strategic Growth Plan 2022 
Rachael Craig - Strategic 
Business Manager. 
DCSDC 

6. WHO Healthy Cities Erin McFeely, CE, DHC 

7. 
Consultation on the Realignment of Northern Ireland 
Fire & Rescue Service District Structures to those of 
Local Government Authorities 

Mark Deeney, Western 
Area Commander, NIFRS 

8. Rural Issues Symposium Oonagh McGillion, 
Director of Legacy, 
DCSDC 

9. Anti-poverty Research 
For Information 

10. 

Education Authority Correspondence: 
• Launch of Draft Strategic Area Plan 2022-27: ‘Planning for Sustainable Provision’
• Launch of Draft Special Education Strategic Area Plan 2022-27: ‘Planning for

Special Education Provision’
11. Date of Next Meeting: Friday, 17 June 
12. A.O.B 



SGP 22nd October 2021 

Minutes of Meeting of the Strategic Growth Partnership held remotely on 
Thursday 22nd October 2021 at 10.00am. 

Members in Attendance: 

Councillor Graham Warke (Co-Chair) Mayor 

Gavin Killeen (Co-Chair) Education & Skills ODP 

Pauline Campbell (Co-Chair) Department for Communities 

Kenny McFarland (Co-Chair) Local Area Growth Partnership 

Roisin McLaughlin Northwest Community Network 

Malachy Ó Néill Ulster University 

Alison Wallace Waterside Local Area Growth Partnership 

Sorcha Hassey Department for Communities 

Michael Graham Tourism NI 

Trisha Ward Libraries NI 

Paul Seawright Ulster University 

Fiona Teague PHA 

Seamus Ward WHSCT 

Leo Murphy NWRC 

Louise Clarke NIHE 

Michael Graham PSNI 

Aodhán Harkin Strabane Local Area Growth Partnership 

Selina Horshi Chamber of Commerce 

Councillor John Boyle DCSDC 

Councillor Paul Gallagher DCSDC 

Councillor Sandra Duffy DCSDC 

John Kelpie DCSDC 

Karen Philips DCSDC 

Karen McFarland DCSDC 
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Joanne McCarroll DCSDC 

Presenters in attendance: 
Professor Paul Bartholomew Ulster University, Vice Chancellor 

Professor Liam Maguire Ulster University, PVC Research 

Jennifer Wallace Carnegie UK, Head of Policy 

Rachel Craig DCSDC 

Colm Doherty DCSDC 

1. Welcome and Introductions

Co-Chair, Mayor Warke opened the meeting and welcomed members.  He advised 
Members this was the 10th meeting of the Partnership and he looked forward to the 
presentations today.  Mayor Warke read out the broadcast statement.   

2. Apologies

Teresa Molloy WHSCT  
Paul Clancy Chamber of Commerce 
Liz Loughran 
David Reid 
Janice Scallon 
Des Gartland 

Department for Infrastructure 
DEARA 
Department of Education 
Invest NI 

3. Declarations of interest

There were no declarations of interest. 

4. Minutes of the meeting of 18 June 2021

The minutes of the Strategic Growth Partnership meeting held on 18th June 2021 
were agreed as an accurate record.   

5. Deputation –Ulster University – Update on the increased capacity at
Magee Campus
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Co-Chair Mr Killeen advised that following on from the last meeting where NWRC 
presented their work and activities which were received positively, it was appropriate 
that today Ulster University would present.  He expressed his delight to welcome 
those joining from the University.  He congratulated them on the opening of the 
Graduate Entry Medical School at Magee indicating that it was greatly welcomed. 
The initial impact of both students and lecturers arriving in the City and contributing 
to the economy was great to see and would only improve further as the University 
grows and expands.   

Vice Chancellor Professor Bartholomew thanked Mr Killeen for the introduction.  He 
stated that he would be speaking on the City Deal and updating members where 
they are in terms of development at Magee.  He introduced the members of the new 
senior team which had been built as part of the overall strategy to be the regional 
university of Northern Ireland.  He introduced each member and outlined what they 
brought to the team as well as providing information on his background in terms of 
previous employment.  

Students Numbers at Magee 

Professor Bartholomew confirmed student numbers for 2020-21 had increased 
including those who had come through the Nursing and Midwifery Council. He 
advised that the total numbers for 2021-22 were yet to be confirmed due to late 
starts in January.   

He stated that the new medical school had opened and graduate students were now 
in place.  He said they were commissioned to ensure that the medical school met the 
needs of the North West.  Of the 73 students, 48 were from Northern Ireland and 20 
from Republic of Ireland, 2 from Great Britain and 3 international.  He said the 
students were locally drawn in the hope that they stay.  

He outlined the new Paramedic Science programme which had witnessed enormous 
demand with over 600 applicants.  He said there were already significant 
applications for the medical school next year.  He discussed programmes that were 
imminent in the New Year and subject ranges across all four Ulster campuses.  He 
assured Members they were committed to creating more space as and when 
required to accommodate demand. 

He said they looked forward to more growth next year with the health sciences move 
and working on accommodation rejuvenation to accommodate those students.  He 
detailed what programmes would be available and confirmed these would add to 
student numbers.   

He felt it was important that the university’s various campuses were not viewed in 
competition with each other but rather built to complement one another.  He wanted 
to maintain links with Coleraine and Belfast with the aim of being a Regional 
University. 
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He said the steps taken to date would lead to 6000 students, within the current 
operating environment however to grow to 10,000 was an aspiration and something 
beyond what he sees a solution for.  He said there were many other variables to 
consider like the requirement of a different operating environment, funding model, 
market share and much more.  He volunteered that if any Members were interested 
he would be happy to facilitate a separate session in relation to MaSN.   

He talked about the maximum student number cap and the risks involved in lifting 
the cap.  He referred to the funding gap that needed to be filled should there be an 
increase in numbers.  He believed despite having the mechanisms to manage 
student places, ultimately there was little control over where students ultimately 
choose to study. 

Again he emphasised that student numbers were not the only issue.  He believed 
City Deals were a strong vehicle to foster innovation and attract quality students and 
staff from further afield but the primary driver is to support industry and innovation 
support efficient commerce in those areas.  He felt the City Deal and other 
propositions with tourism and along the riverfront will transform the ambience and 
attractiveness of Derry and said together we must invest in place building which will 
help drive people into this area. 

Mr Maguire addressed Members.  He said the City Deal was the largest single 
investment achieved by the successful relationships between partners with many 
years of joint work.  He outlined the 4 main projects that he would oversee and 
explained what each entailed.  These being CARL, CIDRA and THRIVE as well as 
the new Medical School.  He said they do have the facilities to accommodate the first 
intake of students however as numbers grow we will need to invest in further 
facilities and the City Deal will help develop the necessary infrastructure. 

He summarised by saying that the City Deal had the potential to create a significant 
number of new jobs, the City and District should benefit in terms of investment and 
innovation.  There was a world leading environment to equip graduates with right 
skills for the future.  He said forthcoming announcements by local industry in the 
near future will be sure to attract people and improve the local economy 

Professor Bartholomew concluded by talking about Shared Ireland Fund and the 
ongoing work with LYIT and others.  He said it was important for the North West to 
extend its reach of excellence and draw upon its strengths and he would continue 
talks with governments North and South.  He finished off by remarking on the 
decision to restructure the university’s senior team and his belief that it was 
important for senior staff members to represent the university and talk to 
stakeholders directly. 

The presentation closed with a video showcasing the economic contribution of the 
University. 

Co-Chair Mr Killeen thanked Professor Bartholomew.  He said it was an informative 
and detailed presentation with plans for the future specifying positive opportunities 
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coming from the City Deal.  He said there was lots to excite everyone and he 
appreciated the honesty on the challenges regarding student numbers. 
 
Councillor Paul Gallagher thanked the University staff for their presentation but 
expressed disappointment that the aim to increase MaSN did not seem to go beyond 
6000 students.  He felt that this approach did not reflect the needs of the City & 
District and highlighted the historical economic and education inequalities which 
existed and queried as to whether this was due to a lack of ambition or interest. 
 
Professor Bartholomew acknowledged Cllr Gallagher’s views but stressed that he 
preferred to be honest about what can be done under the current system.   
 
He referred to the MaSN cap and said lifting that may help go beyond 6000 however 
that too comes with risks, as removing the cap would apply to the whole of NI.  He 
said the MaSN cap is only one barrier, building a level of attractiveness to pull 
students from other places is also a challenge and it was his view that if nothing was 
done to change the current restraints Magee would not go beyond those numbers. 
 
He re-affirmed he was committed to work out where to go from here and do the 
necessary.  He felt the level of growth so far had been considerable and reassured 
Members they would continue to do their best.  He again reiterated his offer to 
Members to discuss the MaSN issue separately. 
 
Mr Paul Seawright agreed with Professor Bartholomew saying that attractiveness of 
the City and District does play a huge part.  He confirmed that there were spaces on 
courses across Magee and that it was not solely about availability of courses but 
also about the attractiveness of the City.  He said the University is doing everything it 
can to try and address this. 
 
Co-Chair Mr Killen agreed it was a hugely complicated situation.  He referred to the 
positives such as the new medical school and the work that had taken place to get 
that opened this year.  He said he felt confident that the allied health move next year 
and the three hugely innovative projects that are only offered at Magee were all 
aspects that when aligned would grow to the aspirations. 
 
Professor Bartholomew said he believed the new medical school would build a 
reputation.  He said Magee campus had the highest levels of satisfaction in NI each 
year.  He said it was one of the best in the country and everyone should be proud of 
that.  He felt this was a benefit that they seek to capitalise on, plus working with 
council to develop the City’s waterfront.  He again said he wants to be transparent 
about the barriers and continue to work together with partners to intervene where 
they can. 
 
Mr Murphy of NWRC said there were a lot of vacancies in level 4&5 and they to have 
a difficulty attracting students.  He said he would like to see growth in 
apprenticeships and for people promote the role of the further education sector in 
this City.  He said there were people far removed from skills who enter the institute 
and leave with a PhD.  He said he feels that the level of sophistication is sometimes 
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only around the university he wants people to also look at further education to build 
capacity skills for work and economic wellbeing. 
 
Mr Kelpie thanked the University staff for their presentation and taking time to talk 
through this complex issue.  He said it was an emotional topic with a sense of 
disappointment in the past which was difficult to get beyond but he was confident 
they could.  He welcomed the offer of a more detailed conversation to help change 
mind-sets, provide clarity on the problems and how they can be resolved. He 
believed a problem this complex must be afforded time and an open mind.  He said 
he believed they had got to this point by working in partnership politically with all 
institutions and the University so this must remain a collective approach to address 
the challenges ahead.  
 
He felt the lifting of MaSN cap was paramount however not sufficient on its own, sub 
regional lifting again would help but also not sufficient on its own. He said they must 
continue to make this City and District an attractive place to work, live and study.  He 
believed in the long term all aspects together would deliver 10,000 students and he 
was excited about the next steps. 
 
Mr Killeen thanked the Chief Executive and commended him for his part in getting to 
this positive stage.  He thanked the University staff for taking the time to join the 
meeting. He said they would continue the dialogue and organise the sub session. He 
said he wants to see numbers grow and expand in the years ahead and build on the 
foundations to transform the region for children of the future.   
 
Subsequently the Partnership, 
 
 
Recommended To endorse the update provided. 

 
 

6. Carnegie UK – ‘Working Together for Wellbeing: Report of the NI 
Embedding Wellbeing in Local Government Programme’. 

 
Update on Carnegie 
 
Mrs Craig expressed her delight to introduce Mrs Jennifer Wallace, head of policy 
from Carnegie UK, to the Partnership who would speak about the valuable work 
done with Carnegie and other Councils in embedding wellbeing in NI project.  She 
said there was a significant amount of work over the 3 years including the natural 
capital account to the green infrastructure plan. She said Carnegie offered 
opportunities for delegates to travel to places like New York, Scotland and Wales to 
learn about international approaches to wellbeing.  Mrs Craig also mentioned other 
ideas/programmes they designed, developed and implemented over the years.  She 
advised Members Mrs Wallace would discuss her learning and how it can be 
improved in future. 
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Mrs Wallace thanked Mrs Craig for the introduction and opportunity to speak.  She 
said the work was a pleasure to do and she had a fantastic trip to Derry early on in 
the project.  Although she wasn’t able to make it back in person she confirmed she 
had terrific engagement virtually.  She advised Members she would talk about work 
completed, key findings and recommendations so Members could see the outcome 
of what Council has all been involved in. 
 
Mrs Wallace advised Members a new strategy was published recently and Carnegie 
continue to be committed to collective wellbeing.  She discussed the background of 
working for 8 years in NI on the wellbeing agenda and said once work was 
concluded they looked at what else could be done to support the embedding of 
wellbeing in the region.  At the time the Assembly was suspended so they took the 
decision to look at local level and work with partners locally.  This proved to be a 
very fortuitous decision as the Assembly stayed suspended for most of the duration 
of programme. 
 
She said this was a significant investment of £350 000, the single largest investment 
trust made in 10 years which trustees were pleased to make given the work that 
partners were willing to put in.  All authorities applied and of those 3 were selected, 
Derry City and Strabane District Council being one of the successful applicants.  As 
mentioned, one of the ideas was to take people out of NI to expose them to thinking 
about putting wellbeing into policy practice.  This helped members to think about how 
to design their own programme. 
 
The programme that was designed had two core elements 

• Co-production – Production of plans, services and activities with citizens and 
communities, building the community into the community planning process. 

• Shared Leadership – Work together to improve services locally.   
  

She said both these elements were affected by the pandemic.  She paid tribute to 
officers for their emergency response and willingness to continue with programme in 
such difficult circumstances.  Although some activities were planned to be in person 
but became online they still managed to deliver everything they wanted to. 
 
Outcomes 

• Natural capital account has had strong UK interest.  With COP26 coming up, 
the commitment to build in environmental concerns into decision making was 
a significant step forward. 

• The Youth Making Happen was significantly altered due to pandemic – She 
said they did wonder how to do in virtual environment and it took a little to 
work through but in the end it was a success and the programme delivered 
what it wanted. 

• The engagement strategy which lent on international best practice, critically 
important to see what others can do.  

• Also, delighted to see enthusiasm turned into a guide for anyone involved in 
Community Planning. 

 
Findings 
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• Working throughout the Covid period it was evident that having existing 
relationships that could be built upon was so important, being able to short cut 
communications by knowing exactly who to talk to was significant.  Good 
relationships are vital in times of emergency. 

• Currently don’t have funding for success therefore require more core funding 
to support certain functions.  Without those being fully resourced work is de-
prioritised.   

• More for people to come together so can share experiences.  Need for 
significant development on joint funding and identify things to improve 
wellbeing.  Programmes are delivered to local areas but local areas can’t 
influence what is in it – another area for development. 

 
Recommendations  

• Pooled budgets legislation 
• Duties to promote social and economic wellbeing should be consistent 
• Extension to children’s services corporation act across all governments.  

Clear that this is an expectation on all public services given how critical it is to 
developing services. 

 
Mrs Wallace concluded by saying it was a pleasure to work with the team particularly 
Rachael & Colm who she worked with closely and she thanked them for their 
commitment to the programme. 
 
Mrs Craig said it was fantastic to have an independent, impartial voice championing 
what they do at local level and communicating that there needs to be more focus in 
certain areas so they can be as effective as possible. She said it was a pleasure to 
have such energy and enthusiasm as well as someone to speak to throughout the 
pandemic.  She said she hoped they would continue to keep in touch. 
 
Mrs Craig asked Members if they had any questions 
 
Subsequently the Partnership,  
 
Recommended To endorse the presentation detailing the findings and 

recommendation of the overall Embedding Wellbeing 
Project 

 
 

7.  Strategic Growth Plan – Programme Management Update 
 

Co-chair Pauline Campbell introduced the next item explaining that both Rachel and 
Colm would provide members with presentation on SGP and a programme 
management update. 
 
Mrs Craig advised members that the purpose of this item was twofold: 
 

1. Review of SGP and feedback from consultation process 
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2. Colm would detail what they have been doing through statement of progress 
and how they are performing. 

 
Mrs Craig passed over to Colm Doherty. 
 
Mr Doherty advised that performance management updates were provided to 
Members on a bi-annual basis, most recent being March of this year. Colm referred 
to Appendix 1 and provided a summary of the key indicators and any changes 
against these, stating that the majority are showing a positive upwards change in 
comparison to the 2017 baseline. 
 
He provided an update on the RAG status Progress Report and advised Members 
this was available for download on the Grow Derry Strabane website as well as 
available on the hyperlink in pack.  In summary overall they were currently making 
progress 6 out of 8 outcomes.  A high level online dashboard had been developed to 
display this information, also now live on website.  He advised there were two panels 
which were interactive through hyperlink.  He discussed ways to access each slide 
using the hyperlinks. 
 
Moving on to discuss the review Mrs Craig advised there was quite a lot of 
information which Members could read at their leisure.  She said there were a lot of 
unforeseen circumstances since the initial plan was launched in 2017 but overall 
progress was good and everything was on track, despite the pandemic.   
 
Review 
Mrs Craig explained there was a legal requirement to modernise the plan and 
provide an up to date version by April 2022.  She reminded Members it was 
previously agreed to look at governance and partnership structures, how actions 
were delivered and are they still fit for purpose as well as how data was reported. 
 
She advised Members that over the past few months herself and Colm had been 
doing a lot of detailed consultations with stakeholders about the community plan and 
how it was working for them.   
 
She explained that they used two surveys.  One qualitative which provided in depth 
feedback i.e. what people thought of data/actions.  The other quantitative which 
provided feedback through online citizen space.  They could engage and say actions 
if the actions were still pertinent or what their priorities were. 
 
Mrs Craig gave a brief overview of the feedback, one main issue being that the plan 
was wide ranging and they needed to prioritise some actions.  This resulted in the 
launch of the citizen’s space survey to determine what local people’s priorities were.  
The survey reinforced the content of the plan as the priorities were similar to those 
set in 2017.  She agreed the implementation landscape had changed since the plan 
was written so they would modernise where necessary and use the data as they 
move forward.  
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She said they also needed to modernise with increased focus on older people and 
Covid recovery which understandably doesn’t feature in the plan.  There was 
currently a huge focus on green transformation therefore the issue of climate 
adaption would also need to be put in.  She assured Members they would gather all 
feedback received and ensure it was properly reflected in plan. 
 
Mrs Craig said they hoped to use the feedback and data to do an editorial review 
over the next few months.  They would present a modernised draft in February 2022 
then issue for public consultation for 9 weeks which would take them to the April 
2022 deadline for a formal review by Department for Communities. 
 
Mrs Craig asked Members to endorse as presented, agree that good progress has 
been made and endorse consultation feedback so they can move to edit the plan. 
 
Pauline thanked great to see positive progress been made to date.   
 

Proposed  Roisin Mc Laughlin 
Seconded  Tricia Ward 

 
Subsequently the Partnership, 
 
Recommended To endorse the contents of the draft progress update and 

indicator reports - and the progress detailed therein 
during the first 4 years of Community Planning.  
 
And; To endorse the consultation feedback received to 
be considered as part of the review of the Strategic 
Growth Plan.  
 
 

8.   Meeting Schedule for Information 
 

Co-Chair Mr Killen declared the proposed meeting schedule for 2022 with meetings 
taking place on 11th February, 17th June and 21st October.  He said at this stage he 
was still unsure what format these would be but that there was a willingness to move 
to physical meetings if possible.  He said it would depend on the situation after 
Christmas and Council officers would advise Members closer to time. 
 
 

9. AOB 
 
Chief Executive, Mr Kelpie confirmed he hoped they would be in a position to move 
back to physical meetings but that information on this would be circulated after 
Christmas. 
 
Roisin Mc Laughlin suggested meeting more often although he was aware this would 
involve a lot of work.  Mr Kelpie said it was something they would look into in 
February possibly having a smaller meeting to focus on one topic in particular. 
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Mrs Philips spoke to advise that following on from a notice of motion exploring 
concept rights of nature. She wanted to inform Members there were two workshops 
engaging with stakeholders and they were welcome to take part. 
 
The Chair confirmed that the meeting was drawing to a close.  He thanked Members 
for their attendance and contribution.  He said Members were grateful to the 
University staff for joining and confirmed everyone would continue to work together 
towards the growth and expansion of Magee. 
 
 Meeting terminated at 11.50am 
 



AGENDA ITEM 5. 

 

 

 
Committee:            Strategic Growth Partnership 
Date:            Friday 11 February 
Agenda Item:  Strategic Growth Plan 2022-2026 
Officer presenting:          Strategic Business Manager 
 
 
1.    Purpose of Report/Recommendations  

1.1 The purpose of this report is to seek the Partnerships approval on the revised 
Strategic Growth Plan (attached as Appendix I) which has been reviewed and 
updated following a period of significant stakeholder engagement and in line with 
Government legislation.   

1.2 Subject to Members’ views and approval – the revised Strategic Growth Plan will 
be subject to a 9-week public consultation period. 

 

2. Background 

2.1 Part 10, Section 69 of the Local Government (Northern Ireland) Act 2014 outlines a 
statutory duty to undertake a review of the Community Plan. It states “A review 
must be completed … before the fourth anniversary of the date in which the 
community plan was published.”  Moreover, The Statutory Guidance for the 
Operation of Community Planning published in October 2015 states in para 13.4 
“The Council must ensure that, along with its community planning partners it 
monitors performance against the agreed objectives and actions contained in the 
plan. Where agreed actions are not being progressed reasons for this should be 
reviewed with the partners and appropriate action taken to assist progress or amend 
the plan.” 

 
2.2 Updated guidance issued in March 2021 advised that a “formal Review” of 

Community Plans should be conducted by April 2022, thereby aligning reviews 
with the new multi-year Programme for Government.   

 



2.3 In February 2020 the Partnership endorsed an approach to undertake as review of 
the Strategic Growth Plan for the Derry City and Strabane District Council area in 
accordance with Section 10 of the Local Government (Northern Ireland) Act 2014 
and the Operational Guidance in the Delivery of Community Plan outlined above.  
This review has focused on 3 broad elements of the Strategic Growth Plan and its 
implementation – the governance and partnership structures (such as the 
outcome delivery partnerships); the actions and the use of data (particularly 
considering performance measures). 

 
 
3. Key Issues 
 
3.1 Over the last year a significant level of ongoing engagement with citizens, partner 

organisations and businesses has been undertaking to input to and inform the 
review of the Strategic Growth Plan.  This has included, but is not limited to: 

 
• 300+ engagements with key stakeholders. 

- One-to-Ones with Community Planning Statutory Partners 
- Outcome Delivery Partnerships  
- Equality and Scrutiny Group  
- Rural Issues Symposium  
- NW Community Network  

• Online surveys: 
- Qualitative survey based on Partnership, Actions & Data - Feedback 

need to prioritise 
- Citizen Space – Prioritisation of actions 

 
3.2 Engagement feedback has been categorised by review theme and is summarised 

in Table I overleaf. 
 



Table I: Feedback from Engagement 
 

Review Theme 

Governance & Partnerships Actions Data 

Strategic Growth Partnership: 
• Meetings are too formal. 
• Current focus is on reporting 

rather than exploring 
issues/gaps and needs that 
need to be addressed.  

Number and prioritisation of 
actions: 
• Too many actions  
• Need to narrow focus on a 

smaller number of 1-3 key 
actions per Outcome. 

• Collective agreement on 
areas of focus 

Access to data 
• No central statistical 

repository  
• PfG Outcomes Dashboard no 

longer available.  
• Data is not always available in 

the format requested. 

Alternative partnership structures 
(e.g. Labour Market Partnerships; 
Rural Issues Group, Anti-Poverty 
Task Force, Integrated Care 
System, Youth Participation Board, 
City Deal Delivery Structures etc…) 

• Risk of overlap and 
duplication. 

Actions should be collaborative 
and promote cross partnership 
working. 

OBA – remains an issue 

Limited capacity/resources to 
commit fully at all levels. 

Additionality - Actions should be 
additional, not those which would 
have been delivered by partners 
anyway regardless of SGP 

NISRA - unclear how to access data 
now that local government 
statistical support has been 
recalled centrally.   

Improved connection between 
partnership structures 

True partnership/community 
planning means looking at pooling 
resources and looking at ways in 
which actions can be delivered 
better to make a difference  

Alignment of Performance 
Measures to new PfG. 

Outcome Delivery Partnerships 
• Can be good forum for 

discussion 
• Structure – need to ensure 

the correct representation at 
the right level.  

• Meetings are often 
intermittent (especially since 
COVID).  

Key policy priorities need to be 
reflected in updated plan  - E.g. 
Older People, COVID Recovery, 
City Deal, Strategic Rail, Climate 
Adaptation, Sustainable 
Development Goals, WHO 
Designation, Paramilitary Activity 

 

 
 
3.3. The above feedback was presented to the Strategic Growth Partnership at the 

October ’21 meeting as part of the ‘Review Process’ update and following 
endorsement by Members officers have now undertaken an editorial review of the 
actions and content of the current plan to amend and update the Strategic Growth 
Plan based on the feedback received.  

 



3.4 A revised draft of the Strategic Growth Plan (2022-2026) is therefore attached as 
appendix I for Members consideration and approval. 

 
3.5 In summary some of the changes to the plan include: 

• An additional Outcome - “We have a caring society that supports people 
through their lives”.  This reflects feedback from stakeholders and the 
Programme for Government (PfG) Draft Outcomes Framework and brings 
the total number of Outcomes to 9, in line with the PfG.  

• Prioritisation of actions - 3-4 ‘Priority Actions’ per Outcome. 
• Includes details of the City Deal, Inclusive Future Fund and key policy 

priorities that have emerged since the original Plan was published in 2017. 
• Evidence on how the Plan how the plan is delivering since 2017 and how we 

have begun ‘closing the gap’ between Derry and Strabane and the rest of 
Northern Ireland. 

  
3.6 Subject to the views and approval of members this draft plan will be subject to a 9-

week public consultation.  A draft Consultation Programme is attached as 
Appendix II for Members consideration.  

 
 
4. Financial, Equality, Legal, HR, Improvement and other Implications 

4.1 There are no direct implications arising from this report. 

 

5. Recommendations 

5.1 Subject to Members’ views, it is recommended that the Partnership approve the 
revised Strategic Growth Plan (attached as Appendix I) and that the Plan is put 
forward for a 9-week public consultation period. 



Derry City & Strabane District’s 

Inclusive 
Strategic Growth Plan 
2017-2032

Our Community Plan 

REVIEWED APRIL 2022



It is incredibly hard to believe that we are 
now four years into the implementation of the 
inclusive, Strategic Growth Plan for Derry City 
and Strabane District. When we first published 
this ambitious plan back in 2017 we were 
unaware of the scale of the challenges that we 
would be faced with. Back then, coronavirus 
was a widely unknown threat; the UK had yet to 
exit from the EU and we had not yet declared a 
climate emergency. Yet, in the context of these 
deep shocks and ongoing, entrenched challenges 
we are proud of what we have delivered to 
enhance wellbeing in our City and District. 

In February 2021 we celebrated the signing of 
the Heads of Terms on the largest ever central 
government investment into this region with the 
£250m City Growth Deal and Inclusive Future 
Fund. This is an exciting and historic intervention 
which will provide the financial catalyst to 
help deliver and implement this plan. We have 
published two statements of progress - in 2019 
and 2021 respectively which have demonstrated 
clear and early progress on the delivery of 
the plan. We embarked on the ‘Embedding 
Wellbeing in Northern Ireland Project’ - an 
exciting partnership with the Carnegie UK Trust, 

which enabled us to deliver a wide range of 
innovative projects on co-production and shared 
leadership. 

Never before has the concept of wellbeing been 
more important. Despite the challenges of the 
pandemic we remain committed to addressing 
inequalities and improving our City and region’s 
global competitiveness.  We want to enhance 
our skills, retain our talent base, address poverty, 
social exclusion and patterns of deprivation.  
We are passionate about our built and natural 
heritage and sustainably enhancing our 
environment to develop a connected and vibrant 
City and District.

This newly reviewed Strategic Growth Plan is 
presented as a result of an ongoing period of 
engagement with citizens, partner organisations 
and businesses.  This plan is based on a robust 
evidence base and we routinely monitor the 
performance of this plan, its economic impacts, 
interdependencies and risks.  We also have 
reviewed and prioritised our actions which direct 
how this plan is to be delivered, ensuring that 
what we do is achievable, measurable, defined 
and costed.

We want to harness the opportunities and 
address the deep challenges that face us, some 
unique to our situation and others generated by 
drivers beyond our direct control. There is a real 
sense that this is our time, a time of progress. We 
convene around an agreed vision:

A thriving, prosperous 
and sustainable City and 
District with equality of 
opportunity for all.

Producing a refreshed plan is the easy part – 
keeping our focus on delivering the plan and 
‘making it happen’ with real progress is the 
ongoing challenge.  We will constantly keep this 
plan under review, adding new collaborative 
actions as they emerge from our new ways of 
working.  

Derry City & Strabane District’s 
Strategic Growth Partnership 
(Community Planning Partnership) 
April 2022
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Derry City and Strabane District Council area comprises the 
second largest city in Northern Ireland / fourth largest city 
on the Island of Ireland.  Derry~Londonderry is the ‘Capital 
of the North West’ and is at the core of the only functional 
economic city region of its scale which straddles the border 
into the Republic of Ireland. 

Derry~Londonderry has an urban population in 
excess of 100,000, is the principal sub- regional 
economic driver of a wider cross border City 
Region of over 350,000 people. 

Our wider Council area is home to 150,100 residents and 
covers 1245km2. It is set within the foothills of the Sperrin 
Mountains - a designated Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty. It has a contrasting urban and rural landbase and 
population. Our Regional City is a University City and has 
Northern Ireland’s second largest acute hospital, which 
includes the only cross-border Cancer Centre 
on this island. 

Derry~Londonderry is a regional city and is 
connected to a number of vibrant towns 
including Strabane, Letterkenny and 
Coleraine. The District also is home to 
many thriving towns and villages such as 
Castlederg, Eglinton, Sion Mills, Donemana, 
Claudy, Plumbridge and Newtownstewart.

A City Region 
serving over 
350,000 people

A City with an urban 
population in excess 
of 100,000

1. This is our place
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We have a remarkable and rich history, culture and 
heritage packaged together in a stunning landscape 
which is transverse with some of the best fi shing rivers 
in Europe.  The District Council area includes the Rivers 
Foyle, Finn and Mourne, accentuated with elegant 
bridges, attractive riverside parks, cycle paths and 
greenways.  Derry City also links the Wild Atlantic Way 
with the Causeway Coastal Route.

Derry-Londonderry has the most complete circuit of 
town walls of any settlement in Ireland.  The walled City 
is a special cultural and historic city quarter, featuring 
many historic buildings and supported by museums, arts 
venues and speciality retail and hospitality premises.  
The City hosts two cathedrals, one of which was the fi rst 
cathedral built in the British Isles after Reformation.  It is 
also the city’s oldest surviving building.  The City also has 
a rich monastic history founded in the 6th century by the 
Irish Missionary Saint Columba.

The City and District once led the world in the textile 
industry.  The region has since repositioned itself as one 
of the most innovative, creative and cultural areas on this 
island and is now a strong global competitor in health 
and life sciences, digital, tourism and creative industries.

Our City Region and towns and villages have many 
quality of life advantages – such as an excellent 
education system, relatively short commuting times, a 
vibrant cultural scene and stunning landscapes.  There 
is a palpable sense of belonging and local people have 
close neighbourly and family ties.

A Council 
Area serving a 
population of 
151,109

covering an area 
of 1,245km2

7
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There is clear evidence of delivery of Strategic Growth 
Plan and work is ongoing to deliver considerable social, 
economic and environmental transformation.  

City Deal and Inclusive Future 
Fund – delivering inclusive 
and sustainable growth for 
the Derry~Londonderry and 
Strabane City Region

The signing of the Heads of Terms of the City Deal and 
Inclusive Future Fund in February 2021 heralded the most 
signifi cant central government investment in the region in 
its history.  The City Deal will assist the Inclusive Strategic 
Growth Plan in delivering inclusive and sustainable 
growth. It will contribute to building a stronger, more 
competitive, resilient and inclusive economy which will 
deliver higher paid jobs and help create a more regionally 
balanced economy.

The funding will simultaneously expand three world class 
centres of innovation excellence currently operating 
in the City, enhance and maximise digital connectivity, 
deliver two major transformational City and Town 
Centre regeneration schemes and provide skills and 
employability programmes. The investment will catalyse 
delivery of a number of projects featured within the 
Strategic Growth Plan.

2. This is our time. A time of progress
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We are innovating
Innovation sits at the very heart of the Derry~Londonderry and Strabane City Deal 
and Inclusive Future Fund. We have an established number of research and innovation 
centres that build on Ulster University’s strong track record of research excellence 
in data, health and life sciences and advanced manufacturing. We are establishing 
an innovation corridor situated on the City’s Riverfront which will be home to a fast-
growing cluster of Ulster University research centres of excellence that will include 
researchers, business and the local community. 

 X Ulster University’s Centre for Industrial Digitalisation, Robotics and Automation 
(CIDRA) will support industry in the adoption of industrial digital technologies and 
robotics. 

 X The Cognitive Analytics Research Lab (CARL) is a transformational Applied Research 
Centre that brings together data analytics and Artifi cial Intelligence expertise. 

 X The Transformational Healthcare Research Innovation Value Based Ecosystem 
(THRIVE) is a research led, community and industry facing research facility which 
will study the genes of citizens within the North West, develop a Community Health 
Company which will generate revenue for investing back into local communities. 

 X Northern Ireland’s fi rst Graduate Entry Medical School opened in September 2021 
as part of our new School of Medicine which will help meet the regions need for 
increased medical students and will address the wider issue of a shortage of doctors.

 X A digital Enabling Infrastructure Programme will create a step change in the digital 
infrastructure within the City Region by focusing on next generation technologies 
including digital connectivity and rural connectivity in areas with poor broadband 
connectivity. 

 X The Smart City proposals will pace the Derry Londonderry and Strabane City Region 
at the leading edge of urban innovation supporting the development, deployment 
at scale and commercialisation of smart specialisms across a range of sectors and 
public service delivery.
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We are regenerating
As part of the City Deal proposals we are developing a 
programme of investment in infrastructure, place-making and 
tourism-led regeneration that will support the ambitions to 
deliver economic recovery and inclusive growth. 

 X The Central Riverfront Regeneration                                    
£45m will be invested to reconstruct Queens Quay and 
remodel Harbour Square. This initiative will unlock private 
sector development opportunities along Queens Quay and 
Strand Road and open up the opportunity for development 
on Foyle Street. This regeneration together with the Derry/
Londonderry North Atlantic (DNA) Maritime Museum at 
Ebrington and investment at the core of the Walled City will 
act as a catalyst for the regeneration of the wider city centre 
and riverfront. It will also release an axis of investment along 
the riverfront that includes Ulster University’s School of 
Medicine and the proposed innovation centres of excellence. 
It will facilitate the expansion of the University Campus 
to the Riverfront as well as complementing innovative 
development at Fort George and elsewhere along the 
Riverfront. 

 X Strabane Town Centre Regeneration                                        
A £50m transformation package will create new physical 
infrastructure centred around the historic canal basin to 
include a primary health care hub, a further and higher 
education campus of the North West Regional College and a 
Leisure Centre along with business incubation units coupled 
with improved connections to public transport through a 
new foot bridge and enhanced high quality public realm.

The City Deal and Inclusive Future Fund investment is forecast to lead to 
a tripling of the expected rate of employment growth, with an additional 
7,000 jobs created by 2032, a boost to Gross Value Added (GVA – i.e. the 
value of local goods and services) of £230m per annum by the end of the 
decade and an additional £126m per annum in wages by 2032.

ADDITIONAL GVA (£m) CITY DEAL ADDITIONAL WAGES (£m) CITY DEAL

Source: ONS (Regional Accounts) & UUEPC Summer 2019 Local Model
Source: NISRA (BRES) & UUEPC Summer 2019 Local Model
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We are making it happen
Despite signifi cant challenges over the past four 
years, there has been tangible progress on the 
implementation of the Strategic Growth Plan.

We are making progress on 
6 of our 8 Outcomes

Indicative change in Population 
Indicators from start of Plan

Indicators 
reporting an

UPWARD
CHANGE

Indicators 
reporting a
DOWNWARD

CHANGE

32/49

17/49

Economic Wellbeing

10

UPWARD NO CHANGE DOWNWARD

6

Social Wellbeing

14

UPWARD NO CHANGE DOWNWARD

9
7

Environmental Wellbeing

8

UPWARD NO CHANGE DOWNWARD

23

Change in Wellbeing Indicators
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We are closing the gap
We have been tracking the performance of the City 
and District against Northern Ireland with our social, 
economic and environmental indicators. All of our 
indicators have been baselined at the commencement of 
the plan in 2017. 

 X Our 16-64 Employment Rate has increased by 13.2% 
since 2016 compared to a NI Increase of 2.6% up to 
2019

 X Our economic inactivity rate (excluding students) 
has decreased by 4.9% compared to 1.6% decrease 
Northern Ireland wide from 2016 to 2019

 X The standardised death rate (U75 all-cause mortality) 
per 100,000 of population has decreased by 12.2 
compared to 6.2 Northern Ireland wide

 X The standardised admission rate for alcohol per 
100,000 of population – is down 345.2 compared to 
Northern Ireland reduction of 59

 X We also have delivered more social dwelling 
completions +27 compared to -351 regionally.
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We are delivering
We have been delivering on our 232 actions. 76% of our 
actions are on track and 11% of our actions are complete. 

11%
2%

11%

76%

ACTION COMPLETE

ACTION ON TRACK

RATE OF PROGRESS LESS THAN PLANNED

ACTION NOT ACHIEVED WITHIN TIMESCALES

OTHER

Delivery of Actions

OUTCOME WE ARE BETTER SKILLED AND EDUCATED

Ulster University’s School of Medicine opened in September 2021.

Ulster University’s School of Health Sciences will be 
relocated to the Magee Campus from 2022.

The North West Regional College launched a multimillion 
redevelopment at Springtown Campus.

We achieved UNESCO Learning City Status.
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OUTCOME WE PROSPER THROUGH A STRONG, SUSTAINABLE AND COMPETITIVE ECONOMY

Ebrington’s 50,000 ft2 Grade A Office Accommodation is nearing completion (March 2022)
and planning approval has been granted for further 30,000 ft2 second building.

UK RI funded SMART Nano project (£40m) approved and commenced to create a manufacturing corridor in the City.

Two businesses, Dragon Brand and KES Group, have located in Strabane Business Park employing 25 people. Houston
Precision Engineering is also building a 30,000 ft2 factory on the site which will lead to the creation of over 40 engineering jobs. 
This has generated further interest from several other potential investors for the final site on the park.

The AMP Incubator developed and opened in Ebrington Square in October 21.

Catalyst Inc is in advanced planning for second building at Fort George.

£1.3m allocated to local businesses resulting in 80 projected jobs in rural Communities.

£1.2m allocated to 4 large (Newtownstewart, Castlederg, New Buildings and Sion Mills) and 9 small scale Capital 
Projects (Plumbridge, Artigarvan, Claudy, Donemana, Killeter, Ardstraw, Clady, Drumahoe, Park).

£1.75 million allocated to assist Rural Communities for capital support to improve access to basic services. 

222 businesses awarded £642,000 COVID Recovery Support Funding from Department for Communities.

Strabane Business Improvement District is beginning its 2nd 5-year term which could see a further £625,000 investment in the town centre.
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OUTCOME WE LIVE IN THE CULTURAL DESTINATION OF CHOICE

Tourism Strategy completed and published in May 2018.  An action plan has been developed across three themes:
1. Product and Experience ~ Activity & Adventure, Creativity & Culture, History & Heritage
2. Visitor Servicing
3. Destination Marketing ~ the Walled City, Where the Wild Atlantic Way meets the Causeway Coastal Route

Food and Drink Strategy for the City and District published in 2019.

Relocation of Visitor Information Centre to state of the art facility in Waterloo Place completed in 2020.

Sperrins Partnership established and funding for an innovative sculpture trail with partners council to be completed in 2023.

Festivals bring in 400,000 visitors to the City and Region on an average every year contributing £7.2m to the economy
(not including spend on accommodation).

City Deal funding package confirmed for two tourism projects, the DNA Museum at Ebrington and the Walled City Experience.

2019 a record year for tourism, 466k visitors to the Walls, £71m Visitor spend, 308k overnight trips (ref NISRA).

Developed the Ulster Ireland International Appalachian Trail Development Project in conjunction with partner council.

Arts & Culture Strategy in place overseen by a cross sectoral partnership in the form of the Co Delivery Group with a 
mission to create together a thriving, ambitious and sustainable arts and culture community for the NW.

Extensive Audience Development project undertaken with partners at Donegal County Council to drive cultural 
engagement across the North West.
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OUTCOME WE LIVE SUSTAINABLY, PROTECTING OUR ENVIRONMENT

Major infrastructure works have been completed at Ebrington to ‘open up’ the site to private sector investment
and over £15m has been invested by TEO from 2016 to progress development and secure leases. 
 
We are the first District Council area in Northern Ireland to adopt a Climate Change Adaptation Plan.

We have produced Northern Ireland’s first Green Infrastructure plan and natural capital account.

There are 9,000 hectares of publically owned accessible green spaces across the Derry City and Strabane District.

There are an estimated 8.5m visits to the 4,000 publically owned green spaces each year supplying £141m in benefits to residents each year.

Translink announce investment of £30m in the Foyle Metro Service so that they will battery-electric and Zero-Emissions.

DfC have agreed, in principle, to dispose part of the Fort George site to WHSCT which requires approximately half of the Fort George site. 
Work is underway to integrate the health hub into the Fort George Masterplan.  Future marketing also being considered creating a Health and 
Innovation corridor from Fort George to Strand Road to Riverfront.

Business cases are being prepared for a £30m+ Health and Care Hub in  Strabane.

Completed the regeneration of Brooke Park and secured a Green Flag Award for 4th year running and Heritage Site Award received. 

£7.98m SEUPB PEACE IV funding secured for Riverine -  a shared space community park and pedestrian bridge from Strabane to Lifford.

£5.1m Strabane Town Centre Public Realm business case complete.
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OUTCOME WE CONNECT PEOPLE AND OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH OUR INFRASTRUCTURE 

Completed the multi-award award winning £27m Multi-Modal Transport Hub.

The 25.5km Dungiven to Drumahoe scheme is expected to complete in 2022 largely as planned. 
Phase 1: Drumahoe to Dungiven - under construction. Phase 2: Drumahoe to Foyle Bridge - in planning.

DfC is engaging with DfI on the A2 and Pennyburn roundabout and with DCSDC agreed to adopt
Creggan Reservoir Management status to unlock the future regeneration potential of Fort George.
Consultation on the scheme to launch in early 2022.

£75m allocated to the A5WTC by the Irish Government and further funding has been allocated
to the scheme in the draft Northern Ireland Executive budget in 2022.

15km of Greenways Delivered. Strabane/Lifford, Kilfennan, Waterside phase 4 and Culmore.
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OUTCOME WE LIVE LONG, HEALTHY AND FULFILLING LIVES

£8m Phase 1 of the Brandywell Stadium complete with new playpark. 

Our publically accessible green space in the District has provided £48m in physical health 
value each year and will provide £1.7bn in value to the residents between 2021 and 2032.

Over £5m capital investment in the regeneration of Melvin Sports Complex
(Mutisport 3G Pitch, stadium facilities).

A £72m Cityside health hub for 42,000 patients on the Fort George site to allow the expansion
of A&E in Altnagelvin. To include day procedures, outpatients, diagnostics, mental health and
community crisis intervention services.

Achieved World Health Organisation Designation to the Healthy Cities Network. 

A community based crisis intervention service has been developed and implemented.

2. This is our time. A time of progress
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OUTCOME WE LIVE IN A SHARED, EQUAL AND SAFE COMMUNITY

We developed 8 Local Growth Partnerships across each of our District Electoral Areas (and 1 in Strabane Town). 

Our Interagency Community Support Hub for Vulnerable individuals won many Community Safety Wards.

OUTCOME OUR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE THE BEST START IN LIFE

Successful delivery of Youth 19, a £1.5 million investment in activities and events for the 
12-24 age group winning Best Community Planning Initiative in 2020. 

We are one of the most youthful city regions in Ireland, the UK & Europe. 34% are under the age of 25.

OUTCOME WE HAVE A CARING SOCIETY THAT SUPPORTS PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THEIR LIVES

We have engaged with our citizens aged 50+ years to develop a new Age Friendly Strategy for the City and District 
and have included an additional outcome dedicated to older people in response to feedback from our stakeholders.  
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We are innovating
Derry City and Strabane District has clearly made signifi cant progress – but it is also important to 
be realistic about the scale of some of the challenges that the area continues to face. The City and 
District has been subject to a complex range of interrelated geopolitical and historic circumstances 
which have contributed to economic stagnation and pockets of deep social deprivation in both our 
urban and rural areas. Many of these challenges continue to impede the ability to impact wellbeing 
outcomes and the development of the City and District today.

Economic Challenges:

 X Inadequate third level educational provision with University places in the City at only 3 per 100 
of population (compared to 17 per 100 of population in Belfast and 12 per 100 of population in 
Coleraine).

 X A disproportionately low number of regional and sub-regional public and government offi  ces, 
services, economic assets, anchors and headquarters for a City of its regional scale, signifi cance 
and location.

 X The weak breadth and diversity of its retail, manufacturing and industrial base.

 X A sub regional population living outside the Council area travels to work in the City and District 
(accounting for 40% of employment in the City). 

 X The impact of the UKs departure from the EU has created uncertainty economically and socially.

 X Our labour force faces the twin challenges of high unemployment and high rates of economic 
inactivity.

 X In 2021 it was estimated that 30.4% of those aged 16-64 living in Derry City and Strabane 
District were economically inactive. This compares to 27.9% economically inactive for Northern 
Ireland.

 X In 2020 the gross median weekly pay for those living (£377.30) in Derry City and Strabane 
District was lower than the NI average (£431.30).
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Environmental challenges:

 X The location of the City and District on the border 
between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland 
resulting in the fragmentation of its functional economic 
area, fl uctuating currency levels and diff ering regulatory 
and statutory controls and environment. 

 X Its peripherality - as the most westerly City within the 
UK and situated on an EU border.

 X A legacy of underinvestment in infrastructure with poor 
local and sub-regional connectivity and to/from Foyle 
Port and City of Derry Airport.

 X The delays on the A5 Dublin–Derry road and the 
absence of a direct rail link to Dublin and Donegal  
continue to accentuate the peripherality of the City and 
District. 

 X The uptake of public transport is lower than average. 

 X There is heavy reliance on the car as the primary mode 
of transport – contributing to 40% of our carbon output 
compared to the 20% on average elsewhere.

 X 30% of households in the City and District have been 
recorded as living in Fuel Poverty compared to a 
Northern Ireland average of 22%.

 X There are currently 36 listed buildings in the Council 
area on the built heritage at risk register.  This is 5%, 
which is similar to the Northern Ireland average.  Once 
lost, heritage assets are gone forever and it is important 
that we develop sustainable futures for these buildings.
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Social challenges:

 X The troubles, their historic impact and their ongoing legacy has had an 
intergenerational trauma impact on local communities.

 X Since 2017, our standardised prescription rate for mood and anxiety 
prescriptions per 1,000 of population has increased by 13.9 points on the 
baseline compared to a 5.6 increase across Northern Ireland.

 X Our residents suff er from higher levels of health inequalities.  This is a 
situation that is further exacerbated for those living in our most deprived 
areas – both within our high density urban areas and our rural areas.

 X There are pockets of deprivation. One fi fth of our residents live in areas 
that have higher Claimant Count rates than the NI average.

 X 1 in 3 Children living in the City and District are living in poverty.

 X Young people are the most likely age group to be working in sectors 
hardest hit by COVID-19. We have a higher proportion of young people 
long term unemployed. 

 X We have a higher percentage of people who are economically inactive 
due to a disability or long term illness. 

 X In terms of housing tenure, our council area has one of the highest 
proportions of social housing and has the second highest number of 
applicants on the social rented sector waiting list.  

 X Recorded crime has increased in the City and District since 2017

Over the next 20 years the City and District will experience a signifi cant 
shift in the age profi le of the population.  By the end of this period, our 
region is projected to have nearly 4,000 fewer children aged under 16 with 
an increase in those of retirement age of around 14,000.

Projected population change within age bands 2016 - 2039

We can address these social, economic and environmental 
challenges and deliver wellbeing outcomes through the delivery 
of the actions within this Inclusive, Strategic Growth Plan.
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What matters now is how we build 
on this progress and respond to 
current and ongoing challenges 
in a post pandemic environment.  
Offi  cial forecasts are merely based 
on past trends and we know that if 
we choose to do thing diff erently, 
the future does not need to be a 
repetition of the past. Our recovery 
strategy is strongly based on a 
green recovery – embedded within 
the Sustainable Development Goals, 
climate resilience and transitioning 
to a just, low carbon economy.

Reducing inequalities matters
The pandemic has clearly shown 
that where there is inequality there 
is poor wellbeing, poverty and 
disadvantage.  Inequality harms 
those directly suff ering but it also 
harms us all economically and 
socially regardless of how well 
off  we are. We are deeply aware 
of the ongoing consequences of 
social deprivation across our City 
and District and whilst change 
unfortunately cannot be instant we 
are committed to ensuring that the 
promise of inclusive growth and 
equality is achieved. Our future is 
one where inequalities of all kinds 
are eradicated or substantially 
reduced. 



The planet matters
We have declared a climate 
emergency and have pledged 
to address and mitigate against 
climate change.  We need to 
live sustainably: to produce 
and consume within planetary 
boundaries.  We have been 
pioneering new approaches to 
both reduce our contribution to 
climate change and build our 
resilience to the impacts of it now 
and in the future. 

We are the first Council area in 
Northern Ireland to have developed 
a Climate Change Adaption Plan 
and are committed that all future 
developments are climate ready. 
We believe we can have a circular 
economy and a low carbon 
society.  We need to promote more 
renewable energy, develop an 
integrated, sustainable transport 
system and connect our rich 
waterways and greenways. 

Our Strategic Growth Plan 
outcomes have been matched to 
the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals which encapsulate the 
principles of place making, smart 
growth and healthy places. 

Being a driver for economic 
prosperity North and South 
matters 
We have a strong sense of our 
role as part of the wider global 
economy and society.  As the 
capital of the North West of Ireland 
and located on the western frontier 
with Europe, our aspiration is to 
be a positive contributor to the 
Northern Irish, UK and European 
economies. With a more successful 
economy with lower levels of 
worklessness and higher levels of 
personal income we will be less 
dependent on external subsidies. 

We also will have larger levels 
of locally retained tax that can 
be spent to further enhance our 
prospects. Our economy means so 
much more to us than something 
that can simply be measured in 
terms of Gross Domestic Product 
or Gross Value Added.  We 
certainly want our economy to 
grow, but we specifically want 
it to grow in a way that reduces 
inequality and protects the 
environment. 

People and Places matter
Our sense of belonging and 
identity, of being rooted within 
our families, neighbourhoods, 
communities and our relationships 
and connections within them 
matter.  This is affected by the 
physical places that we live in: our 
streets, our schools and our shops, 
our places of work, our heritage 
assets and our places of leisure and 
play. We are strongly connected 
to our place within nature and the 
connection we feel with the green 
open spaces where we live.  

Our communities are also those 
built on shared interests such as 
arts and sport which foster rich 
connections right across our City 
and district. Our future is one 
where we nurture our sense of 
belonging and our relationships 
with both our people and our 
place.

The legacy of conflict matters
We are aware, many of us painfully 
so, of the legacy of decades of 
conflict.  That legacy manifests 
itself in the trauma of individuals 
and families on whom the violence 
of the past has left deep scars 
both physically and mentally.  We 
recognise this trauma and we 

are committed to helping those 
affected to enjoy full lives once 
more.  We also recognise the 
even greater challenge of healing 
our community. We are intensely 
proud of how far we have come in 
overcoming division and mistrust.  
We are committed to continuing 
this important work and of being a 
beacon of hope and reconciliation.

Governance matters
Civic engagement in decision 
making where there is active and 
valued citizen engagement in 
decision making is vitally important 
in the delivery of this Strategic 
Growth Plan.  We shall build on our 
dynamic leadership, strong urban 
and rural relationships, streamlined 
collaboration between local and 
central government and integrated 
cross border planning and delivery 
structures.
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There is a clear vision and direction within the City and District 
with political and civic consensus on our key social, economic and 
environmental challenges and opportunities.  We have mature and 
developed partnership working and dynamic political and civic 
leadership. 

Our partnership is clear on its vision, its mission and its cross cutting 
themes.

Our Vision
A thriving, prosperous and sustainable City and 
District with equality of opportunity for all.

Our Mission
To improve the social, economic and environmental 
wellbeing of the city and district and to do so in a 
sustainable way.

Cross cutting themes
Equality and Inclusive Growth. Sustainability. 
Rural Development. Good Relations.

3. Our ambition and approach
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Cross cutting themes
 Equality and Inclusive Growth
There is a growing body of published literature which demonstrates 
that income inequality is damaging to economic growth.  The 
OECD defines inclusive growth as ‘economic growth that creates 
opportunity for all segments of the population and distributes 
the dividends of increased prosperity, both in monetary and non-
monetary terms, fairly across society’.

Research by Joseph Rowntree Foundation and the recommendation 
from the Northern Ireland Expert Panel convened to support the 
development of an Anti-Poverty Strategy have demonstrated that 
work is the best route out of poverty for some people.  This means 
creating more and better jobs in the private, public and social 
economy sectors through investment in infrastructure and service 
provision.  Inclusive growth is essential to reducing inequalities.  We 
want to ensure that as many as people as possible have access to a 
good job.

 Sustainability
The legislation on Community Planning requires us to improve 
social, economic and environmental wellbeing and to identify ‘long-
term objectives in relation to the district for contributing to the 
achievement of sustainable development in Northern Ireland’.

Our approach is to focus on a number of key areas.  These include 
promoting sustainable communities, the development of a circular 
economy approach, a modal shift from the reliance on the private 
car to walking, cycling and public transport, reducing carbon 
emissions through energy efficiency and renewable energy, and 
protecting our own local ecosystems as the source of clean air, clean 
water and fertile topsoil.

3. Our ambition and approach
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Cross cutting themes
 Rural Development 
This plan, and the three rural local growth plans of Sperrin, Derg and 
Faughan are committed to supporting both our City as a generator of 
economic growth and our main town, local towns, villages, small settlements 
and rural areas which provide a rich source of natural resources, heritage, 
biodiversity, labour, heritage, space, natural assets, agriculture and tourist 
attractions. There is a commitment within the draft Rural Policy Framework 
for Northern Ireland (2021) to arrest the decline of our towns and villages, 
adapting to the changing function of town centres and to investing in the 
development of the rural economies and rural-based enterprise.  The Rural 
Needs Act (Northern Ireland) 2016 places a duty on central government 
and public authorities, including District Councils, to have due regard to 
rural needs when developing, adopting, implementing or revising policies, 
strategies and plans and designing and delivering public services. This plan 
has been screened in accordance with the legislation and a rural issues group 
has been established to ensure that wellbeing is realised and integrated 
within our rural communities.

 Good Relations
Good Relations impacts signifi cantly on societal wellbeing.  It is important 
in relation to people’s access to education, training and employment, the 
mobility of the workforce and in attracting investment – as investment 
depends, amongst other drivers, on having a settled and stable community. 
It is also important that we develop our City and Regional assets in ways 
that provide public spaces which are more accessible and welcoming to the 
whole community.  So we wish to continue to build a united community, 
based on equality of opportunity, the desirability of good relations and 
reconciliation – one which is strengthened by its diversity, where cultural 
expression is celebrated and embraced and where everyone can live, learn, 
work and socialise together, free from prejudice, hate and intolerance.

3. Our ambition and approach



Our co-design approach
The strength of feeling and the love that local people have for our 
City and District is clearly evident in every co-design meeting, 
conversation and community planning workshop that helped shape 
this plan. From Castlederg to Caw and from Claudy to the Creggan, 
we all identify in diff erent ways with diff erent places but we have a 
strong sense of community and a commitment to making the most 
of the present and building a better future.

Back in 2017, over 5,000 people were engaged in the co-design of 
our outcomes, indicators and actions.  A robust, evidence-based 
approach was also used to inform the work of eight thematic 
groups and the eight local growth plans.  Northern Ireland Statistics 
and Research Agency data, a citizen survey to 1,400 households, 
engagement with children and young people, focus group research 
with groups identifi ed as experiencing inequalities in accordance 
with Section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act, provided us with an 
evidence base to develop and agree the key actions required to 
address inequalities and grow our City and District over the next 15 
years.

During 2021, consultation and engagement was undertaken with 
approximately 300+ stakeholders with a responsibility for delivering 
the plan and also with citizens and local people. A detailed survey 
was issued seeking quantitative data on the topics of ‘governance/
partnership working, actions and data’. Further consultation was 
then carried out through our Citizen Space platform to allow local 
people to review our actions, prioritise them in order of importance 
and to suggest any gaps. This quantitative feedback has allowed the 
partnership to prioritise the actions, as requested, amend the plan 
and complete the review.
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This is our time - a time for a new story3. Our ambition and approach
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This framework was co-designed 
and agreed as the foundation of our 
Strategic Growth Plan.  It facilitated 
the establishment of thematic working 
groups to develop our outcomes, 
indicators and actions.



4. Outcomes and actions
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As a result of our extensive co-
design process the following 
outcomes were agreed and aligned 
to the three statutory pillars of 
wellbeing.

The outcomes have also been 
developed and refi ned to closely 
align to those of the Northern 
Ireland Executive’s Programme for 
Government.
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EDUCATION & SKILLS OUTCOME WE ARE BETTER SKILLED AND EDUCATED

Our young people have improved attainment levels              We have a better skilled and educated workforce

As a UNESCO Learning City and Region we have increased training and learning opportunities

Prioritised actions are as follows: 

X Increase third level student
numbers through the signifi cant
expansion of the Ulster University
at Magee to 10,000 students and
North West Regional College.

X Implement Vocational Educational
Programmes for young people
aged 14-18 at risk of disengaging.

X Develop local and sub-regional
responses to skill needs and
implement, review and monitor
the Skills Action Plan as part of the
Labour Market Partnership.

Key actions include:
X As part of our UNESCO Learning City and

Region global membership status, promote and
accelerate the practice of life-long learning,
develop an active and inclusive learning culture
from early education in families, the workplace
and communities.

X Embed entrepreneurialism within all learning
opportunities in collaboration with appropriate
agencies.

X Deliver Pilot projects to include work experience
and upskilling opportunities to embed core
employability skills for those entering the
labour market, the long term unemployed and
economically inactive.

X Increase industry engagement in careers advice
and guidance.

X Implement a STEM action plan.  Develop and
promote STEM programmes in primary and
post primary schools and deliver pilot projects
focusing of STEM Career/Industry Engagement.

X Promote the importance of educational
pathways and promote the apprenticeship
framework.

X Develop a collaborative and partnership model
of working across the education sector with
businesses to ensure smarter use of existing
estate assets and funding.

X Support community and parental engagement
projects focusing on numeracy and literacy.

X Increase the level of continuous professional
development and support available for teachers
across a range of areas - particularly STEM.

X Reinforcing and growing Derry-Londonderry’s
role as a vibrant University City.



Joseph Rowntree Foundation

The Strategic Growth Partnership is committed to the key 
catalytic expansion of third level education options within 
Ulster University at Magee and North West Regional 
College with the primary objective of reinforcing and 
growing Derry’s reputation as a vibrant University City.  
The New Decade New Approach political agreement 
in 2019 outlines a commitment to expand the student 
numbers at Ulster University at Magee Campus to 
10,000 students. This cannot be achieved unless the 
Department of Economy and the NI Executive change 
the policy regarding the current maximum Student 
number cap (MaSN).  The North West Regional College 
also plan to  create an additional 750 full time students 
to the North West Regional college by 2025.

4. Outcomes and actions: Economy
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ENTERPRISE & THE ECONOMY OUTCOME WE PROSPER THOUGH A STRONG, SUSTAINABLE & COMPETITIVE ECONOMY

Prioritised actions are as follows: 

 X Maximise job creation and 
investment opportunities in our 
City and Town Centres, regionally 
signifi cant regeneration sites and 
rural areas.

 X Develop a pilot Rural Community 
Broadband Scheme and roll out in 
multiple locations.

 X Develop a vibrant social economy, 
creative and cultural sectors 
through targeted support 
programmes.

Key actions include:
 X Develop compelling business cases and support 

packages for Foreign Direct Investment and 
develop our international connections to drive 
growth an investment.

 X Establish a Development Zone Pilot to mitigate 
the challenges and explore the opportunities 
arising from the UK’s Exit from the EU.

 X Develop more Grade A offi  ce accommodation.

 X Build and Strengthen clusters of Industry 
specialism in Advanced Manufacturing, Life and 
Health Sciences, Digital and Creative Industries 
and Tourism. 

 X

 X Secure investment into Strabane Business Park 
and ensure its full utilisation.

 X Develop incubation space and opportunities for 
collaborative public sector shared offi  ce space.

 X Provide intensive mentoring support for 
Entrepreneurs from under-represented groups.

 X Deliver business start-up programmes and 
development support focused on areas of high 
economic inactivity and rural community hubs.

Meaningful and rewarding employment is available to everyone           Our economy is better connected and more prosperous

We are more entrepreneurial, creative and business ready and have grown or economic base

We are more specialised and innovative and have competitive advantage



Derry/North West City Region 
Regeneration
The Regional Development Strategy recognises the 
importance of cities as drivers of economic growth, 
and that Belfast and Derry-Londonderry are key 
population and economic centres and as such will be 
catalysts for growth across Northern Ireland.  Ireland’s 
National Development Plan also outlines that we need 
to enhance performance of North West City Region 
which is key to both the Northern Ireland Executive’s 
and the Irish Government’s ambitions to realise the 
economic potential of the region.  Moreover, the 
Industrial Strategy for Northern Ireland outlines the 
intention to move towards a rebalancing focus and 
to invest in infrastructure to support the growth of 
Derry-Londonderry as the driver of the North West.

Indeed, over the past 25 years successful cities have 
become the main source of both national and global 
economic productivity.  The international evidence 
from successful world cities, including those that 
have completely reversed their cycle of decline – such 
as Bilbao, Malmo and Pittsburgh – suggests that 
cities perform better in those countries that are less 
centralised.

The evidence from Europe and internationally also 
indicates that small and medium-sized cities, like 
Derry-Londonderry, are becoming more important 
to future economic growth, especially when linked 
together in mutually supportive networks across 
wider spatial areas. 

This would support the arguments for greater 
connectivity between all cities in Northern Ireland and 
Ireland.

Within Great Britain and England in particular, cities 
have attempted to tackle low growth by joining 
together with neighbouring councils to for city-
region ‘combined authorities’ based on the functions 
of their local economic geography.  Subsequently, 
in establishing a strong North West focus, Derry-
Londonderry’s role has become pivotal to the 
health and success of the wider North West regional 
economy and as a net contributor to the wider 
economies in North and South of Ireland.  A successful 
Derry-Londonderry/North West City Region is critical 
to the future wellbeing of everyone living within 
Northern Ireland and the North West of the island of 
Ireland.

Our approach to economic growth focuses not only 
on stimulating growth and creating jobs through 
investment in infrastructure and service provision, but 
also in ensuring inclusive growth and that as many 
people as possible have access to those jobs and 
understand the relationship between prosperity and 
poverty.  This investment is premised on the eff ects 
of a dividend that will spread growth and reform to 
all the District’s surrounding areas and to Northern 
Ireland as a whole.

4. Outcomes and actions: Economy
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The integrated Economic Strategy for Derry 
City and Strabane District has identifi ed 
priority sectors which provide the ‘step-change’ 
required for economic development and 
growth.*

     Life Sciences & 
     Health Sciences

The North West City Region has focused on 
developing capability across the four key 
enabling technologies and processes required 
to capitalise on the opportunities arising 
from the demands across the Life and Health 
Sciences sector.  Derry City and Strabane 
District is home to the recently established 
Cognitive Analytics Research Lab (CARL) at 
Ulster University.  CARL is at the forefront 
of helping business, academia and clinicians 
in developing solutions to a multitude of 
problems through the use of big data.  Our 
pioneering research eff orts have created a 
signifi cant opportunity to further develop 
industry and economic growth partnership 
with Ulster University’s world-leading academic 
research.

Secondly, The Clinical Translational Research 
and Innovation Centre (C-TRIC) based at 
Altnagelvin Hospital Campus has been a 
pioneer in Precision Medicine and Clinical 
Trials.  It is Northern Ireland’s only Health 
Innovation Centre combining world-class 

clinical research with leading Life and Health 
Sciences entrepreneurs and businesses.  This 
approach has been at the forefront of driving 
innovation and the development of innovative 
health technologies, medical devices and 
therapeutics.

Thirdly, The Northern Ireland Centre for 
Stratifi ed Medicine aims to capture the 
opportunities that will be realised through 
point of care diagnostics through a shift 
towards personalised care.  Its world class 
researchers are undertaking cutting edge 
research that can better identify drugs or 
treatments that meet the specifi c needs of the 
individual patients.  It has the largest single 
critical mass of researchers solely focused on 
stratifi ed medicine in Ireland, putting Derry and 
Strabane at the frontier of pioneering medical 
research into chronic degenerative diseases.

Another key asset is The Intelligent Systems 
Research Centre (ISRC) at the Ulster University, 
Magee.  This centre is dedicated to the creation 
of intelligent computational systems, with a 
focus on biology and neuroscience.  It is a 
major contributor to international research in 
the areas of computational intelligence, virtual 
worlds, computer gaming, neuro engineering 
and bio-inspired computing.  It has developed 
the fi rst, and only functional brain mapping 
facility on the island of Ireland and is one of 
only a few in the U to use brain imaging to 

measure brain activity.  The Centre attracts 
scientists of international calibre, positioning 
this area as a world leader in intelligent 
systems.

Derry City and Strabane’s base at the forefront 
of setting the agenda in the Life and Health 
Sciences Sector through investment in 
excess of £140m in Altnagelvin’s Acute Area 
Hospital and the establishment of the NW 
Cancer Centre is further underlined by the 
establishment of Ulster University’s Graduate 
Entry Medical School in the heart of its campus 
in Derry.  It will place the North West at the 
forefront of addressing the recruitment and 
retention of medical staff  in Northern Ireland’s 
healthcare sector.

*The Integrated Economic Strategy also outlines a
number of other subsidiary sectors which will assist
the sustainability and growth of the area.  To view
the strategy please visit www.derrystrabane.com

4. Drivers for Economic Growth
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      Digital Industries including 
    Business, Professional & 
    Financial Services

Derry and Strabane has a growing, 
creative and dynamic Digital cluster.  The 
area already has an established presence 
of large FDIs including Fujitsu, Allstate 
and Seagate Technologies and there is 
an established market in the Software 
and IT Services areas.  Supporting the 
large multi-nationals is a wealth of small 
and medium sized enterprises with over 
50 creative, digital content companies 
covering everything from specialist 
software development to e-learning and 
mobile apps.  Both Further and Higher 
Education providers provide a wide 
range of digitally related courses.

The area has demonstrated its capability 
to provide fi nancial systems and 
technology to the Financial Services 
Industry with links to London, Dublin and 
the US.  Texas based One Source Virtual 
established their European Service 
Centre in Derry in2015 employing 
professionals across a range of roles 
such as deployment, application 
management services and payroll.

The Cognitive Analytics Research (CARL) 
will accelerate the growth of the digital 
cluster over the next 5 to 10 years by 
setting the data analytics agenda and 
enhancing international competitiveness.   
Catalyst Inc. based at the Innovation 
Centre provides 50,000 square feet of 
fl exible workspace housing specialists in 
software, telecoms, digital media, health 
and bioscience, clean tech and television 
production.

The City and District also benefi ts 
from Project Kelvin which has created 
the fastest, high capacity city to city 
international telecommunications 
link to the east coast of the USA.  It 
provides world class telecommunications 
connectivity and research capability 
and signifi cantly enhances the region’s 
capacity to create and grow high value 
‘Smart Economy’ enterprises.

4. Drivers for Economic Growth
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       Creative Industries

Derry and Strabane has a cluster of companies 
focusing on broadcast production, digital publishing, 
music, games development and animation/fi lm.  
Supporting this business base are Ulster University’s 
School of Creating Arts and Technologies, the North 
West Regional College ‘s third level qualifi cations 
in creative Media Production and NORIBIC’s Digital 
Media Works incubator – Northern Ireland’s fi rst 
multimedia (DMM) sector-specifi c incubator, with 
a particular focus on the computer games industry.  
Research is also taken by ISRC at Magee on 
serious games and virtual worlds focussing on the 
eff ective use of games and virtual worlds for STEM 
related education, and designing engaging games 
underpinned by the eff ective use of analytics and 
metrics.

The City and District has a strong reputation for 
creativity in areas such as music and literature.  It has 
hosted a number of successful recent events including 
UK City of Culture 2013, Music City 2014, the Turner 
Prize and Fashion Week.  Recent developments 
include the joint bid with Belfast City Council 
to become European Capital of Culture in 2023, 
investment in Custom House to provide incubation 
space for textile design and the announcement of 
fi lm and television legal specialists opening a new 
European offi  ce in the North Wes Regional Science 
Park.  Ulster University, Magee also off ers a Master-
level course in ‘Law and Business of Film and 
Television’.

4. Drivers for Economic Growth
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3        Advanced Manufacturing 
     & Engineering

Derry City and Strabane has a diverse and 
growing advanced manufacturing and engineering 
sector.  The North West region has experience 
in aerospace, automotive, construction, agri-
engineering and materials handling.  Within these 
sectors the region is developing a world-class 
reputation for its strengths I polymers and plastics, 
manufacturing, precision manufacturing, aircraft 
seating and interiors.  This is supported through 
the establishment of the £8m North West Centre 
for Advanced Manufacturing (CAM).  

Cam will support a super cluster within Life and 
Health Sciences and will signifi cantly increase the 
number of businesses in commercially focused 
research enhancing innovation and competitivity.
The Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering 
sector is a signifi cant employer across the region 
with the long established International Companies 
such as Dupont and Bemis, complemented by 
indigenous companies such as E&I Engineering, 
O’Neills, Fleming Ari and AE Global.

4



       Culture & Tourism

Events tourism brings 
revenue, off ers an opportunity 
to increase the profi le of the 
City and District and creates 
a positive climate of cross-
fertilise growth in other 
sectors.  City of Derry Airport 
and Foyle Port provide 
important connectivity 
assets and the area has a 
signifi cant portfolio of cultural 
and heritage assets, tourist 
attractions and activities.

4. Drivers for Economic Growth
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5        Strategic National & International Relationships

Derry City and Strabane District has a number of strategic relationships 
with Belfast, Dublin, London, Europe and the North East of USA and 
China.  It also has a history of strong collaboration with neighbouring 
Councils and other border counties.  These important connections help 
develop trade relationships, access investment and venture capital, 
develop local skills and experience in our growth sectors.

Derry City and Strabane District Council has a historic and strong 
relationship with the City of London through the development of a 
unique and innovative economic partnership.  The City of London 
is dominated by the Business, Professional and Financial services 
industry.  Derry and Strabane are proactively positioning themselves 
to benefi t from future growth outside the City of London through a 
focussed and sustained eff ort to build relationships with key economic 
and commercial stakeholders.

Further afi eld, the North West Region has developed deep and 
mutually benefi cial relationships with business, government and 
cultural organisations in Boston, Philadelphia and New York.  Through 
annual trade missions, inward as well as outward, the Region has raised 
awareness of its reputation as a place to do business, live and play.  Our 
companies have benefi ted through developing export opportunities, 
collaborations in Research and Development and Joint Ventures.

As we look at the future, Derry City and Strabane District Council 
has begun to focus on the East and has forged ties with the City of 
Dalian in China.  The City of Dalian in North Eastern China is a global 
fi nancial centre and has population of over 6.5 million.  Specialising in 
the Financial and IT industry, and home to Oracle, IBM and CISCO, our 
relationship with Dalian underlines our commitment to growing our 
reputation beyond our traditional markets.

6
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TOURISM, ARTS & CULTURE OUTCOME WE LIVE IN THE CULTURAL DESTINATION OF CHOICE

Prioritised actions are as follows: 
 X In conjunction with the Tourism and Arts & 

Culture strategies, deliver an ambitious festival 
and events strategy Building on the success of 
UK City of Culture 2013 to promote the city and 
region as a Festival City, profi ling our vibrant 
art scene and placing real value on our Cultural 
capital which will contribute to the economic 
impact through a yearlong festival programme.  

 X Develop and promote the use of the District’s 
waterways and in particular the River Foyle as a 
tourism attraction.

 X Develop a strategic investment strategy for the 
arts and culture sector supported by ongoing 
impact analysis and focused on leveraging 
collaboration between key cultural institutions. 

 X Support the development of key tourism, arts 
and cultural capital projects, that will have 
a signifi cant impact on the delivery of the 
Tourism and Arts & Culture strategies including 
delivering the DNA Museum at Ebrington, 
focusing on the Walled City Development and 
scoping the feasibility of further attraction 
development.

Key actions include:
 X Implementation of our comprehensive Tourism 

strategy and action plan and Arts and Culture 
strategy and action plan including key actions 
‘to develop a 5-10-year Investment Action Plan 
for the Arts and Culture strategy to secure 
innovative and alternative sources of investment 
and to research and agree a social, economic 
and cultural impact assessment model for the 
arts and culture sector… in line with the Inclusive 
Strategic Growth Plan and in partnership 
with other outcome partners. Set indicators, 
outcomes and baselines and build local capacity 
to use them.’

 X Develop and promote our heritage assets – in 
particular managing the Walled City and built 
heritage assets to realise their full potential to 
the standard of a world heritage site – through 
capital investment, regeneration, preservation, 
sustained animation and a marketing 
programme.

 X Develop a regionally signifi cant family friendly 
wet weather attraction as part of Councils new 
leisure estate.

 X Support the core cultural sector to become 
sustainable through new revenue opportunities 
including the securing of additional investment, 
exploiting collaborative effi  ciencies and 
leveraging commercial opportunities as well as 
developing programme content and support 
event delivery to enhance the City and District’s 
visitor experience, including a focus on the 
evening economy in key visitor spaces.

 X Develop and deliver an access and Inclusion 
Programme in partnership with key strategic 
partners to encourage participation and 
engagement in accessible cultural experiences.

 X Drive capital investment in visitor orientation 
and infrastructure via securing new visitor 
destination premises with state-of-the-art digital 
visitor services; and improve accessibility and the 
development of community tourism initiatives.

 X Implement the Food and Drink Strategy and 
Action Plan to further develop the region as a 
leading food destination.

 X Create and support local, national and 
international cultural exchanges and 
collaboration.

We live in the cultural destination of choice and offer world-class visitor experiences
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The success of 2013, hosting the international 
Clipper Round the World race at our Maritime 
Festival and the great international success of 
our events in particular Halloween together with 
our year-round cultural off ering has created a 
wonderful cultural renaissance that has taken place 
in the City and District in the last decade.  The 
Walled City has become synonymous with hosting 
one of the world’s richest Halloween Festivals that 
has made its way on to “bucket lists” across the 
globe voted “Number One Halloween Destination 
in the World” by USA Today” and highlighted by 
the New York Times as one of the world’s “Top 6 
Halloween Destinations”. 

We also have a vibrant arts scene widely 
supported by a population who place great value 
on creativity.  This is against a backdrop of a 
remarkable built heritage – of which the historic 
City Walls are the most striking feature adding up 
to a thrilling experience and with all the economic 
benefi ts that tourism can bring.

But culture and the arts are much more than an 
economic opportunity, important as they are.  
Our creative skills and instincts manifest 
themselves in myriad ways throughout our district 
- in our homes, schools, businesses, creative and 
community venues and in the streets.  Making 
music, singing, story-telling, poetry, dancing 
and making all manner of things: these are 
what help defi ne who we are and bring 
meaning and vibrancy to our lives.
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PHYSICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL REGENERATION OUTCOME WE PROTECT AND ENHANCE THE ENVIRONMENT 

Prioritised actions are as 
follows: 

 X Progress the development of 
regionally signifi cant regeneration 
sites in Ebrington, Fort George, 
Derry City Centre and Strabane 
town Centre in collaboration with 
government and private sector 
partners.

 X Deliver major local area-based 
regeneration projects and 
initiatives.

 X Develop community led 
regeneration initiatives to promote 
environmental stewardship and the 
responsible use and protection of 
the environment.

Key actions include:
 X Deliver a new Local Development Plan and local 

planning policies to progress a framework to support 
sustainable social, economic and environmental growth 
and development of the City and District. 

 X Prepare a development and conservation spatial 
framework and masterplan for both Derry City Centre 
and Riverfront and Strabane Town Centre to provide 
high quality design and regeneration and investment. 

 X Deliver heritage/conservation-led masterplans for Sion 
Mills and develop ongoing renewal action plans for 
other settlements.

 X Protect and promote our natural and built heritage 
assets through the establishment of multi-sectoral 
heritage partnerships, heritage education programmes 
and skills specialisms development.

 X Support the implementation of the Urban Villages 
Programme in the Bogside, Fountain and Bishop 
Street areas to foster positive community identities, 
build community capacity and improve the physical 
environment of the area. 

 X Provide quality social and private housing in 
sustainable urban and rural neighbourhoods to 
meet the needs of our growing population providing 
attractive places to live within easy access to local 
services and amenities. 

 X To design and deliver high quality public realm 
schemes in our urban centres.

 X Enhancement of the natural environment through 
biodiversity action planning and landscape scale 
conservation projects to protect and enhance natural 
environmental assets. 

 X Develop our parks and green spaces including major 
regeneration and enhancement schemes in Ballyarnett 
County Park, Culmore District Park, Castlederg 
Castle and gardens, Boom Hall, Riverine, Carricklee in 
Strabane and St. Columb’s Park.

 X Promote neighbourhood and village enhancement 
through the development of local environmental 
improvement schemes and Community facilities.

We connect our people and opportunities through our infrastructure        We live sustainably contributing to climate action

Our Local Development Plan contributes to the development of sustainable communities and to meeting housing need  

We will benefit from well-designed and managed green and blue spaces       We have stronger environmental stewardship, value and enhance our environment
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Our actions within this theme focus on the 
environmental and physical regeneration of 
our urban and rural places, on our built and 
natural environment, on how they interact, 
and on how we live as part of both in a 
sustainable way.  The actions are aligned to 
the commitment to manage the walled city 
to the standard of world heritage site status.  
Sustainability is an important cross-cutting 
theme for the plan and we want to create 
the physical conditions and the behavioural 
change required to enable sustainable living.  
The focus is on aff ordable housing providing 
high quality living environments making up 
diverse and sustainable communities.

It is also about improving the public realm, 
our build heritage and green infrastructure 
and spaces to make our City, town and rural 
areas vibrant and attractive places to live, 
work and visit.  Our green spaces and our 
natural environment contribute positively 
to our emotional health and wellbeing.  
Everyone needs access to the healing 
qualities of nature and everyone has a role to 
play in being stewards of our environment for 
current and future generations.

4. Outcomes and actions: Environment and Regeneration
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INFRASTRUCTURE, TRANSPORT, ENERGY, WASTE & WATER  OUTCOME WE CONNECT OUR PEOPLE & OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH OUR INFRASTRUCTURE

Prioritised actions are as follows: 
X Delivery of necessary strategic

road infrastructure whilst also
enhancing opportunities for modal
shift, active travel and including:

X The A5 Western Transport Corridor
from Derry to Aughnacloy and N2
improvements beyond enhancing
critical and safe connectivity to
Dublin.

X Provision of enhanced rail
services and facilities including
more frequent connectivity to
Belfast and Dublin and integrated
connectivity to local city and
regional public transport services
and the greenway network.

X Improved connectivity and
frequency of fl ights from City of
Derry Airport to major business
hubs and the development and
sustainability of the Airport.

Key actions include:
X Development and delivery of the North West

transport plan for the City and District.

X Complete the A6 dualling project from
Derry to the M22 providing high quality dual
carriageway/motorway connectivity to Belfast,
integrating Park & Ride and active travel
infrastructure.

X The upgrade of the A2 Buncrana Road
cross border economic corridor to release
the potential of Fort George and other
development opportunities along its route.

X Enhanced City regional, cross-border and inter-
city bus services, timetabling and frequency,
rapid bus transport network for Derry City.

X Promote a modal shift away from the use of the
private car towards sustainable travel including
the use of public transport, cycling and walking
through the development of our greenways –
including extension of waterside greenway to
Strathfoyle, development of the greenway

X network in Strabane Town and incorporating a
new footbridge and the provision of 46km of
off -road greenway connections from Liff ord to
Strabane, Buncrana to Derry and Muff  to Derry.

X Further development of facilities at Foyle Port.

X Ensure an integrated approach to waste
management and developing a circular
economy approach to meet landfi ll diversion
targets, invest further in high quality waste
management facilities and infrastructure.

X Implement new regional energy strategy, analyse
the region’s energy consumption and develop
a strategy to reduce energy use through the
establishment of an energy sustainability forum,
promote energy effi  ciency, gas availability,
improve air quality, appropriate planning and
siting of renewable energy development and
implement a smart grid pilot project.

X Prioritise investment in water infrastructure,
the promotion of urban sustainable drainage
systems to protect from the risk of fl ooding.

We have a secure and affordable greener energy supply          We have moved towards a circular economy with zero waste  

We have integrated, sustainable and accessible transport          Our water is clean and effectively managed
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The development of our infrastructure 
is vital to the regeneration that this 
Strategic Growth Plan aims to achieve. 
Sustainable use of energy, waste 
reduction, transport sustainable and 
water use make multiple contributions 
to our economic, environmental and 
social wellbeing. Our approach to 
energy use determines how successful 
we are at combating fuel poverty; its 
availability at the right price is vital 
for the economy; and the amount of 
carbon dioxide we produce as a result 
has an impact on the future of our 
planet. Waste is now understood as 
a resource so that the question is not 
how do we get rid of it but how do 
we produce as little as possible and 
use what is produced to provide new 
business opportunities. 

A highly eff ective sustainable transport 
infrastructure is vital for the economy 
and for tourism but it is also about how 
we enable everyone to access essential 
services and, more than that, give 
everyone the capability to participate 
fully in the life of society. And of course 
climate change confronts us with the 
big challenge of shifting from over-
dependence on the private car to 
walking, cycling and public transport.

4. Outcomes and actions: Environment and Regeneration
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HEALTH AND WELLBEING OUTCOME WE LIVE LONG, HEALTHY AND FULFILLING LIVES 

Prioritised actions are as follows: 
 X A strong focus on mental health 

and wellbeing across the lifetime 
of our people based on models of 
prevention, pathways to recovery.

 X Develop an alcohol and drug 
awareness and intervention 
programme focused on safe 
drinking levels and working with 
the police to address illegal alcohol 
and drugs supply. 

Key actions include:
 X Deliver a health literacy programme focused 

on developing the capabilities of individuals to 
take control of their own health. 

 X Develop new regional sport and leisure facilities 
at Templemore in Derry City and in Strabane. 

 X Deliver a programme of sports pitch 
development, to include an extensively 
refurbished Brandywell Stadium and Melvin 
Sports Area. 

 X Deliver programmes which recognise that end 
of life care is a social as well as medical issue, 
build capacity within communities to support 
those with a life limiting illness to remain living 
independently in their own homes and enable 
all of our citizens to age well.

 

 X Deliver an ongoing phased expansion of 
Altnagelvin Hospital and two new primary 
health care centres – one in Strabane and one 
in the westbank of Derry~Londonderry.

 X Build the capacity of our local sporting and 
recreational clubs to become more sustainable 
and encourage higher levels of participation 
and profi ciency in sport and recreational 
activities. 

 X Deliver a sports and physical activities 
programme to promote greater activity for 
people with a disability, women, girls, older 
people and those living in areas of high social 
need. 

Health inequalities are reduced     We have improved physical and mental health           We are more physically active
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Our City has a strategic role in 
the administration of primary 
public health provision within 
the North West Region. 

Over the next 15 years in the region 
of circa £350m shall be spent on the 
extension of Altnagelvin Hospital and its 
development as a centre of excellence in 
medical innovation in science, treatment 
and care.

Long, healthy and fulfi lling lives depend 
much more on the capabilities that 
individuals have to live well than on a 
healthcare system that, no matter how 
good it is, can only help once things 
have gone wrong. First class healthcare 
is important, particularly for those in 
poor health and our focus will be on 
empowering people to lead healthy lives, 
on preventing physical and mental illness, 
on intervening in those crucial early years 
and helping people to age actively. We 
will focus on the high personal and social 
cost of misuse of alcohol and drugs, 
recognising the traumatic legacy of 
confl ict and the dependency this has led 
to for so many people.

We will tackle health inequalities 
experienced by our people by working 
closely with the community and voluntary 
sector to build healthy and sustainable 
communities which create the conditions 
to overcome those inequalities: to reduce 
defeat and despair where it exists and 
replace it with hope and confi dence and 
therefore improved physical and mental 
health. 

We shall invest circa 
£75million on our strategic 
leisure projects ~ 
with the development of two, new 
regional sporting and leisure facilities, 
one in Derry and one in Strabane. We 
will continue with our investment in high 
quality parks and play areas and expand 
our City, regional and cross border 
greenway network. This plan will help our 
citizens to become more active and reap 
the many health benefi ts that exercise 
brings.

4. Outcomes and actions: Community and Social
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT OUTCOME WE LIVE IN A SHARED, EQUAL AND SAFE COMMUNITY 

Prioritised actions are as follows: 

X Reduce crime, disorder and intercommunity
tensions by addressing interface and contested
spaces issues and improve safety.

X Empower communities to make the most of
their assets through developing a community
asset strategy.

X Design and deliver a programme of improved
community centres and facilities.

X Promote greater integration and inclusion
within and between communities through
shared spaces, services and facilities and the
development of rural community clusters.

Key actions include:
X Continue to support the delivery of the

local community planning partnerships
and deliver action plans which enable
people to become actively involved in
the planning and delivery of community
services and facilities.

X Foster positive community identities,
creativity and build community capacity
and resilience through a range of
interventions.

X Develop iconic shared space projects in
Strabane/ Liff ord, Waterside and Top of
the Hill areas.

X Increase and sustain the current levels
of volunteering within the community
and voluntary sector and expand
on opportunities to recognise their
contribution to society.

X Develop co-design and co-production
ways of working to deliver improved
outcomes for our people.

X Support vulnerable individuals to
prevent pathways into criminality and/
or paramilitaries.

We are actively engaged and can influence decisions which affect us          We have safer communities 

We have access to quality facilities and services            Our Community and Voluntary sector is more resilient and sustainable

4. Outcomes and actions: Community and Social
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The wellbeing of people and 
communities depends on our ability to 
be involved in the things that matter to 
us. If we feel we have some infl uence 
over those things, some control over 
our own destiny, then we feel better 
about our lives and our communities 
are strengthened as a result of 
our voices being heard.  A crucial 
component in all of this is our active 
community and voluntary sector which 
is closely engaged with the lives of 
local people. 

When it works eff ectively in 
partnership with government there 
can be a signifi cant impact on the 
quality of those lives. This approach 
of involving people and working 
with the community and voluntary 
sector is central to tackling poverty, 
disadvantage and inequality, linking 
local people to jobs or assisting them 
to move closer to the labour market.

4. Outcomes and actions: Community and Social
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CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE OUTCOME OUR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE THE BEST START IN LIFE 

Prioritised actions are as follows: 
 X Increased access to community 

activities for children and young 
people to raise awareness of and 
improve physical and emotional 
wellbeing (through play, music, art, 
drama, physical activity and sport).

 X Improve and promote family 
support hubs with an emphasis on 
early intervention and prevention.

 X Child Poverty Advocacy as a 
key focus of the Anti-Poverty 
work, to reduce the number of 
children living in poverty alongside 
initiatives to reduce the impact 
that food and fuel poverty has 
on children and their families 
(behaviour, mental health, physical 
health and life chances).

Key actions include:
 X Greater collaboration and cooperation between 

organisations working with children and young 
people through the implementation of the 
Children and Young Peoples Strategy (2020-
2030).

 X Support for children whose wellbeing is 
aff ected by disruption to their schooling e.g. 
Covid Restrictions, Digital Divide, Reduced 
Timetables.

 X Embed a Child Rights Based Approach in the 
design, delivery and review of policy, strategy 
and services through the delivery of the Unicef 
Child Friendly Cities and Communities action 
plan by 2025.

 X Establish cross-organisational support for the 
‘Youth Voice’ (NW Ministry of Youth) including 
the development of a pathway of support for 
seldom heard voices enabling all young people 

to have their voices heard in local and regional 
decision-making. 

 X Increase awareness of strong emotional 
attachment for children and parents through 
the delivery of MACE and trauma informed 
practice awareness training. 

 X Children, young people and their parents/ 
carers are aware of how to protect their mental 
health, with wider promotion, awareness and 
access to services through the promotion of 
online tools/ resources and the Family Support 
NI directory.

 X Increase and sustain the current levels of 
volunteering within the community and 
voluntary sector and expand on opportunities 
to recognise their contribution to society.

 X Develop co-design and co-production ways of 
working to deliver improved outcomes for our 
people.

Our children and young people are safer, healthier, more respected and included 

Our children and people are better able to fully realise their potential and become active, responsible citizens

4. Outcomes and actions: Children & Young People
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4. Outcomes and actions: Children & Young People

Our approach to providing our children and young 
people with the best start in life is based on a fi ve-
part strategy. First is UNICEF’s rights-based approach 
where children and young people know and 
understand their rights, are treated with dignity and 
feel nurtured. They have a say in decisions that aff ect 
them and experience services that are built around 
them. Secondly, families and communities are key to 
ensuring children become happy, healthy, confi dent 
individuals and they must be supported in this. 

Thirdly there are strong links between social 
deprivation and low educational outcomes and this 
requires a whole community approach in which 
schools, families, communities and statutory services 
work together. Fourthly, growing up involves often 
diffi  cult and sometimes unexpected transitions. The 
support off ered at these times of change will build 
the coping skills that can inform a young person’s 
values, emotional resilience, social and spiritual 
development. 

Finally, children and young people growing up in 
poverty and disadvantage have poorer outcomes and 
are less likely to do well in later life. The COVID-19 
pandemic has widened the gap and complexities of 
issues faced by children living in poverty. Initiatives 
to reduce the impact of poverty on the most 
vulnerable are essential while longer term initiatives 
aimed at reducing poverty are implemented. These 
interventions are essential to giving children and 
young people the best start in life.
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OLDER PEOPLE OUTCOME WE HAVE A CARING SOCIETY THAT SUPPORTS PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THEIR LIVES 

Prioritised actions are as follows: 
 X Develop an age friendly City and Region 

through an integrated programme of action, 
based on a rights-based approach and on 
the eight World Health Organisations’ key 
themes.

 X Promoting positive mental health and 
wellbeing, and addressing social issues, risk 
factors and environmental impacts, such 
as social isolation and loneliness amongst 
urban and rural residents.  

 X Provide design-led solutions to facilitate 
the provision of care and support within 
communities to citizens with additional 
needs – whether home based or in a 
residential setting, engaging housing 
providers who provide supported living 
housing solutions.

Key actions include:
 X Encourage the voice of older people through 

active participation to refl ect an all-inclusive 
society.

 X Providing access to appropriate and supportive 
services and promoting early intervention.

 X Promoting access to services and community 
amenities close to home and in local 
communities.

 X Providing timely access to information on 
services and opportunities using appropriate 
communication channels.

 X Promoting enhanced public transportation 
services, routes and accessibility of services in 
dispersed rural areas.

 X Ensuring public realm and planning design 
takes account of the specifi c needs of older 
people and people with disabilities.

 X Providing safe, outdoor spaces which take 
account of all levels of mobility needs (e.g., 
outdoor seating on pedestrian walkways, 
dropped kerbs etc.).

 X Ensuring that urban and rural regeneration 
design promotes mental and physical health 
and that connectivity planning- including both 
rural/urban transport services and modal shift 
options of walking and cycling are taken into 
account and optimised in spatial plans.

 X Ensuring that housing and built environment 
solutions take account of an ageing population, 
delivering accessible homes with eff ective fuel 
poverty and aff ordable home energy solutions.  

 X Providing amenities for community wellbeing, 
participation, and support including community 
resource and healthy living centres. 

We address the health and social care needs of an ageing population, promoting positive attitudes
to older people and tailoring support to enable them to participate fully in society

We enable everyone to live their life in a fulfilling way as valued members of an inclusive society

We provide access to the places, services, housing, information and support people, when needed 

4. Outcomes and actions: Older People
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4. Key Strategic Capital Projects to be delivered/completed by 2025

Walled City Lighting
Project Phase 2

Urban & Rural
Heritage

Conservation

Multimodal
transport hub

Waterside 

Ebrington Phase 1
Grade A office accommodation.

Maritime Museum.
Hotel & Tourism Development

Randalstown to 
Castledawson &

Dungiven to Derry

Melvin Pitches
StrabaneParks & Play

Projects

Primary Health
Centre, Derry

Brandywell Stadium
& Sports Centre

Development

Major Private & Social 
Housing Developments

New Leisure Centres
in Strabane &
Templemore

Ulster University 
expansion

including graduate entry 
Medical College

Riverine Project
Strabane

North Wing
Altnagelvin

Hospital

Villages enhancement
& Rural Development 

Programme

Waterside
Shared Village

Derry to Strabane

A5

Strabane
Town Centre
Public Realm

New Public Realm,
Derry City Centre

NWRC
Development of

North West Regional College
at Springtown & Strand Road

Public Transport 
Improvements

Local waste
management

facilities

Major Private Sector 
Commerical & Retail 

Developments

Fort George site
remediation &
development

Expansion of
greenway network 

including Riverfront,
Town Centre
& Strathfoyle
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4. Key Strategic Capital Projects to be substantially progressed by 2025

Port Development

Schools
Development

Development
of Strabane

Enterprise Park

Urban Villages Initiative 
including new

pedestrian bridge
Student housing 
developments

Major regional
parks projects at 

Culmore, Ballyarnett, 
Boom Hall &

Castlederg Castle Site

Primary Health
Care Centre,

Strabane

Strabane to
Ballygawley

A5

Further expansion
of Ulster University

at Magee

Strabane Town Centre 
Footbridge

Riverine
Regeneration

Buncrana Road
upgrade

A2

Feasibility Design
Development

Dungiven to Castledawson

A6

Regional Gallery
Proposal

Carricklee Landfill
Site Regeneration,

Strabane

Ebrington phase 2
Mixed use commercial & 
residential development

Iconic global
tourist attraction

Sion Mills & 
Newtownstewart 

conservation
projects

Development of 
Fort George & major 
regeneration sites 
in Derry City Centre 
& Strabane 

Design development
3rd Road Bridge
& orbital route

Cross border greenways 
development & delivery of 

Strabane/Lifford &
Derry/Buncrana/Muff

NWRC
Development of

North West Regional College
at Strabane
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5. Impacts

We estimated the expenditure and direct 
employment impacts of the capital 
projects set out in this plan - and in 
partnership with the Ulster University’s 
Economic Policy Centre, an economic 
modelling system was developed to 
measure the likely economic potential for 
the Council area. The model produced 
sectoral employment, Gross Value 
Added (GVA), skills, commuting, fi scal 
impacts and CO2 emission forecasts, 
encompassing the direct impacts, the 
indirect (supply chain) impacts and the 
induced eff ect (spending) impacts of 
the projects. The result of the analysis 
indicates the potential of the projects 
in the plan to transform the economic 
landscape of the City and Region.

With a projected £3.4bn of capital 
expenditure during the plan period 
(which includes signifi cant private sector 
development driven by public sector 
stimulus and intervention), the model 
forecasts an increase of approximately 
10,000 additional people living within 
the City and District and the creation 
of almost 15,100 new jobs if all of the 
projects are included and delivered in full 
and within the plan timeframes (fi gures 
which exceed current baseline non-
growth plan projections by over 100%). 

One of the most widely used economic 
indicators, Gross Value Added (GVA), is 
considered in simple terms as the value 
of all wages and profi ts is also forecast 
to increase by approximately £1.1m GVA, 
generating an additional £203m of 
additional wages into the local economy 
every year. The projected increase in 
employment - and decrease in inactivity 
levels within the working age population, 
will have a signifi cant impact upon the 
level of unemployment within the Council 
area. It will decrease the unemployment 
rate, if the ambition is realised to 2.6% 
- slightly below the Northern Ireland 
average for the fi rst time in the recent 
history of the City and Region.

While the below ‘baseline scenario’ 
takes into account current forecasting 
in relation to the potential impacts 
of Brexit, given present economic 
forecasting volatility in respect of such 
impacts, it is proposed to update and 
re-run the economic model on at least an 
initial six-monthly basis in the early years 
of the plan period.

*The economic modelling by Ulster University Economic Policy Centre relating to the impact of the 
Strategic Growth Plan upon population numbers projects an increase in the DCSDC district of 6,800 
over the period 2015 to 2032. This comprises 2,600 from within the steady state growth forecast 
(business as usual) and an additional 4,200 deriving from the impact of the Strategic Growth Plan 
upon population numbers within the city. 

An ongoing review by DCSDC on the specifi c impact of signifi cant University expansion on cities, 
including Lincoln in the UK and Limerick in the Republic of Ireland has indicated that this UUEPC 
forecast could be conservative. Population growth rates in Lincoln, post University expansion, were of 
the order of triple the forecast DCSDC 0.3% rate per year with an average annual increase of 12,100 
or 1% per year over a 14 year period 2002 – 2016 equating to 12,100 in total in Lincoln. While the work 
continues by DCSDC on refi ning this analysis, DCSDC is content to forecast a population increase 
of in excess of 10,000 over the 17 year period of the Strategic Growth Plan. This is based on DCSDC 
achieving 40% of the average annual growth rate of that experienced in Lincoln between 2002-2016. 
Over 17 years this is a small increase from an average increase of approximately 0.27% per year to 
0.41% per year which we believe is realistic in the context of Lincoln’s experience.
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6. Interdependencies & Risks

The scale of the ambition is of 
course challenging requiring a 
rate of growth comparable to that 
experienced by some of the world’s 
most dynamic and successful 
cities. It is critically dependent on 
the urgent and rapid progress of 
a number of key catalyst projects 
including: 

 X The expansion of the Ulster 
University Magee Campus 

 X The completion of the A5 
Western Transport Corridor 

 X The delivery of the A6 
Derry to Belfast road 

 X The upgrade of the A2 
Buncrana Road including its 
junction with Strand Road.

One of the principal risks in the 
successful delivery of the plan 
is if one or more of the above 
key catalyst projects does not 
progress or proceed on time with 
the potential to negatively and 
signifi cantly impact on the other 
projects and the achievement 
of outcomes within this plan. To 
quantify this risk, these projects 
were omitted from the model, which 

between them account for over £1bn 
of capital expenditure and 3,500 
direct jobs. 

Modelling these impacts suggested 
that Gross Value Added could be 
£300m lower that the full delivery 
scenario and employment would 
be approximately 50% lower. 
Unemployment and economic 
inactivity would remain above 
Northern Ireland averages if the key 
catalyst projects are not completed.

The success of many of the 
projects in the plan is dependent 
on the delivery of the key catalyst 
projects. For example, the delivery 
of signifi cant road improvements 
will impact on the region’s ability to 
develop key economic regeneration 
sites in Ebrington, Fort George, 
Derry City Centre and Strabane 
Town centre. 

In particular, the university expansion 
is fundamentally critical in improving 
the economic attractiveness of the 
City and Region - given its positive 
impact upon the labour market 
and skills, through the provision of 
skilled graduates and the increased 
availability of training opportunities.



Investment & funding

The City and District has the lowest rates base, 
is dependent on a rates support grant and is 
faced with reducing national and international 
funding streams. Private sector confi dence is not 
as strong as required. The capital expenditure 
programme within this plan is ambitious, 
totalling over £3.8billion. This long term plan 
includes private sector expenditure as well as 
public. 

The Council and its Partners have been 
successful in securing a Heads of Terms with 
central government which will secure £250m 
of a City Deal and Inclusive Future Fund for 
the key innovation and regeneration projects 
within the Strategic Growth Plan. This funding 
should incentivise and lever signifi cant private 
sector investment. Many of the large scale public 
sector capital projects identifi ed in the plan are 
currently referred to within the draft Programme 
for Government and/ or within Statutory 
Community Planning Partners’ capital plans.

Skills Supply

In the profi le of the skills requirements within the 
forecast, additional employment does not match 
with the skills of those who are currently out of 
work within the Council area. 

A new Labour Market Partnership and Action 
Plan has been introduced to assist in upskilling of 
the local population to avail of the jobs created 
as a result of this plan and the City Deal. This 
risk will be controlled and mitigated though 
implementation of the key actions set out in 
the Education and Skills section of this plan. 
There is also a need for more people to move 
into the Council area to take up employment 
opportunities. Delivery of the plan in itself will 
ensure that the area becomes a more attractive 
place to live and work.

The UK’s Exit from the EU

Derry City & Strabane District Council and 
Donegal County Council published innovative 
research in February 2017 which outlines that 
while the results of the UK’s exit from the EU will 
have a diff erential geographical impact across 
these islands, the eff ects on the North West 
Region may be signifi cant and sustained unless 
coherent, decisive, mitigating actions are in 
place. 

Derry City and Strabane District Council 
with Donegal County Council have strong 
collaboration and partnership working with 
governments both North/South and on an East/
West Axis. The North West Strategic Growth 
Partnership – a partnership between both 
Councils and Governments - provides a strong 
model though which to build practical responses 
to the UK’s exit from the EU. The free movement 
of goods, people and services across the border 
is essential and will provide opportunities. 
The border can draw on its commuting labour 
pool, become a bridge to EU funding, provide 
seamless access both to the UK and the EU 
markets and act as a link to Foreign Direct 
Investment.

RISK

MITIGATION

RISK

MITIGATION

RISK

MITIGATION

The process of building the economic model, analysing the impacts and resources that 
are required reveals a number of key risks to delivery for the modelled outputs to be 
achieved. These are set out below with suggested mitigations:

6. Interdependencies & Risks
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1%

43%

24%

19%

9%

2% 2%

Inclusive Growth

Many of the employment opportunities are at level 
two and above, which means that those who have no 
qualifi cations are likely to face signifi cant challenges in 
securing employment unless they are up skilled.

To mitigate against this risk and promote inclusiveness 
and equality of employment opportunities, measures 
through the skills development actions and additional 
policy interactions shall be directed and targeted to 
include the most deprived and correspondingly low-
skilled wards.

Consumption Expenditure

The plan is heavily reliant on consumer expenditure and 
will rely to a large degree on cross border trade tourism 
and expenditure from those living in other council areas 
to deliver upon plans for the retail and accommodation 
sections.

Closer across border collaborative working; 
development of the City Region and a compelling 
tourism and investment proposition.

Additional jobs require high skills
CP ambition, net additional jobs by skill level, 2025

NQF LEVEL 4 PLUS

NQF LEVEL 2

NQF LEVEL 3

BELOW NQF 2

NO QUALIFICATIONS

OTHER QUALIFICATIONS

TRADE APPRENTICESHIPS

●

●

●

●

Source: UUEPC modelled estimates of the Capital Projects within 
Community Plan inputs, as provided by Derry City & Strabane District 
Council Community Planning Team

●

●

●

6. Interdependencies & Risks
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MITIGATION

RISK

MITIGATION
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7. Making it happen

Programme for Government
This Plan starts with the ‘outcomes’ we want to 
achieve. Focusing on outcomes helps us establish and 
maintain eff ective partnerships and shifts attention 
to the bigger picture and end results. This approach 
has also been adopted by central government with 
the Northern Ireland Executive’s Draft Programme for 
Government and regional policies and strategies. Our 
Community Planning Outcomes have been mapped 
and aligned to the Programme for Government 
Outcomes. 

North West Cross Border Partnership 
Arrangements 
Many of the key strategic priorities for the Derry 
City and Strabane District Council area are also 
those for the wider North West City Region. It is 
therefore imperative that key actions to deliver on 
the economic, environmental and social regeneration 
and well-being of the area are advanced on a 
cross-border collaborative basis.The North West 
Regional Development Group is a joint committee 
of both councils driving forward a collaborative 
work programme across the 3 pillars of well-being 
while the North West Strategic Growth Partnership 
brings together senior representatives from 
both Governments, North and South to improve 
collaboration on delivery of key strategic projects and 
initiative and reduce ‘back to back’ planning.
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7. Making it happen

Local Growth Partnerships
Whilst this plan takes a strategic view 
of the whole District, it is also important 
to connect to needs and aspirations at a 
more local level within our neighbourhoods 
and communities. Eight local growth 
plans have been developed to deliver on 
the outcomes of the Strategic Growth 
Plan at a local level with neighbourhood 
and community based programmes and 
actions.

Our Local Development Plan
Our Local Development Plan – or land 
use plan – will secure the orderly and 
consistent development of land with 
the objective of furthering sustainable 
development and improving wellbeing. 
There is a formal link in legislation between 
the Development Plan and this Strategic 
Growth Plan. The two plans work in 
tandem towards the same vision.
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7. Making it happen: Partnership Working

Strategic Growth Partnership 
A Strategic Growth Partnership (Community Planning 
Partnership) has been formed to provide overall 
governance and oversight of the Community Planning 
Process. This partnership is facilitated by the Council. 
The statutory partners named in the legislation are 
joined with political representatives, Central Government 
Departments and other key regional support partners. 

Delivery Partnerships 
A comprehensive range of Delivery Partnerships are 
actively working to deliver and report on the actions in 
the Strategic Growth Plan in a way that contributes to 
their relevant outcomes. Examples of these partnerships 
are the City Deal Delivery structures and programme 
boards, the Education and Skills Partnership/Labour 
Market Partnership, the Tourism Partnership, the Arts 
and Culture Partnership, the Climate Adaption Working 
Group, the Green Infrastructure Stakeholder Group, 
Sustainable Food Partnership, the North West Transport 
Programme Board, the Integrated Care Partnerships, 
the PCSP, Developing Healthy Communities, The Local 
Growth Partnerships, The Youth Participation Board and 
the Age Friendly Alliance. 

These partnerships are often led by the Statutory 
Partners and report periodically to the Strategic Growth 
Partnership. They also are responsible for targeting 
programmes at particular areas and sections of the 
community who are experiencing inequalities.
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7. Making it happen: Partnership Working

Rural Issues Group 
A dedicated Rural Issues Group has also been 
established to specifi cally focus on the needs 
within our rural areas and to engage with many 
partners across the District on key issues aff ecting 
rural communities. This group hosts regular 
meetings and rural symposiums to consider issues 
such as digital connectivity, capacity building, 
poverty, housing, safety and rural support. Whilst 
there has been some great progress in areas such 
as rural tourism, the environment and health, 
capacity building is essential to continue the 
positive momentum behind projects in rural areas. 
Groups are under signifi cant pressure and need 
trained staff  in place to deliver vital services, with 
retention posing a major problem in rural areas. 
Partners have given a commitment to fi ll this rural 
capacity gap as part of the implementation of this 
plan.

Anti-Poverty Working Group 
A dedicated Anti-Poverty Working Group has 
been established to develop an Anti-Poverty 
Action Plan which will seek to address the issues 
of social inequalities, deprivation and poverty in 
our City and District. This group has proactively 
commissioned research, engaged with the 
Department for Communities Poverty Policy Team, 
off ered hardship funding and worked to ensure 
that the City and District is selected as a pilot for a 
Universal Basic Income scheme.

Equality Assurance & Oversight 
Group
We recognise the needs of people of diff erent 
gender, religious belief, political opinion, sexual 
orientation, age, racial group, marital status and 
people with / without dependents and people with 
/ without a disability (Section 75 equality groups). 
An Equality Impact Assessment of our Community 
Plan has been completed. 

Embedding equality and delivering inclusive 
outcomes requires the involvement of stakeholders 
in the ongoing development of new approaches 
to monitoring impacts, challenging progress and 
contributing to fi nding new ways of accessing 
opportunities. An Equality Assurance and 
Oversight Group has been established comprising 
representatives from Section 75 categories, and 
rural and deprived communities. This group has 
responsibility for monitoring progress against 
equality indicators and targets, identifying 
emerging issues and providing feedback to the 
Strategic Growth Partnership.



Cost, Financing and Investment 
A detailed and costed analysis of the capital projects underpinning 
this plan have identifi ed an overall capital investment requirement of 
£3.4bn by 2032. The key signature projects include regionally signifi cant 
infrastructural investment – such as roads, development of our strategic 
sites and assets, the expansion of Ulster University at Magee, continued 
development of public health facilities, housing development, Council’s 
strategic leisure investment, parks, greenways and community facilities. 

The plan includes £2.3bn, (£2bn of which is additional), of required public 
sector spend across both Central and Local Government. Whilst all of this 
funding has not been secured, the projects are completely aligned to the 
draft Programme for Government and feature within the existing statutory 
agencies capital development programmes. 

The £250m City/Growth Deal and inclusive future fund for the 
City and Region, will be critical to the successful delivery of 
the plan and realising the social and economic outcomes.

Over the coming years Council anticipates leading and delivering 
upon over £200m of this investment plan. As a result of its’ effi  ciency 
programme, loan fi nancing through the public works loan board, and 
successful leverage of external grant funding, Council has already 
identifi ed funding to drive over £70m of these projects. Further success 
will require medium term rates investment, facilitated by rates-base 
growth and identifi cation of further operational effi  ciencies. To ensure 
maximum leverage of Council investment, Council will continue to explore 
all possible fi nancing and delivery options, and to maximise Central 
Government and private sector funding. 
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Capital
investment 
category

Additional 
approximate 
cost (£bn)

Potential
Funding
Source

ECONOMIC 1.360
COUNCIL,

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE 0.775
COUNCIL,

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT, 
PRIVATE SECTOR

HOUSING 0.437
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT, 

PRIVATE SECTOR

EDUCATION 0.394 CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

HEALTH & 
COMMUNITY 0.314

COUNCIL,
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

ENVIRONMENT 0.139
COUNCIL,

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT



The plan also represents a signifi cant opportunity for private sector 
investment of up to £1.5bn, mainly through residential development and 
commercial development of key strategic sites. To assist this, Council is 
working towards a compelling and collaborative investment proposition 
for public sector assets in Derry City Centre and Strabane Town Centre. 
This will identify sites with commercial investment potential which can 
directly contribute to the growth and economic wellbeing of the city and 
region into the future, and outline a range of fi nancial tools and structures 
available which the Council will consider utilising in welcoming partners 
to invest. 

The Ulster University Economic Policy Centre have forecast 
that if this plan is implemented in full it has the potential to 
generate nearly £95m in tax revenues, £9m through rates, 
part of which is district rates and are retained within the 
Council area.

If the essence of community planning is working collaboratively across 
the diff erent parts of government and with other partners, then a 
collaborative approach to budgeting for this joined up working is 
essential. This is diffi  cult to achieve when budgets are actually held by 
diff erent organisations but we intend to make progress in this direction 
by costing the actions in this plan and working as a Strategic Growth 
Partnership towards aligning budgets to the agreed outcomes. In this 
way accountability remains with the budget holder but the actions we are 
taking will be funded in a coordinated way. 

For many of the actions in this plan it will be desirable to go further 
and organise pooled budgets. This is when two or more partners 
make fi nancial contributions to a single fund to achieve specifi ed and 
mutually agreed aims. It is a single budget, managed by a single host 
with a formal partnership or joint funding agreement that sets out aims, 
accountabilities and responsibilities. 
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Monitoring, Communicating & Review
Residents will be able to hold us accountable for the progress we are making 
towards the outcomes set out in the plan. We have developed a suite of 
indicators to monitor performance against the outcomes. A high level dashboard 
of our indicators – aligned to the pillars of wellbeing is detailed below.  
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Economic wellbeing

16 - 64 economic inactivity 
levels

Claimant count levels

Employment level / rates

Number of employee jobs 

Levels of GCSE attainment
(incl. Eng & Maths)

Value of overnight tourism 
(expenditure) - out of state

Population wide indicators:
• Estimated trips
• Estimated nights
• Estimated expenditure

Environmental 
wellbeing

Public transport use

Levels of household waste
sent for reuse, dry 
recycling and composting

Total number of heritage 
assets in DCSDC Council 
areas

Social wellbeing

Levels of recorded crime

Extent to which people agree DCSDC is a place 
where people from different backgrounds get on

Extent to which people agree or disagree 
that they can influence decisions
affecting their local area

Proportion of children having a low birth weight

The level of standardised rates for:
Preventable deaths
• Admission rates – alcohol
• Admission rates – self harm
• Admission rates – drugs

These are issues that are particularly
applicable to DCSDC ‘deprived areas’

Levels of GCSE attainment (incl. English & Maths)

Population wide indicators:
• % of children living in low income families
• the proportion of babies born with a low birth 

weight

Performance management - attribution or 
contribution? 
While a comprehensive set of indicators can give us useful 
information on progress, or otherwise, towards our outcomes, their 
most valuable role is in prompting us to ask the question ‘why?’ The 
answer to why the indicator has moved then helps us to assess and 
prioritise future actions. 

In much of the work of this plan, however, the relationship between 
the actions we take and the changes that occur over time are 
extremely complex and it can be very expensive, time consuming and 
ultimately futile to try to prove attribution – that a particular activity 
or programme resulted in the movement of a particular indicator. 
Rather we should look at ways of inferring causality rather than trying 
to prove it, ‘not defi nitive proof, but rather provides evidence and a 
line of reasoning from which we can draw a plausible conclusion that, 
within some level of confi dence, the program has made an important 
contribution to the documented results.’



Communicating openly
The Strategic Growth Partnership will communicate openly and 
regularly with residents and organisations in the City and District, 
building on the extensive programme of engagement that preceded 
the publication of this draft Plan. We intend to sustain that 
engagement through: 

We have developed a Communications and Engagement Strategy 
and it can be viewed on our dedicated website: 
www.growderrystrabane.com 

In addition to this we will ensure that:

X All meetings of the Strategic Growth Partnership are held in
public/open business

X Meetings can be viewed via YouTube

X Regular outreach/workshop sessions

X Social media

X Updated published versions of the Plan

To ensure that the promise of Community Planning is achieved, we 
will constantly keep this plan under review, adding new collaborative 
actions as they emerge from our new ways of working.

In accordance with the legislation a new community plan for Derry 
City and Strabane District will be published in 2026 which will have 
a long term vision to lead us up to 2041.
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Our Planning & Monitoring Cycle



We have endeavoured to take into account the views of 
all the people we have consulted in preparing this Plan. 

The Community Planning Team
Derry City & Strabane District Council

Derry Offi  ce
98 Strand Road
Derry, BT48 7NN
Tel: (028) 7125 3253

Strabane Offi  ce
47 Derry Road
Strabane
Tyrone, BT82 8DY

Tel: (028) 7125 3253
Text Phone: 028 71 376646
Email: communityplanning@derrystrabane.com

www.growderrystrabane.com

Feedback



DRAFT Strategic Growth Plan (2022 Review) - Consultation Programme 

Purpose: 

Public consultation period (9 weeks) provides an opportunity for stakeholders and citizens to 
provide feedback on refreshed Community Plan, Outcomes and Priority Actions . 

Activity Date Detailed actions 

Reviewed Plan Approval by 
Strategic Growth Plan  

Friday 11 February 2022 
Reviewed Plan approved 
subject to Members views 

Consultation Launch Monday 14 February 2022 

Media release with Mayor and 
Co-Chairs 

Upload draft Plan onto CP 
website 

Social Media Activity 

Email to CP databases 
(SGP/Mailchimp/ODPs/LAGP) 

1Thematic Consultation 
Events (x3) 

• Environmental

• Economic

• Social

15 March (10am - 12 Noon) 

30 March (10am – 12 Noon) 

13 April (10am – 12 Noon) 

Advert/Social Media post of 
consultation events 

Eventbrite pre-registration 

Presentation to be prepared. 

Directors to participate in 
workshops  

Online Consultation 
Questionnaire  

14 February – 15 April 2022 Consultation Questionnaire on 
Citizenspace/website 

Consultation Deadline Friday 15th April 2022 

1 Format of Thematic Consultation Events (i.e. online or face-to-face) will be subject to Public Health guidance 
announced over the coming weeks.   
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AGENDA ITEM 6. 

Derry City & Strabane Strategic Growth (Community 
Planning) Partnership 

Date:  11 February 2022         
Agenda Item: WHO Healthy Cities   
Officer presenting: Erin McFeely, Developing Healthy Communities 

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations 

1.1 To update partners on the work of the World Health Organisation (WHO) European 
Healthy Cities Network and seek support to maximise the impact of the Healthy 
Cities designation and brand for Derry City & Strabane District. 

1.2 Derry and Strabane’s Healthy City and District designation is closely aligned to the 
outcomes of the Strategic Growth Plan and therefore it is recommended that the 
Strategic Growth Partnership acts as the cross-sector oversight body for the 
programme.  

1.3 It is recommended that the Strategic Growth Partnership is kept up to date with the 
Healthy Cities programme through representation from the Healthy Cities Co-
ordinator who will continue to liaise closely with a sub-group of the SGP which 
includes; DCSDC, PHA, WHSCT and NIHE.  

1.4 The Strategic Growth Partnership considers whether other representatives should 
become involved in the Healthy Cities sub-group. 

2 Background 

2.1 The Derry City & Strabane Healthy Cities initiative is a multi-agency partnership 
project which has been led by Developing Healthy Communities (previously Derry 
Healthy Cities) for 30 years. 

2.2 Developing Healthy Communities’ Chief Executive Erin McFeely is the named 
Healthy Cities Coordinator for the city and district. 



2.3 Derry City & Strabane District Council has successfully completed Phase V (2009-
2014) and Phase VI (2014-2019) of the World Health Organisation (WHO) European 
Healthy Cities Network. 

2.4 Derry City & Strabane’s application for Healthy City designation in Phase VII (2019-
2025) of the Network was approved by the Council’s Health and Communities 
Committee in September 2021. The application is now being screened and 
evaluated by the European Healthy Cities Network office.   

2.5 The Healthy Cities designation is a high level, multi-agency agenda which is aligned 
to strategic agendas in the City and District, including; the Inclusive Strategic 
Growth Plan and the City Deal Fund. It is therefore proposed that the steering group 
is aligned to the Strategic Growth Partnership as the appropriate cross sector 
partnership body, for oversight. 

2.6 In November 2021 the Health and Community Committee and full Council Elected 
Members approved the delivery of a programme of activity to support the City and 
District’s designation to Phase VII of the WHO Healthy Cities Network over a period 
of four years. 

2.7 Members also agreed the proposal that the Healthy Cities steering group be aligned 
to the Strategic Growth Partnership as the appropriate cross sector partnership 
body for oversight. 

3 Key Issues 

Benefits of membership of the Healthy Cities Network 

3.1 Creating an holistic approach to health and wellbeing is at the cutting edge of 
health policy and development and is encapsulated in the Healthy Cities ‘6 P’s’ 
Framework. It will drive recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic if integrated into 
planning processes.  

3.2 Healthy Cities is a political and values driven movement. Adopting and promoting 
the Healthy Cities framework and brand offers the opportunity to affirm our local 
commitment to tackling health inequalities, by working across sectors; community 
and voluntary; statutory; private and academia. 



• Designation showcases our global leadership in health

• It is an open space which encourages partnerships and innovation to flourish

• CONNECTION locally, between elected representatives and statutory, private,
community and academic leaders

• INTERNATIONAL LEARNING through being part of a global network

• SHARING EXPERTISE and best practice, through development of a local network

• A PLATFORM to showcase local innovation and best practice

• POLITICAL COMMITMENT AND LEADERSHIP on the issue of tackling health
inequalities

Summary points from Application 

3.3 Derry City & Strabane’s Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan includes strategic planning 
for health in the city and district. The November 2019 Statement of Progress on the 
plan analyses economic, health, environmental and social data to assess Derry City 
& Strabane’s progress towards its health goals, satisfying the WHO’s requirement 
for a City Health Profile. 

3.4 The city and district has already begun to progress against the WHO’s three goals 
and six themes for Phase VII, and will continue to do so by taking forwards the 
principles and actions outlined in the City Deal and Inclusive Future Fund, Climate 
Adaptation Plan and Natural Capital Account, as well as the Inclusive Strategic 
Growth Plan. 

3.5 Initiatives from statutory bodies including the PHA, HSC and the Western Trust (for 
example, the move to an Integrated Care Model) will also help the city and district 
progress within the WHO’s goals and themes in Phase VII. 

3.6 Derry City & Strabane can be proud of several examples of good practice including: 
Northern Ireland’s first council-level climate adaptation plan, integrating up-to-date 
mental health approaches into a proud history of peace-building (The Mind, Body 
and Soul Project), and encouraging sustainable choices from birth with access to an 
affordable community resource (the Zero Waste North West Nappy Library). 



3.7 In Phase VII, the city and district will progress action on health across three priority 
areas: the use of green and blue spaces as a resource for physical and mental health 
(NW Greenway, Clooney Masterplan), investment in medical education and 
innovation for the benefit of local communities (City Deal and Inclusive Future Fund, 
UU Magee Medical School), and streetscape projects that prioritise pedestrians and 
prosperity (Street Life Regeneration plan, City Deal and Inclusive Future Fund). 

Aligning the Healthy Cities steering group to the Strategic Growth Partnership 

3.8 Following approval of the proposal that the Healthy Cities steering group be aligned 
to the Strategic Growth Partnership as the appropriate cross sector partnership 
body for oversight, the Healthy Cities Coordinator will be represented on the 
Partnership. 

3.9 The Healthy Cities programme will take its strategic direction from discussions of 
the Strategic Growth Partnership, alongside the WHO healthy cities framework. 

3.10 Some members of the Strategic Growth Partnership may wish to maintain a more 
active involvement in the Healthy Cities programme of activity. 

Planning for Healthy City designation and beyond 

3.11 The WHO European Network office expect to be able to give a response to Derry 
City & Strabane’s application in spring 2022. 

3.12 Successful Healthy City designation presents an opportunity to display Derry City & 
Strabane’s commitment to population health and embed Healthy City principles for 
the duration of Phase VII. 

3.13 Healthy Cities activity in the duration of Phase VII is to include: 

• online and in-person events which connect leaders across sectors working across a
range of interests pertinent to the Healthy Cities agenda;

• delivery of ‘demonstration projects’ which promote and showcase the six P’s of the
Healthy Cities framework; People, Place, Planet, Participation, Peace and Prosperity;
and



• Creation of an online community that can draw on opportunities and expertise
arising from the WHO European Healthy Cities Network.

3.14 One Healthy Cities demonstration project has already been completed, delivering 
custom wellbeing activities to two local workplaces, chosen for their good work 
during the pandemic, to demonstrate the principles of the WHO’s Healthy 
Workplace Framework and Model. 

3.15 Topics for previous Healthy City events have included food poverty, healthcare 
access for ethnic minority and migrant communities, and learning disabilities and 
mental health. The Developing Healthy Communities team is monitoring emerging 
topics to formulate a calendar of events for 2022. 

4 Implications 

Financial, Equality, Rural Needs, Climate Change and Data Protection 

4.1 Membership of the WHO Healthy Cities Network signals leadership and 
commitment to tackling entrenched health inequalities. 

4.2 ‘Planet’ is one of the six key themes of the Phase VII Healthy Cities Framework and 
therefore leadership in tackling climate change is a key element of membership. 

4.3 The Situational Analysis that accompanies the designation application 
acknowledges the health inequality impacts experienced within the rural 
communities of our district. 

4.4 The designation process will involve technical and scientific evaluation of the 
application and of our commitment to equality, rural needs and climate change. If 
necessary, WHO will make recommendations in order to strengthen the application. 

5 Recommendations 

5.1 That the Strategic Growth Partnership acts as the cross-sector oversight body for 
the Healthy Cities programme. 

5.2 That the Strategic Growth Partnership is kept up to date with the Healthy Cities 
programme through representation from the Healthy Cities Co-ordinator 



5.3 That the Healthy Cities Coordinator will continue to liaise closely with a sub-group 
of the Strategic Growth Partnership which includes; DCSDC, PHA, WHSCT and NIHE. 

5.4 The Strategic Growth Partnership considers whether other representatives should 
become involved in the Healthy Cities sub-group. 



Application for designation as a member city of the WHO 
European Healthy Cities Network in Phase VII (2019–2024) 

Guidance for application for designation as a member city of the WHO 
European Healthy Cities Network  

Assessment will not begin until WHO has received a complete electronic application. The 

application must be submitted in English together with the supporting documents in their 

original language with a correct English translation (or a summary in certain cases). 

Before you complete the form, please carefully read the document outlining the 

implementation framework of the Network in Phase VII and the Copenhagen Consensus 

of Mayors (referenced in Annex 7 of the document). 

If you need assistance or have questions while completing this application, please contact 

the WHO Regional Office for Europe at: eurohealthycities@who.int 

Applicant city 

City: Derry City & Strabane Country: Northern Ireland 

City population: 150,380  

Social media details: @DHCinfo 

Coordinator 

Name: Erin Mc Feely Title: Chief Executive  

Address 1: Building 83 Address 2: Ledwidge Avenue, Ebrington City: Derry-

Londonderry 

Country: Northern Ireland Postal code: BT47 6GZ 

Telephone: 028 71 383386     Email: erin@dhcni.com Website: www.dhcni.com 
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1. Political and partnership commitment

Mayor 

Name: Graham Warke Title: Alderman Date elected: 

June 2021 

Address 1: 

Derry City and Strabane District 

Council  

Address 2: 

98 Strand Road 

City: 

Derry 

Country: 

Northern Ireland 

Postal code: 

BT48 7NN 

Telephone: 

(028) 71346271/07975709326

Email: 

graham.warke@derrystraba

ne.com 

Website:  

www.derrystrabane

.com 

Politician responsible for the healthy city project in your city 

Name: Graham Warke Title: Alderman Date elected: 

2015 

Address 1: 

Derry City and Strabane District 

Council  

Address 2: 

98 Strand Road 

City: 

Derry 

Country: 

Northern Ireland 

Postal code: 

BT48 7NN 

Telephone: 

(028) 71346271/07975709326

Email: 

graham.warke@derrystraba

ne.com 

Website:  

www.derrystrabane

.com 

Council resolution supporting the participation of the city in Phase VII 

Date of council resolution: Ratified 30 September 2021 (recommended at meeting of 

Health and Communities Committee 16 September 2021) 

Please email a signed, scanned copy of the council resolution. 

A 2–3-page Phase VII situation analysis document 

This should identify the opportunities and challenges in the goals and themes at the city 

level and the priority issues for Phase VII. 

Please email a scanned copy of the document. 

Letter of commitment from the mayor 

The letter should indicate the mayor’s agreement to the city participating in Phase VII and 

include explicit commitment to the following: 

● the dedication of resources to deliver the implementation framework for Phase VII;

http://www.derrystrabane.com/
http://www.derrystrabane.com/
http://www.derrystrabane.com/
http://www.derrystrabane.com/


● active participation in meetings of the Network and subnetworks;

● participation of the mayor in meetings of mayors;

● external monitoring and evaluation of the city by WHO; and

● payment of an annual financial contribution throughout Phase VII (2019–2024).

Please email a signed, scanned copy of the letter of commitment. 



2. Human resources

Coordinator 

Name of coordinator (or equivalent) for the healthy city project in your city:  

Erin Mc Feely 

Title: Developing Healthy Communities, Chief Executive  

Date appointed: August 2018 

Full time? Yes ☐ No x 
(Full-time employees who only work part-time for the healthy city project are classified 

as part-time) 

Curriculum vitae of coordinator 

Please email a one-page summary. 

Job description for coordinator 

Please email a summary in English. 

Coordinator’s competence in English: basic ☐ intermediate ☐ advanced x 

If the coordinator is not fluent in English, what support is available? 

Healthy city project office or team 

How many staff members currently work for the healthy city project office or team? 

(Full-time employees who only work part-time for the healthy city project are classified 

as part-time.) 

Number of full-time staff:0 

Number of part-time staff:1 

Number of regular volunteers: 2 



3. Intersectoral steering group or partnership group

Which people and agencies are represented on the main intersectoral steering group or 

partnership group that supports the healthy city project in your city? 

The Derry City and Strabane Healthy City and District initiative is aligned to our 

area’s Strategic Growth Plan and Health and Wellbeing Outcomes Delivery Group. 

The Healthy Cities steering group is to be aligned the Strategic Growth Partnership, as 

the appropriate cross sector partnership body for oversight.  

The Healthy Cities Co-ordinator provides representation on the Strategic Growth 

Partnership.  

NB. The Derry Strabane Healthy Cities Steering Group is currently under review in line 

with the review of the community planning structures to which it aligns. It is envisaged 

that membership will be expanded in order to ensure appropriate breadth of 

participation in the Healthy Cities project.  

What are the names of main agencies or representatives? 

Current membership of the Healthy Cities Steering Group includes; 

Chairperson, Developing Healthy Communities 

Director of Health and Communities, Derry City and Strabane District Council  

Head of Health and Social Wellbeing Improvement (Western Area), Public Health 

Agency 

Head of Health Improvement, Western Health and Social Care Trust  

Area Manager, Western Area, Northern Ireland Housing Executive  

Please email a scanned copy of the letter of commitment to this application signed by 

the chair of the steering or partnership group. 



4. City health profile 

If your city has a city health profile, please answer these questions:  

 

What is the title of the profile? 

Statement of Progress on the Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan 

 

What is its date of issue?  

November 2019 

An up-to-date performance level population wide indicator update is provided on a bi-

annual basis (most recently Feb ’21) 

 

What is its status (for example: draft, in consultation, endorsed, implemented)? 

Endorsed 

 

What time does it cover? 

2017-2019 

 

Note: The Statement of Progress analyses a wealth of economic, health, environmental 

and social data from the period 2017-2019 to draw conclusions about Derry City & 

Strabane’s progress towards its economic, social and health goals. Current measures for 

the indicators in the statement of progress are also expected to be available publicly as 

an online dashboard from Autumn 2021. 

 

Please email a copy of the city health profile or its website link. 

 

If your city does not have a city health profile, please answer these questions:  

 

Do you have anything similar? If so, please describe it.  

 

What are your intentions and time scale for producing a city health profile? 

 
  



5. Integrated planning for health 

If your city has a city health development plan or equivalent, please answer these 

questions: -  

Can your city show evidence of integrated planning for health, such as a city health 

development plan or equivalent? Yes 

 

What is the title of the plan?  

Health and Wellbeing Outcome Delivery Plan (in the Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan) 

 

What is its date of completion?  

November 2032 

 

What is its status (for example: draft, in consultation, endorsed, implemented)?  

Endorsed 

Partly implemented 

 

What time period does it cover?  

2017-2032 

 

Please send a copy of the plan by email or the website link to the report. 

 

If the plan is being implemented, are there progress or evaluation reports? 

Yes ✓ No ☐ 

 

If yes, list the titles and dates produced. 

Statement of Progress, November 2020 

SGP Action Progress Report, updated bi-annually in line with Indicator Update, 

February 2021 

 

Please email the reports or the website links to the reports. 

 

If your city does not have a city health development plan or equivalent, please 

answer these questions:  

 

Do you have anything similar? If so, please describe it. 

Is there evidence of strategic partnerships for health in your city?  

Please outline the remit and/or achievements of the partnerships (in fewer than 200 

words). 

 

  



6. Health-promoting, equitable and sustainable local development 

Can your city show evidence of health and well-being dimensions in the overall city 

development strategy or equivalent? 

What is the title of the plan?   
Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan for Derry City and Strabane 

 

What is the date of its completion?  

Ongoing 

Currently November 2032, reviewed regularly 

 

What is its status (for example: draft, in consultation, endorsed, implemented)?  

Endorsed 

 

What time period does it cover?  

2017-2032 

 

Please send a copy of the plan by email or the website link to the report. 

 

If the strategy is being implemented, are there progress or evaluation reports? 

Yes ✓ No ☐ 
 

If yes, list the titles and dates produced. 

Statement of Progress, November 2020 

 

Please email the reports or the website links to the reports. 

  



7. a) Goal 1: Fostering health and well-being for all and reducing health
inequities

How will your city take forward Goal 1? 

Please outline no more than three actions in fewer than 250 words. These actions 

should be measurable and represent key priorities as identified by the city health 

profile. These actions will provide the basis for the evaluation of the city throughout 

Phase VII. 

In Derry City & Strabane, tackling the diverse and entrenched factors that contribute to 

health inequalities will continue to be a priority across all of the city and district’s work. 

Creating better places for health and wellbeing 

Negative mental health indicators in our city and district are above national average 

levels and significantly above the national average in the most deprived areas.  

Our Green Infrastructure plan and Natural Capital Account identify the potential 

physical and mental health benefits of enhanced greenspaces and active transport 

networks. 

As a city and district we will pursue projects that connect existing green infrastructure 

to community resources and popular recreational destinations, creating new green 

infrastructure and connecting existing routes. 

Investing in prosperity for health and wellbeing 

One key factor in our city and district’s overall health is its economic health. 

Our City Deal investment package lays out plans to build prosperity through a more 

specialised and innovative economy with a distinct competitive advantage in health and 

technology.  

In this phase we will make coordinated investments in medical education and technical 

innovation in partnership with Ulster University and the Western Health and Social 

Care Trust. 

Protecting the environment for health and wellbeing 

Our city Climate Adaptation Plan considers and proposes methods that reduce 

inequalities resulting from the economic, environmental and social impacts of 

anthropogenic climate change. 

We will pursue the recommendations in the plan to ensure that it is not only the most 

advantaged who are able to live healthy, fulfilling lives as a changing climate affects 

how we live and work. 

7. b) Goal 2: Leading by example nationally, regionally and globally

How will your city take forward Goal 2? 

Please outline no more than three actions in fewer than 250 words. 

Derry City & Strabane embraces opportunities to both learn and lead on national and 

international platforms. We adopt global models of best practice and use these to create 

opportunities for health and wellbeing locally.  

Playing our part in global networks 

Derry City and Strabane District Council is a signatory to a number of international 

networks. Our commitment to these networks is a key to achieving world-class 



opportunities for better health and wellbeing for all. Alongside our longstanding 

commitment to the WHO Healthy Cities Network, this includes; UNICEF Child 

Friendly Cities, UNESCO Learning Cities, and Age Friendly Cities. 

Protecting and respecting our environment 

The people of Derry City & Strabane are rightly proud of the natural assets of our city 

and district. Within Phase VII Derry City & Strabane Council declared a climate 

emergency and subsequently launched a Climate Adaptation Plan. We also 

commissioned research which resulted in the launch of our Natural Capital Account, the 

first such document in Northern Ireland. We will continue to apply the insights of those 

documents across our work in this phase. 

Transforming the banks of the Foyle 

In this phase we want to continue the transformation of the banks of the river Foyle. 

Building on projects from previous phases, local partners are working with the 

internationally-acclaimed Eden Project to develop a transformational cultural, 

environmental, and educational attraction on the banks of the river, while the City Deal 

package also proposes an ‘innovation corridor’ along the riverfront which will house a 

cluster of research centres. 

7. c) Goal 3: Supporting implementation of WHO strategic priorities

How will your city take forward Goal 3? 

Please outline no more than three actions in fewer than 250 words. 

As we recover from a global pandemic the WHO strategic priorities, including 

addressing health emergencies and promoting healthier populations, have never been 

more important. 

Building on an inclusive, equitable response to Covid 

Throughout the pandemic, the Council and its partners have been committed to the 

amplification of the Public Health Agency’s comprehensive messaging around 

transmission and vaccination including materials in a range of languages to ensure that 

the breadth of our local population has accurate, responsible information. That support 

will continue as we move towards a new normal. 

Co-ordinated action embedded in structures and planning 

As Northern Ireland moves to an integrated care model for local health service delivery, 

and the council renews its emphasis on Community Planning, we will create an 

environment where cohesive, holistic action on population health can be taken across 

organisational or functional boundaries. The Health and Wellbeing Outcomes theme 

within our Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan sets cross-directorate priorities for health 

improvement in this phase. 

Improved health literacy 

Population-level health literacy is critical to long-term public health and the Council is 

dedicated to its aim of health literate citizens, particularly in priority areas like mental 

health and drug and alcohol misuse. We will continue to implement the Public Health 



Agency’s Take 5 Steps to Wellbeing to support physical and mental health during and 

beyond the COVID-19 pandemic. Alcohol and drug awareness and intervention 

programmes have been identified through a consultation process in February 2021 as 

the priority actions within the health and wellbeing outcome. 



8. Core themes of Phase VII

Theme 1: Investing in the people who make up our cities  

Please describe (in fewer than 250 words) how you intend to address this core theme 

overall and which issues you intend to emphasize. These should be relevant to the 

results of your city’s Phase VII situation analysis report. 

Through the delivery of our Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan we will invest in people to 

reduce health inequalities throughout the City and District. We will do this by 

addressing key issues of preventable deaths, with a particular focus on improving 

mental health and wellbeing.  

We will implement the NI Protect Life 2 2019-2024 strategy at a city and district level 

to address suicide, and will engage with and begin to implement relevant local plans 

based on the national 2021-2031 Mental Health Strategy. 

Projects that will contribute to our goal include a Mental Health and Suicide Prevention 

Training Framework to rationalise the range and variety of mental health training 

available in Northern Ireland and the RAPID  (Remove All Prescriptions and Illegal 

Drugs) Project to address issues of alcohol and drug related mortality.  

Through the transition to Integrated Care we will work to revitalise public health 

capacity, delivering more care in the community and reducing demand in hospital 

services. This will be supported by development of a sustainable COVID-19 recovery 

plan in partnership with the Health and Social Care Board. This will allow robust action 

plans with regional consistency on key areas, such as service levels, staff redeployment, 

isolation, visiting and physical health of patients.  

We will work on improving the City’s Human Capital through skills development, 

increasing jobs and employment pathways. We are applying to continue our status as a 

UNESCO accredited Learning City and will continue to support a range of interventions 

including breakfast clubs, literacy and numeracy support, afterschool clubs and 

transition supports. 

Theme 2: Designing urban places that improve health and well-being 

Please describe (in fewer than 250 words) how you intend to address this core theme 

overall and which issues you intend to emphasize. These should be relevant to the 

results of your city’s Phase VII situation analysis report. 

Consistent with our Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan, our overall goal is that we connect 

people and opportunities through our infrastructure.  

Our actions include creating healthy places and settings by ensuring people of all ages 

are better able to reach their full health potential.  

As set out in our City Deal, we will progress regeneration projects that promote 

improved connectivity to leisure, health and education services throughout the city. We 

will also enable active and independent ageing through our continued implementation of 

Age Friendly Cities, and promote positive health outcomes for our children and young 

people through the Child Friendly Cities initiative. 



We will promote access to and uptake of Healthy Transport across the City through our 

green infrastructure plan by developing a multi modal transport hub that encourages 

walking, cycling and use of public transport  

The use of green and blue Spaces as prevention and pathway to recovery from physical 

and mental health will include delivering a physical activity health scheme within 

greenspaces, promoting greater activity to utilise green spaces and forming an evidence 

base to assess and monitor the health and wellbeing benefits of activities in greenspaces, 

for example, horticultural therapy, health walks, mindful contact with nature, forest 

schools, practical conservation & park runs and researching the potential of smart phone 

technology to encourage people to engage with their local green spaces to increase their 

activity levels.  

 

Theme 3: Greater participation and partnerships for health and well-being 

Please describe (in fewer than 250 words) how you intend to address this core theme 

overall and which issues you intend to emphasize. These should be relevant to the 

results of your city’s Phase VII situation analysis report. 

Partnership working is core to the delivery of improved health outcomes. From the 

Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan, to the City Deal, to many of the individual projects 

mentioned within this application; formal and informal partnership groups have been 

formed to co-design, consult on or implement initiatives that will improve health 

outcomes.  

The Strategic Growth Partnership that led the development of our overall city Strategic 

Growth plan includes representatives from statutory bodies, community organisations, 

political representatives and more. 

One challenge highlighted in our situation analysis is the need to align our local work 

with the national Programme for Government. This involves partnerships with 

government departments (e.g. the Department for Infrastructure in the city centre 

streetscape plans that we feature in question 10) and national bodies like the Public 

Health Agency. 

But that is not the limit of how we intend to increase participation in health-building 

policy and projects during Phase VII: collaboration with community and voluntary 

sector organisations, joint planning with cross-border neighbours and co-design and 

consultation with our citizens will all play a part in our plans. 

One significant partnership is our City Deal partnership with Ulster University which is 

intended to bolster the health sciences, develop the university’s economic potential and 

train much-needed medical professionals.  

Globally, we intend to capitalise on our involvement in worldwide networks – Age 

Friendly Cities, Unesco Learning Cities, Unicef Child-Friendly Cities and, yes, WHO 

Healthy Cities – to ensure that we are learning from the expertise of other jurisdictions 

around the world. 

 

Theme 4: Improved community prosperity and access to common goods and 

services 



Please describe (in fewer than 250 words) how you intend to address this core theme 

overall and which issues you intend to emphasize. These should be relevant to the 

results of your city’s Phase VII situation analysis report. 

Our approach to economic growth focuses not only on stimulating growth and creating 

jobs through investment in infrastructure and service provision, but also in ensuring 

inclusive growth and that as many people as possible have access to those jobs. 

Our situation analysis notes high rates of both relative and absolute poverty, while 

uncertainty created by Brexit has affected investment in the city and district.  

In that context, the City Deal and Inclusive Future Fund is critical to the city and 

district’s ability to deliver a prosperous future for its citizens. The deal is the largest 

ever single investment package by Government into the Derry City and Strabane 

District council area. 

The Inclusive Future Fund comprises an investment of £110m with £55m coming from 

the UK Government and £55m match funding from the Northern Ireland Executive to 

tackle the causes and consequences of long-term social and physical deprivation; create 

pathways to employment by providing jobs and skills opportunities; and build on the 

economic potential of the local university and innovation assets, making the local area 

more accessible and attractive to live, visit, study and invest. 

In our priorities for Phase VII, we discuss how one strand of the City Deal investment – 

coordinated investment in medical education and innovation – will help the city and 

district to counter a shortage of medical professionals, raise aspiration in local young 

people, and encourage economic development in health and life sciences, an area of 

opportunity identified in our Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan. 

 

Theme 5: Promoting peace and security through inclusive societies 

Please describe (in fewer than 250 words) how you intend to address this core theme 

overall and which issues you intend to emphasize. These should be relevant to the 

results of your city’s Phase VII situation analysis report. 

When we feel we have some influence over those things that matter to us, some control 

over our own destiny, we feel better about our lives and our communities are 

strengthened. 

We want to continue to build a united community, based on equality of opportunity, and 

strengthened by its diversity, where cultural expression is celebrated and embraced and 

where everyone can live, learn, work and socialise together, free from prejudice, hate 

and intolerance. 

The Good Relations programme is important in relation to access to education, training 

and employment, the mobility of the workforce and in attracting investment – as 

investment depends, amongst other drivers, on having a settled and stable community.  

Derry City and Strabane’s Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan includes commitments to 

promote greater integration and inclusion within and between communities through 

animating shared spaces, services and facilities; reducing crime, disorder and 

intercommunity tensions by addressing interface and contested spaces issues and 

improving safety. 



The commitment to deliver shared spaces that integrate communities is evident in this 

application through public realm and active travel projects which also deliver 

environmental, health and economic benefits. 

We are improving mental health and wellbeing addressing the psychosocial elements of 

post-conflict reconciliation and strengthening inclusion, participation and social 

cohesion among those affected by the Troubles. 

In our examples of good practice, we also highlight a community integration and peace-

building project which integrates an up-to-date understanding on building resilience in 

the area of mental health, which is identified both in our situation analysis and the city 

and district’s statement of progress.

Theme 6: Protect the planet from degradation, leading by example, including 

through sustainable consumption and production 
Please describe (in fewer than 250 words) how you intend to address this core theme 

overall and which issues you intend to emphasize. These should be relevant to the 

results of your city’s Phase VII situation analysis report. 

When it comes to strategic planning, ‘Protect the planet from degradation…’ is a theme 

that the District Council in Derry City & Strabane has invested a great deal of energy in. 

In our ‘areas of good practice’ (Q9) we describe how the Council was the first in 

Northern Ireland to adopt a council-level climate adaptation plan, but that is far from the 

only document evidencing the city and district’s determination to promote sustainable, 

climate-conscious decision making.  

The Green Infrastructure Plan (2019-2032) and Natural Capital Account (2021, also a 

national first) lay out the benefits of sustainable development for health, wellbeing, 

tourism and business and inform a number of projects due to be delivered in Phase VII. 

Under the theme of active travel, and reducing car-reliance, the Clooney Masterplan is a 

project, currently under consultation, which proposes to develop underused recreational 

space and connect existing greenways to facilitate active transport connections to 

community resources like the Glendermott Cricket Club.  

Meanwhile the cross-border North West Greenway network will create active travel 

corridors that connect Derry City and Strabane to its surrounding towns. Both major 

urban centres in the Council District area will also receive a pedestrian-focussed 

regeneration project, as described in ‘priority areas of action’ (Q10). 

As a city & district we believe that each of these projects will contribute to addressing 

the emissions-related challenges described in the situation analysis. 



9. Three areas of good practice for Phase VII

Phase VII will include the identification of three examples of good practice that will be 

shared with cities across the Network for mutual learning and inspiration. These should 

address priority health outcomes or populations according to need, and should be 

demonstrated through the appropriate indicators.  

Once your application to Phase VII is deemed successful, you will be asked to provide a 

full case study of the examples that will be shared with other cities, included in Phase VII 

publications and featured on the WHO website. These examples will also be used for your 

city-specific evaluation of Phase VII. 

For each of the three examples of good practice, please provide the following. 

● a short description of the example, including the need it addresses, its main

achievements and the lessons learned (please provide a narrative text of fewer

than 350 words);

● which Phase VII goal or theme this example addresses;

● which Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and specific SDG targets this

example addresses (please provide a simple list); and

● the relevant SDG indicators for the last available year for the SDG targets that this 

example addresses – this will act as a baseline for the evaluation of Phase VII for

your city (please provide a simple list).

1. Northern Ireland’s first council-level climate adaptation plan

Derry City and Strabane is a city and district that knows the war on climate change is 

fought on two fronts. Taking action on emissions to reduce future climate change must 

come alongside adaptation to and mitigation of the current and future impacts on the 

ability of people to live safe, healthy, prosperous lives.  

And the threat to the city and district is not an abstract one: extensive flooding in the 

Strabane area in 2015 and across the North West in 2017 damaged homes, businesses, 

agriculture, infrastructure and habitats. 

In July 2020, Derry City and Strabane District Council became the first council area in 

Northern Ireland to adopt a Climate Change Adaptation Plan. The plan will ensure the 

Council is prepared for and resilient to the effects of climate change.  

The aims of the Adaptation Plan are to increase capacity to respond to climate change; 

to raise awareness of the impacts of climate change across the City & District; and to 

lead by example and work collaboratively to ensure resilience and deliver climate 

adaptation. 

Derry City and Strabane District Council Chief Executive John Kelpie says: “As 

demonstrated during the global pandemic, councils are uniquely positioned to lead at 

times of crisis, adapting services and supporting local resilience where needed most. 

The same is true when responding to the impacts of climate change… At a time when 

global action is required, we have decided to act locally while thinking globally.” 

Under the plan the council has established a regional emissions baseline and set an 

annual greenhouse gas emissions budget, started to provide vigorous climate change 

awareness training to elected members & staff, begun to screen all policies and 



committee reports for climate implications and established several necessary structures 

to include a broad range of stakeholders in climate action. Implementation throughout 

the life of the plan will be monitored by the All-Party Climate Adaptation Working 

Group. 

The Council has also pledged to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions across the 

city and district by 2045. 

Phase VII goal or theme addressed  
Theme 6: Protect the planet from degradation, leading by example, including 

through sustainable consumption and production 

Goal 2: Leading by example locally, nationally or globally 

Sustainable Development Goals and SDG targets addressed 

Goal 13. Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts 

13.1 Strengthen resilience and adaptive capacity to climate related 

hazards and natural disasters in all countries 

Relevant SDG indicators 

13.1.3 Proportion of local governments that adopt and implement local disaster 

risk reduction strategies in line with national disaster risk reduction strategies 

2. Integrating up-to-date mental health approaches into a proud history of peace-

building 

As described in our Situation Analysis, segregation and social division continue to 

present a historic challenge in our city and district, as they do across many areas in 

Northern Ireland, but to focus solely on residential or academic segregation on religious 

lines is a mistake and ignores the success of decades of cross-community projects, 

particularly those targeting school-aged children, which have shifted attitudes and built 

peace in the city and district in the wake of the conflicts of the last century. 

A 1990s cross-community peace initiative provides the backdrop for the season 2 

opener of the hugely popular Channel 4 television comedy Derry Girls. And while 

writer Lisa McGee pokes affectionate fun at clumsy efforts to integrate catholic and 

protestant schoolchildren through orienteering, abseiling and earnest group chats, the 

2021 successors of those efforts adopt a far more current understanding of mental 

health, coping methods and intergenerational trauma. 

The Mind, Body and Soul Project brought 11-12 year olds together in cross-community 

activities that included weekly mental health and wellbeing workshops designed to 

assist in building resilience. Funded by Peace IV – an EU programme designed to 

support peace and reconciliation in Northern Ireland and the border region – the project 

engaged students from St Mary's College, Oakgrove Integrated College and Lisneal 

College. 

The sessions introduced young people to self-care techniques including mindfulness, 

meditation and breathing exercises to provide support and knowledge when dealing 

with stress, anxiety and other negative thoughts and feelings. Each participant also 

received a yoga kit and completed six weeks of yoga classes teaching them another 

valuable self-care tool that can be sustained long after the project completes. 



Students engaged enthusiastically in the cross-community, extra-curricular activities 

and reported that the tools they had learned were particularly relevant in the context of 

worry and distress caused by the Covid 19 pandemic. 

Phase VII goal or theme addressed  

Theme 3: Greater participation and partnerships for health and well-being 

Theme 5: Promoting peace and security through inclusive societies 

Sustainable Development Goals and SDG targets addressed 

Goal 3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages 

3.4 By 2030, reduce by one third premature mortality from non-

communicable diseases through prevention and treatment and promote 

mental health and well-being 

Goal 16. Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, 

provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive 

institutions at all levels 

16.1 Significantly reduce all forms of violence and related death rates 

everywhere 

Relevant SDG indicators 

3.4.2 Suicide mortality rate 

16.1.3 Proportion of population subjected to (a) physical violence, (b) 

psychological violence and (c) sexual violence in the previous 12 months 

3. Encouraging sustainable choices from birth with access to an affordable 

community resource 

It is estimated that three billion nappies are thrown away every year in the UK. What’s 

more, for young families disposable nappies are a significant expense, eating away at 

household budgets during a child’s critical early years. Reusable nappies tackle both 

challenges at once, reducing the landfill and saving families up to £1,000 from birth to 

potty. 

But purchasing a set of reusable nappies involves a much larger initial outlay and 

parents are often apprehensive about the prospect of washing and reusing cloth nappies. 

Thanks to the Zero Waste North West Nappy Library, parents can access a full reusable 

nappy kit, filled with 30 reusable, adjustable nappies in a range of sizes, made from a 

range of materials including bamboo, hemp and cotton, for six weeks at a cost of only 

£10 plus a £10 refundable deposit. 

Derry City and Strabane District Council and Zero Waste North West launched the 

library in July 2021 at an event in Derry’s Brooke Park with Mayor Graham Warke in 

attendance. The successful launch saw every available nappy kit hired out and the 

number of available kits has since been doubled. Despite this, there is still a waiting list 

to hire the kits. 

Outreach events like the launch are also one way in which the library is breaking down 

barriers to alternatives to disposable nappies. One attendee wrote on Facebook: “Can’t 

wait to start trying out the reusables. Thanks for all the info, I definitely feel less 

daunted now!” 



Zero Waste North West is also investigating expanding the size range of nappies in the 

library to make sustainable choices available to a wider age range and is exploring 

partnerships with local childcare providers. 

Once parents are convinced about the benefits, they can access the Council’s pre-

existing reusable nappy incentive scheme which offers £30 back when they spend £50 

on reusable nappies. Great news for the environment and their wallets. 

Phase VII goal or theme addressed  

Theme 4: Improved community prosperity and access to common goods and 

services 

Theme 6: Protect the planet from degradation, leading by example, including 

through sustainable consumption and production 

Sustainable Development Goals and SDG targets addressed 

Goal 12. Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns 

12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, 

reduction, recycling and reuse 

Relevant SDG indicators 

12.5.1 National recycling rate, tons of material recycled 



10. Three priority areas of action for Phase VII

Phase VII will include the identification of three priority areas of action that you will 

address in Phase VII as a member of the Network. These should emerge from the findings 

from your city health profile, and address priority health outcomes or populations 

according to need. Progress will need to be determined through the appropriate indicators. 

These priority areas of action should be consistent with your answers to Section 8 of this 

application form. They will be used as the basis of your joint commitment with WHO 

under Phase VII and for your city-specific evaluation of Phase VII.

For each of the three priority areas of actions, please provide: 

● a short description of the priority action, including the need it addresses, the

main activities planned (including the evidence base for the planned

interventions) and the expected outcome(s) (please provide a narrative text of

fewer than 350 words);

● which Phase VII goal or theme it addresses;

● which SDGs and which of their specific SDG targets it addresses (please

provide a simple list); and

● the relevant SDG indicators for the last available year for the SDG targets that it

addresses – this will act as a baseline for the evaluation of Phase VII for your

city (please provide a simple list).

1. Promote the use of green and blue spaces as a resource and pathway to recovery

for physical and mental health

The 2021 Health Inequalities Annual Report for Northern Ireland identifies Primary 1 

Obesity as one of the most notable health income measures in which Derry City & 

Strabane performs worse than the Northern Ireland average. It is also among the 

measures in which the deprivation-related health inequality gap widened in the report. 

The same report identified Standardised Admission Rate: Self Harm as having the third 

widest inequality gap in the Council District. 

One way in which we plan to address these inequalities is through the development of 

improved green infrastructure. Our Green Infrastructure Plan states that “increasing 

greenways, recreational trails and accessible greenspace will encourage and enable 

people to live healthier, more active lifestyles and provide further benefits in reducing 

carbon emissions and connections for people and wildlife,” while our Natural Capital 

Account also identifies the value of green infrastructure. The GIP continues 

“implementing these features will benefit the individual and the community physically, 

psychologically, emotionally and socio-economically,” citing the work of Markevych et 

al. linking greenspace to health. 

The delivery of two key projects – the Clooney Masterplan and the cross-border NW 

Greenway Network – will connect walking and cycling infrastructure with green 

spaces, popular recreational destinations, sporting facilities and community resources. 

Existing green infrastructure is already well used both for recreation and travel by 

individuals and by community groups like learning disability charity Destined Derry 

with their disability-friendly bike club and local businesses like adventure tourism firm 

Far and Wild, highlighting how accessible green infrastructure can provide health and 



economic benefits across society. We expect that the benefits of such infrastructure will 

be amplified across all sections of the local community as our green infrastructure plan 

is implemented. 

Phase VII goal or theme addressed 

Goal 1: Fostering health and well-being for all and reducing health inequities 

Theme 2: Designing urban places that improve health and well-being 

Theme 6: Protect the planet from degradation, leading by example, including 

through sustainable consumption and production 

Sustainable Development Goals and SDG targets addressed 
Goal 3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages 

3.4 By 2030, reduce by one third premature mortality from non-

communicable diseases through prevention and treatment and promote 

mental health and well-being 

Goal 11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and 

sustainable 

11.7 By 2030, provide universal access to safe, inclusive and accessible, 

green and public spaces, in particular for women and children, older 

persons and persons with disabilities 

Relevant SDG indicators 

3.4.2 Suicide mortality rate 

11.7.1 Average share of the built-up area of cities that is open space for public 

use for all, by sex, age and persons with disabilities 

2. Coordinated investment in medical education and innovation for the benefit of 

local communities 

Health innovation and education is a thread that runs through the £250m City Deal and 

Inclusive Future Fund investment plan, bringing in partners like Ulster University and 

the Western Health and Social Care Trust to build an ‘Innovation Corridor’ that will be 

home to a fast-growing cluster of Ulster University research centres of excellence that 

will bring together researchers, business and the local community. 

In August 2021, Ulster University’s Magee Campus in Derry-Londonderry welcomed 

the first 70 students to its new graduate entry medical school – the first dedicated 

Graduate Entry Medical Programme (GEM) in Northern Ireland – which will help 

address the wider issue of a shortage of doctors while deepening Ulster University’s 

position as an entrepreneurial civic university, embedded within and serving the local 

community. 

For Louise Dubras, Foundation Dean of the new medical school, the graduate entry 

programme is also a tool for social mobility in the region. She told attendees at the 2021 

Derry City & Strabane Healthy Cities Conference that: “We want people who thought 

they couldn’t study medicine. They did a degree in something else and then found their 

academic feet, no matter what their A Level grades were. There’s something immensely 

powerful about helping to raise the ambitions and aspirations within a community.  

“If schoolchildren see that we’re training doctors, see that we’re training nurses, see that 

we’re training allied health professions on their doorsteps, then they can begin to see 

that this is something they might want to share a piece of. Then there’s something 

hugely powerful about those students working with children in a hospital, or in local 

communities.” 



The investment deal also includes plans for a Community Health Company which will 

study the genes of the people of the city and region. Similar to a Credit Union model, 

the local community will be owners and shareholders with any revenue generated being 

put back into the community for research and community well-being initiatives.  

Phase VII goal or theme addressed  
Theme 1: Investing in the people who make up our cities  

Theme 3: Greater participation and partnerships for health and well-being 

Sustainable Development Goals and SDG targets addressed 

Goal 4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong 

learning opportunities for all 

4.4 By 2030, substantially increase the number of youth and adults who 

have relevant skills, including technical and vocational skills, for 

employment, decent jobs and entrepreneurship 

Goal 8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and 

productive employment and decent work for all 

8.3 Promote development-oriented policies that support productive 

activities, decent job creation, entrepreneurship, creativity and 

innovation, and encourage the formalization and growth of micro-, 

small- and medium-sized enterprises, including through access to 

financial services 

Relevant SDG indicators 

4.4.1 Proportion of youth and adults with information and communications 

technology (ICT) skills, by type of skill (not directly relevant) 

8.3.1 Proportion of informal employment in total employment, by sector and sex 

3. Streetscape projects that prioritise pedestrians and prosperity 

Derry City and Strabane’s relatively compact urban centres are a clear advantage when 

it comes to active transport. ‘Walking the walls’ – a c1.5km circular route along the top 

of Derry-Londonderry’s 17th century walls – has long been popular with locals and 

visitors alike, but at street-level competing priorities such as vehicular traffic flow have 

sometimes stymied the city and district’s potential as a pedestrian’s paradise. 

Two streetscape projects, which are both informed by the success of previous public 

realm projects and extensive engagement and partnership with businesses, are aimed at 

delivering economically-thriving, pedestrian-friendly city and town centres. 

The first, developed in partnership with the local business community, is a temporary 

one-way system for Derry’s city centre which gives significant street space back to 

pedestrians and businesses on the Diamond (the city’s central plaza) and Bishop Street, 

along with a number of smaller streets and spaces. The new traffic management system 

is part of the Council’s Covid recovery plans, supporting businesses in the area as they 

embark on the path to successful recovery. 

The plans constitute a 12-18 month “experiment” which Regeneration Manager Tony 

Monaghan says will “repurpose spaces and send a message that the city centre is for 

people.” Tony believes that benefits including increased footfall and commercial 

activity will demonstrate the business case for further investment in a vibrant, 

welcoming and accessible city centre with open space for trade, entertainment and 

leisure. 



Secondly, Plans for Strabane town centre promise improved connections to public 

transport through a new foot bridge and enhanced, high quality public realm, while 

cycle and pedestrian routes will connect the new public spaces. 

The project will transform an area which has suffered from high deprivation, poor 

health outcomes and high unemployment by creating new physical infrastructure 

centred around the historic canal basin to include a primary health care hub, a further 

and higher education campus of the North West Regional College and a leisure centre 

along with business incubation units. 

Phase VII goal or theme addressed  

Theme 2: Designing urban places that improve health and well-being 

Theme 4: Improved community prosperity and access to common goods and 

services 

Sustainable Development Goals and SDG targets addressed 

Goal 11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and 

sustainable 

11.7 By 2030, provide universal access to safe, inclusive and accessible, 

green and public spaces, in particular for women and children, older 

persons and persons with disabilities 

Relevant SDG indicators 

11.7.1 Average share of the built-up area of cities that is open space for public 

use for all, by sex, age and persons with disabilities 

 
  



11. Strengthening partnership and coherence 

Please provide a short description of how your healthy city activity links to SDG 

implementation within your city; with other cities; with national initiatives led by your 

national government; and with international partnerships.  

Please provide a simple list. 

 

Within the city 

 

The Healthy Cities Coordinator supports SDG implementation by fostering an 

environment in which innovative, health-supportive ideas and policies can emerge in the 

public, private or community sector. Methods include... 

- Hosting a Healthy Cities Conference in 2021 for local leaders with expert international 

speakers and vibrant discussion of the city and district’s challenges and opportunities 

- Building a community of cross-sector leaders through online seminars and informal 

networking which focus on tackling key areas of health inequalities  

- Active engagement with Derry City & Strabane District Council’s central strategic 

planning function 

 

Questions 9 and 10 in this application detail good practice and priorities within the city 

that support the following SDGs… 

- Goal 3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages 

- Goal 4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning 

opportunities for all 

- Goal 8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and 

productive employment and decent work for all 

- Goal 11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable 

- Goal 12. Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns 

- Goal 13. Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts 

- Goal 16. Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, 

provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive 

institutions at all levels 

 

Nationally 

 

At the national level, programmes that support delivery of the Sustainable Development 

Goals include... 

- Programme for Government 

- Protect Life 2: Suicide Prevention Strategy 

- Northern Ireland Community & Voluntary Action (NICVA) SDG Working Group 

 

Internationally 

 

Derry City & Strabane is active in the following international networks... 

- UNESCO Learning Cities 

- Unicef Child Friendly Cities 

- WHO Healthy Cities 

- Age Friendly Cities 

 

As a border city & district, Derry City & Strabane maintains strong and productive 

relationships with cross-border partners including Donegal County Council. 

 



12. Capacity-building 

How will your city address training and capacity-building for increasing leadership, 

strengthening participatory governance, improving health for all and reducing health 

inequalities throughout Phase VII?  

Please identify no more than three actions in fewer than 250 words. 

Core to the ongoing growth in Derry City & Strabane’s capacity for health promotion 

and development is the adoption of an Integrated Care Model which brings together 

healthcare professionals representing every facet of the local healthcare system, from 

community pharmacists to social workers to general practitioners, to join up services 

and invest in ways to prevent or manage illness. The model marks a shift in health 

leadership towards more local decision-making power and outcomes-based 

accountability. The local Northern Sector Integrated Care Partnership is represented on 

the regional health inequalities working group.  

Development and promotion of a Mental Health and Suicide Prevention Training 

Framework will rationalise the range and variety of mental health training available in 

Northern Ireland and support knowledge and skills development. The framework will 

provide a pathway through the varying steps of training and will encourage consistency 

across the Health and Social Care Western Trust region, which includes the Council 

District. 

Finally, Derry City & Strabane District Council’s Climate Change Emergency Pledge, 

which we reference in detail in Q9, includes a commitment to deliver “vigorous 

Climate Change Awareness Training to elected members and staff.” The pledge 

acknowledges that every action and decision taken by Council will have climate change 

implications, equipping local leaders to make decisions that will positively affect quality 

of life in the long term. The accompanying Climate Change Adaptation Plan also notes 

that “climate change has and will continue to disproportionately affect those most in 

need,” drawing the link between climate action and health inequalities. 

 

  



13. Networking 

What are the strengths or experiences your city could contribute to the overall work of 

the Network? 

Please identify no more than three areas in fewer than 250 words. 

Derry and Strabane first joined the global network of Healthy Cities in 2009 and 

remains one of only a handful of areas in Ireland and the UK to be leading the way, 

through participation in this political movement to make health and wellbeing a central 

strategic approach. Over the past 12 years we have been committed to bringing health to 

the forefront of the city and district’s political and social agendas and our commitment 

has and will continue to encourage participatory governance, intersectional 

collaboration and action to address the determinants of health which sit outside the 

traditional brief such as housing, education and social welfare.  

Through our years of experience prioritising health for the City, we have successfully 

facilitated collaboration across public, private, academia and voluntary and community 

sector organisations, bringing together key decision makers, enabling networking, 

shared learning and the identification of new innovative approaches to address 

health inequalities within our City. As part of this designation application, we 

connected more than 90 local civic, business and third sector leaders and organisations 

to identify the key issues for the City, now and in the future, and the priority areas for 

action.  

We have established a strong movement for public health at a local level through 

research, community engagement, co-design and co-production, thought leadership, 

skills development and information sharing and we continue to provide a platform that 

showcases local innovation and promotes access to international learning and 

networking.   

 

How does your city expect to gain from membership in the Network during Phase VII? 

Please respond in fewer than 250 words. 

Derry City and Strabane’s association with the Healthy Cities network is a point of 

pride for the city and district, and in Phase VII we expect to build on the networking, 

collaboration and sharing of best practice that springs from membership.  

In particular, learning from the experiences of other cities in the network and taking 

inspiration from their successes, will be hugely important as we move forward. At the 

2021 Derry City & Strabane Healthy Cities Conference – an online event which brought 

together around 90 local leaders from community groups, local government, the 

healthcare sector and local businesses – Cork Healthy Cities Coordinator Denise 

Cahill’s presentation received a fantastic reception from attendees, and we hope to 

introduce voices from other cities in the network at future events. 

It is also worth mentioning one factor that can’t be ignored in this phase: the response to 

Covid-19. The pandemic has led many cities, including our own, to reset expectations 

and plans around public health and we expect the coming five years to be a time of real 

innovation and experimentation. In this context it is all the more important to stay 

connected to the ideas and experiments being implemented elsewhere and we see the 

Healthy Cities Network as a key medium to maintain that connection. 

 

National network of Healthy Cities 



 

Does your country have a national network?   Yes x No ☐ 

Is your city a member of this national network?  Yes x No ☐ 

 

Other networks of healthy cities 

 

Are you a member of a regional or metropolitan (subnational) network of healthy cities? 

Yes ☐ No x  

If yes, which? 

 

NB. Derry and Strabane works closely with Belfast Healthy Cities, in promotion of 

WHO strategic objectives and priorities in Northern Ireland.  

 

Other international city networks 

 

Are you a member of any other international city networks working for health or 

sustainable development?  

Yes x No ☐  

If yes, which? 

Age Friendly Cities 

UNESCO Learning Cities 

UNICEF Child Friendly Cities  

  



14. City Phase VII overview 

Once your application is successful and your designation complete, your city will be 

featured on the WHO website. Please provide a narrative text providing an overview of 

your city’s Phase VII implementation, and provide a high-resolution photograph to be 

included on the WHO website. The narrative should focus on the reasons for applying 

to the Network, the city’s vision in terms of Phase VII outcomes, the city’s main health 

needs, examples of what the city intends to address during Phase VII and an example of 

good practice.  

The narrative should be fewer than 400 words. It does not need to include key facts and 

figures as these will be presented elsewhere on the relevant webpage. 

Coming out of a global pandemic, Derry City & Strabane has a lot of reasons to be 

hopeful about the future. Our city is healthier and greener than in 2009, when we first 

joined the WHO Healthy Cities Network, and we can look forward to the impact of the 

City Deal and Inclusive Future Fund – the largest ever single investment package by 

Government into the Derry City and Strabane District Council area – in the coming 

years. 

We are proud to be the first council area in Northern Ireland to adopt a Climate Change 

Adaptation Plan, which will ensure we are prepared for and resilient to the effects of 

climate change, and the first to produce a Natural Capital Account that analyses the true 

value of our green and blue spaces. 

But for all our success in building a healthy, inclusive, thriving city and district, some 

health challenges have proved more intractable. Mental health indicators remain higher 

than the national average, particularly in the most deprived areas. And that health 

inequality gap is significant across many health measures in our 2020 city statement of 

progress. It is those issues that are our priorities in Phase VII of the network, alongside 

the mitigation of and adaptation to the effects of manmade climate change which is as 

pressing an issue for us as it should be for every city worldwide. 

By conducting analysis like our Natural Capital Account, which quantifies the 

economic, social and health benefits of effective management and development of green 

resources, we have been able to strategically consider the projects that will deliver 

maximum benefit across all three of our priorities – mental health; health inequalities 

and environmental health. In particular in this phase we will develop green and blue 

spaces as a preventative resource and pathway to recovery for physical and mental 

health. 

Derry City and Strabane’s association with the Healthy Cities network is a point of 

pride for the city and district, and in Phase VII we expect to build on the networking, 

collaboration and sharing of best practice that springs from membership. In particular, 

learning from the experiences of other cities in the network and taking inspiration from 

their successes, will be hugely important as we move forward. 

 

  



15. Monitoring and evaluation 

Does your city confirm that it agrees to be externally evaluated by WHO? 

Yes x No ☐ 

This should appear in the letter of commitment from the mayor (see Section 1). 

 

Is your healthy city project systematically monitored or evaluated? 

Yes x No ☐  

If yes, describe:  

Please email a signed, scanned copy of any substantial report or a website link to the 

original. 

 

 

Thank you for your interest in becoming a member of the WHO European Healthy Cities 

Network in Phase VII. 

 

Please print a copy of this page for your records. 

 

Below is a checklist of signed, scanned or original documents to be submitted by email 

with the application. 

● Council resolution supporting city participation in Phase VII 

● Letter of commitment from the city mayor supporting city participation in 

Phase VII 

● Phase VII city situation analysis document 

● City development strategy analysis document 

● City statement indicating how the city will benefit membership in Phase VII  

● Curriculum vitae of coordinator 

● Job description for coordinator 

● Letter of commitment to this application signed by the chair of the steering or 

partnership group 

● City health development plan 

● City health profile 

● Optional evaluation report 

● Completed and signed Declaration of Interests form for the city coordinator 

● A completed and signed non-exclusive licence to use photographic images  

  



In the heading of your application package, please reference “Phase VII Healthy Cities 

Network application documentation”.

 

Healthy Cities Programme 

Division of Policy and Governance for 

Health and Well-being 

WHO Regional Office for Europe 

UN City 

Marmorvej 51 

DK-2100 Copenhagen Ø 

Denmark

 

Telephone: +45 45 33 70 00 

Facsimile: +45 45 33 70 01 

Email: eurohealthycities@who.int 

mailto:eurohealthycities@who.int
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Foreword 

Thank you for your interest in this consultation on our proposal to realign our District 

Structures to those of the Local Government Authorities (LGA), referred to as 

‘Councils’ throughout the remainder of this document.   

Making a positive difference to people’s lives, protecting them and keeping them safe 

is what we do.  We strongly believe that a realignment of our structures to Council 

boundaries will significantly strengthen the great work that already takes place with 

local Councils and partner agencies. 

NIFRS has a proud tradition and history of serving the community with distinction. As 

with all public sector organisations, and in common with other Fire & Rescue 

Services throughout the rest of the UK, NIFRS needs to modernise to ensure that we 

deliver the best possible Fire and Rescue Service for the people that we serve.  

Following the appointment of our new Chief Fire & Rescue Officer (CFRO) Peter 

O’Reilly in September 2021, a number of internal reviews have commenced with a 

view to challenge how we deliver our services.  A rationalisation of the NIFRS 

Executive Leadership Team has already been progressed, with the realignment of 

duties and responsibilities, and the recruitment of a number of strategic positions.  

A full review of Community Risk is underway; this will inform the development of a 

new Community Risk Management Plan (CRMP) which will detail a 3/5 year 

roadmap for change.  Once finalised, the CRMP will undergo full Public Consultation, 

Section 75 Screening and a Rural Impact Assessment.  A key principle of the CRMP 

will be the development of local Community Risk Plans, informed by those local 

communities to meet their needs and enhance community wellbeing. 

Changing our structures to align with those of local Council boundaries provides an 

immediate change to enable us to make sure each Council has a single dedicated 

point of contact and ensure NIFRS can be fully involved in the development and 

implementation of local Community Risk Management Plans.  This realignment will 

allow NIFRS to enhance collaboration at a local level, better identify those most at 

risk and more effectively work in partnership to enhance public safety, whilst 

signposting to the most appropriate support available.  This is the reason why we are 
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consulting on this specific change to our operational District structure in the first 

instance.  

We wish to engage and consult with you, our stakeholders, on the proposals for our 

new District structures.  The proposed changes will align our current District 

boundaries to those of Local Councils.  This document has been written to enable 

you to; 

 Understand how this alignment will provide better outcomes to all stakeholders

 Provide us with feedback, comments or any questions that you may have
about the proposed change.

I strongly encourage you to participate in this consultation and share your views on 

how we can improve how we support our local community.  

Carmel McKinney OBE 
Chairperson  

NIFRS Board  
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About Us – What we do 

NIFRS protects and serves the entire population of Northern Ireland, an area of over 

5,500 square miles and with a population of 1.8 million, providing them with a range 

of fire and rescue services.   

We believe better safety outcomes for the community can be achieved through 

effective partnership collaboration and successfully targeting our main areas of work 

based on our community risk assessment; 

Prevention - educating the community on how to reduce risk and keep people safe 

from the dangers of fire and other types of incidents through community engagement 

initiatives such as; home fire safety checks, school education programmes, youth 

engagement, safety talks and demonstrations.  

Protection - providing safer public spaces within the built environment, fire safety 

inspections and enforcement.  

Emergency Response - sending fire engines and firefighters to emergency incidents 

such as fires, road traffic collisions and specialist rescue incidents including flooding, 

chemical incidents, collapsed buildings and other types of emergencies. 
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We also have a dedicated Regional Control Centre where all fire and rescue 999 

emergency calls for Northern Ireland are answered and fire crews are mobilised to 

respond. 

Our Current Operational Structure  

At present we have 4 operational Area Commands – Northern, Southern, Eastern 

and Western.  Area Commanders, each responsible for one of the 4 Area 

Commands, manage operational activity on a day-to-day basis.   

 

Our 4 Area Commands are currently supported by 13 Districts; it is this District 

structure which we want to realign to Council boundaries across Northern Ireland to 

enhance our community focus and better target our activities to local need.  District 

Commanders are responsible for the Fire Stations in their District.   

There are 68 Fire Stations across Northern Ireland, each serving their local 

community. 

Our Headquarters (including our Regional Control Centre) is situated in Lisburn, our 

Learning & Development Centres are in Cookstown and Boucher Crescent (Belfast), 

and our Service Support Centre is also located in Boucher Crescent.   

NIFRS has a historical establishment of 856 Wholetime Firefighters who work 

together with 994 On-Call Firefighters across Northern Ireland to protect the 

community. 
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Northern Ireland Audit Office noted in 2019 

that effective partnerships need to work 

together across all of Government. They state 

how; 

 

“Support Hubs are a good example of how a 

collaborative approach can produce successful 

outcomes which cannot necessarily be 

achieved through one public service body.” 

 

Our Proposals  

NIFRS propose to align our District structure to the Council boundaries; to enhance 

relationships with partner agencies through community planning arrangements, with 

a view to NIFRS being at the centre of delivery of initiatives to Save, Protect and 

Improve lives.  

The NIFRS Board, under the Fire & Rescue Service Order 2006, has a statutory 

responsibility to provide a Fire and Rescue Service within Northern Ireland.  We 

discharge this responsibility through strategically placing resources and staff across 

Northern Ireland. The Local Government Act (NI) 2014 places a statutory 

responsibility on NIFRS to engage through the Community Planning Structures. 

Understanding communities and recognising their different needs is essential to 

delivering services in their local area; services that build relationships, tackle the right 

problems and increase public confidence.  It is therefore important to give people a 

voice so that they feel they are being heard and are confident to engage with their 

Fire and Rescue Service.  The new proposed arrangements will improve the 

opportunities for people to get more involved through shaping priorities and services, 

volunteering, scrutinising the service and helping to solve problems within their 

community. 

The issues affecting individuals, families and communities are often complex and 

rarely solved by one organisation alone; by bringing organisations together through 

Community Risk Management and 

Planning we can prevent problems 

from escalating and protect people 

from harm. This means sharing 

resources and knowledge and 

aligning services to deliver more 

efficient and comprehensive 

solutions.  Enhanced collaboration 

between partners including Councils, 

other blue light services, Health Authorities, Public Bodies, businesses and the 

voluntary sector is essential.  Through our proposed new District Structures we will 
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work with communities to address their local safety concerns and ensure that 

partners have the skills to intervene early, recognise and address vulnerability. 

By aligning to Council boundaries, NIFRS District Commanders will undertake the 

role of NIFRS Community Risk Manager and be the assigned primary point of 

contact for all aspects of Community Risk Management Planning, in line with 

statutory requirements under The Local Government Act (NI) 2014.  District 

Commanders, with their supporting Officers, will align to and become embedded in 

the Community Risk Management work of each Council, enabling each to work 

collaboratively with other partner agencies to develop bespoke and locally informed 

Community Risk Management Plans. 

The change will realign the current NIFRS District model, which has been in place 

since 1999, to current Council Boundaries introduced through the reform of Local 

Government in April 2015.   

Currently, the lack of alignment often results in ineffective collaboration with multiple 

NIFRS Officers attending meetings across a number of Councils.  Reconfiguring the 

structure, functional roles and accountability lines will enhance and optimise 

collaborative working with partner agencies and improve outcomes for local 

communities.   

The proposed changes to the new NIFRS District structures will not affect existing 

arrangements regarding the processing of Fire Safety Protection work streams; 

including statutory Fire Safety duties such as enforcement and consultation. 

Planning, Building Control and Licensing consultations will continue to be processed 

within the existing NIFRS Protection structures, in line with long standing agreed 

procedures. 

The proposal will require local management structures to be reconfigured, with 

District Commanders taking overall responsibly for all aspects of local Community 

Risk Management Planning, and associated NIFRS work, within the Council 

boundary. 
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NIFRS Districts will be renamed to mirror Local Councils, as illustrated below, and 

each Council will be advised of their nominated District Commander.   

 

                 

 

The proposed reconfiguration will largely apply to administrative duties and will not 

have a direct impact on frontline fire engine response.   
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In summary, NIFRS propose to realign our District structures to 

Council boundaries to support the identification and management of 

risk and to deliver better outcomes for our communities.  Improved 

collective and collaborative working will enhance risk reduction leading 

to a safer communities and increased wellbeing.  This change will 

provide the following benefits: 

 

 o Enhance arrangements for identifying and managing local risk 

and delivering improved outcomes for local communities. 

 o Enhance partnership working in existing forums, such as Police 

Community Safety Partnerships (PCSP), Multi Agency Support 

Hubs (MASH), Community Planning, Emergency Preparedness 

Groups. 

 o Improve internal reporting and accountability lines, optimise 

collaboration with partner agencies and reduce duplication of 

roles across NIFRS Districts. 

 o Enable local officers to better manage local stations, enabling 

crews to further build relationship and focus our service on the 

needs of the local community. 
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Our Questions  

Thank you for your interest in this consultation on our proposal to realign our District 

Structures to those of the Local Government Authorities (Councils).   

We are committed to our Statutory Equality Duties under Section 75 of the Northern 

Ireland Act 1998.  We are keen for all of our stakeholders to consider the proposed 

change to our District structure to provide us with consultative feedback.   

All opinions and information on the potential equality impact of the proposed changes 

are welcome.  Your feedback will help finalise our equality screening and further 

inform decision making on implementing the changes.  We believe these proposals 

provide a significant opportunity to reshape and improve our services and we want to 

hear from you.  

We now encourage you to participate in this consultation by answering the following 

questions and sharing your views on how we can improve how we support our local 

community.  

1. Do you agree that NIFRS should realign its District structures to Local 
Government Authority (Council) Boundaries? (Yes/No) 
 
Have you any comments about the realignment, or alternative views? 

 
 

2. Are there any stakeholder considerations for equality or rural needs at a local 
level that NIFRS should consider in any realignment of its District structures to 
those of the Councils? (Yes/No) 
 
What are these considerations?  

 
 

3. Do you agree that NIFRS should have a nominated District Commander linked 
to each Council with responsibility for the development of local Community Risk 
Management Plans, in consultation with partner agencies? (Yes/No) 

 
Have you any comments regarding District Commanders undertaking this 
responsibility, or alternative views? 
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Have Your Say  

This consultation exercise commenced on the 17th January 2022.  Your comments 

are welcomed using the consultation questionnaire at Appendix A of this document; 

these should be forwarded to Group Commander Dermot McPoland, whose details 

are outlined below.  Alternatively, you can access the following link or visit the NIFRS 

website: www.nifrs.org: 

https://www.nifrs.org/home/about-us/consultations/ 

If you require further clarification on the proposed changes to our District structure, 

meetings with the Lead Officer can be arranged or telephone discussions facilitated 

on request.  The closing date for receipt of comments is 28th March 2022. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A summary of responses and details of any mitigation to the proposal as a result of 

this consultation will be made available on the NIFRS website from April 2022. 

This document may be made available in alternative formats, where reasonable and 

upon request, e.g. easy read, electronic version, Braille, computer disc, audio-

cassette, large font, and DAISY.  This document will also be and in other languages.  

Group Commander Dermot McPoland 

Fire & Rescue Service Headquarters 

1 Seymour Street 

Lisburn 

BT27 4SX 

 

Tel: 02892 664221 ext 2385 

Email:consultation@nifrs.org 

http://www.nifrs.org/
https://www.nifrs.org/home/about-us/consultations/
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Following the closure of this consultation, the results will be analysed along with 

other sources of evidence including Section 75 Screening and Rural Impact 

Assessment and a report will be provided to the NIFRS Board and Health Minister for 

consideration.    
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Confidentiality of Consultations 

NIFRS will publish a summary of responses following completion of the consultation 

process.  Your response, and all other responses to the consultation, may be 

disclosed on request.  NIFRS can only refuse to disclose information in exceptional 

circumstances.  Before you submit your response, please read the paragraphs below 

on the confidentiality of consultations and they will give you guidance on the legal 

position about any information given by you in response to this consultation. 

The Freedom of Information Act gives the public a right of access to any information 

held by a public authority, namely, NIFRS in this case.  This right of access to 

information includes information provided in response to a consultation.  NIFRS 

cannot automatically consider as confidential information supplied to it in response to 

a consultation.  However, it does have the responsibility to decide whether any 

information provided by you in response to this consultation, including information 

about your identity should be made public or be treated as confidential.  If you do not 

wish information about your identity to be made public, please include an explanation 

in your response.   

This means that information provided by you in response to the consultation is 

unlikely to be treated as confidential, except in very particular circumstances.  The 

Secretary of State for Constitutional Affairs’ Code of Practice on the Freedom of 

Information Act provides that: 

 NIFRS should only accept information from third parties in confidence if it is 
necessary to obtain that information in connection with the exercise of any of 
NIFRS’ functions and it would not otherwise be provided;  

 NIFRS should not agree to hold information received from third parties “in 
confidence” which is not confidential in nature;   

 acceptance by NIFRS of confidentiality provisions must be for good reasons, 
capable of being justified to the Information Commissioner.  

 
For further information about confidentiality of responses please contact the 

Information Commissioner’s Office (or see web site at: http://www.ico.org.uk  

http://www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk/
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Consultation Privacy Notice  

Data Controller Name: Northern Ireland Fire & Rescue Service  

Address:  Headquarters, 1 Seymour Street, Lisburn BT27 4SX 

Email: informationunit@nifrs.org 

Telephone: 02892 664221 

Being transparent and providing accessible information to individuals about how we 

may use personal data is a key element of the Data Protection Act (DPA) and the UK 

General Data Protection Regulation (UK GDPR).  NIFRS is committed to building 

trust and confidence in our ability to process your personal information and protect 

your privacy. 

Purpose for processing  

We are encouraging organisations to respond to the consultation.  We will process 

personal data provided in response to consultations for the purpose of informing the 

realignment of NIFRS structure.  We will publish a summary of the consultation 

responses and, in some cases, the responses themselves but these will not contain 

any personal data. We will not publish the names or contact details of respondents, 

but will include the names of organisations responding. 

For the purpose of this consultation the only data we will process is the information 

provided by the individual when they respond to the consultation, as follows: 

Name  

Email address 

Name of organisation (if responding on behalf of an organisation) 

Lawful basis for processing  

The lawful basis we are relying on to process your personal data is Article 6(1)(e) of 

the UK GDPR, which allows us to process personal data when this is necessary for 

the performance of our public tasks in our capacity. 

mailto:informationunit@nifrs.org
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How will your information be used and shared  

We process the information internally for the above stated purpose.  We don't intend 

to share your personal data with any third party. Any specific requests from a third 

party for us to share your personal data with them will be dealt with in accordance the 

provisions of the data protection laws.  

How long will we keep your information 

We will retain consultation response information until our work on the subject matter 

of the consultation is complete, and in line with the approved Retention and Disposal 

Schedule Good Management, Good Records (GMGR). 

What are your rights? 

You have the right to obtain confirmation that your data is being processed, and 

access to your personal data 

You are entitled to have personal data rectified if it is inaccurate or incomplete 

You have a right to have personal data erased and to prevent processing, in specific 

circumstances  

You have the right to ‘block’ or suppress processing of personal data, in specific 

circumstances 

You have the right to data portability, in specific circumstances 

You have the right to object to the processing, in specific circumstances 

You have rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling. 

How to complain if you are not happy with how we process your 
personal information 

If you wish to request access, object or raise a complaint about how we have 

handled your data, you can contact our Data Protection Officer using the details 

above. 
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If you are not satisfied with our response or believe we are not processing your 

personal data in accordance with the law, you can complain to the Information 

Commissioner at: 

The Information Commissioner’s Office – Northern Ireland 

3rd Floor 

14 Cromac Place, 

Belfast 

BT7 2JB 

Telephone: 0303 123 1114 

Email: ni@ico.org.uk   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:ni@ico.org.uk
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Appendix A 

We now encourage you to participate in this consultation by answering the following 

questions and sharing your views on how we can improve how we support our local 

community.  

1. Do you agree that NIFRS should realign its District structures to Local 
Government Authority (Council) Boundaries? (Yes/No) 
 
Have you any comments about the realignment, or alternative views? 

 
 

2. Are there any stakeholder considerations for equality or rural needs at a local 
level that NIFRS should consider in any realignment of its District structures 
to those of the Councils? (Yes/No) 
 
What are these considerations?  

 
 

3. Do you agree that NIFRS should have a nominated District Commander 
linked to each Council with responsibility for the development of local 
Community Risk Management Plans, in consultation with partner agencies? 
(Yes/No) 

 
Have you any comments regarding District Commanders undertaking this 
responsibility, or alternative views? 

 
 

I am providing feedback as:   
 

Member of public Y/N 
 

On Behalf of an organisation 
 

Y/N 

Name of the organisation  
 

Full Name (block capitals  
 

Postal Address 
 
 
Email address 
 
 
 
 
Contact telephone number 
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Connect with us 

 

028 92 664221 

consultation@nifrs.org 

nifrs.org 

@NIFRSOFFICIAL 

@NIFRSOFFICIAL  

mailto:consultation@nifrs.org
file://vsr-file/FRSHQ/Corporate Communications/Archive/Word/Corporate Identity & Branding/2020/NIFRS Brand Kit FINAL/9. Word Templates/028 xxxx xxxx
mailto:corporate.communications@nifrs.org
https://www.nifrs.org/
https://twitter.com/NIFRSOFFICIAL
https://www.facebook.com/NIFRSOFFICIAL


AGENDA ITEM 8. 

Committee:  Strategic Growth Partnership 
Date:  11th February 2022 
Agenda Item: Rural Issues Symposium   
Officer presenting: Oonagh McGillion, Director of Legacy, DCSDC 

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide Members with an update on the findings 
from the Rural Issues Symposium and to seek Members approval on the key rural 
issues for inclusion in the updated Strategic Inclusive Growth Plan.  

2 Background 

2.1 On the establishment of the Rural Issues Group it was agreed that in addition to the 
consideration of key issues of concern to rural stakeholders, that the Group would 
host three rural symposiums per year. The purpose of which would provide a 
dedicated platform to focus on a current issue or opportunity for local rural 
communities. 

2.2 It was considered that it was opportune that the Rural Issues Group could 
contribute to the review of the Strategic Inclusive Growth Plan and have its first rural 
symposium focussing on best practice of achieving rural integration.  

2.3 The format of the Symposium had four elements (i) Presentation from the Strategic 
Business Manager on the purpose of the review and interim findings; (ii) facilitated 
conversation with each of the three Rural Local Growth Partnership Chairpersons on 
their experiences of getting their partnership established and delivery of their plan; 
(iii) Invited guest speakers to give their experience of integrating rural issues across
policies and strategies; and (iv) workshop discussion on prioritising any existing,
new or emerging issues for inclusion in the review.

2.4 Our statutory partners also participated in the panel discussion reflecting their views 
on the emerging findings from the presentations and subsequent discussions. The 



symposium was held virtually and was attended by over 60 participants. The key 
findings of the symposium are set out in the next section. 

3 Key Issues 

3.1 From the presentations provided at the symposium it was obvious that rural 
integration approaches vary significantly in their nature from being totally 
integrated to stand alone. Whilst no one approach appeared to have greater 
success than the other, there was clear merit demonstrated in having a hybrid 
approach which gave dedicated attention to rural issues whilst working in 
partnership to get these issues fully embedded thereby becoming mainstreamed. 

3.2 The three rural Local Growth Partnerships exemplified how quickly they could 
respond to emerging issues and develop a robust partnership approach based on 
collaboration and not competition. As a consequence of the COVID 19 pandemic, 
the partnerships have diverted much of their local plan delivery, to supporting 
vulnerable people and are proud of their combined efforts. This has come at a cost 
with volunteer burnout and has underlined the lack of resources for rural 
communities. 

3.3 From the workshop discussion there was significant narrative on how rural 
communities feel that there is an imbalance in service provision and this was 
considered particularly acute with respect to youth activities, community education 
and transport. It was felt that in some instances there was insufficient cross 
department working and that rural proofing as a strategic approach had not 
delivered on some of these key service areas. For further information on the 
presentations and the issues of concern raised at the symposium please see the 
attached report in the Background Papers. 

3.4 The statutory representatives provided a positive response to the emerging issues 
from the discussion and the Rural Issues Group welcomes the opportunity to 
present the following recommendations to the Strategic Inclusive Growth 
Partnership for their consideration in the review of the Strategic Inclusive Growth 
Plan: 



I. Role of the Local Growth Partnerships
There has been universal endorsement for the work and delivery of the Local
Growth Partnerships and in the context of the rural areas there is clear evidence on
the importance of these partnerships to rural communities. The three Rural Local
Growth Partnerships wish to commend the Strategic Inclusive Growth Partnership
and the Council for the support in creating and encouraging their formation.

II. Realising the Potential for Rural Communities
There is significant unrealised potential in the delivery of the rural  Local Growth
Partnership’s action plans which in the main is due to a lack of financial resources
and staff.  During COVID 19 pandemic, the implementation of the action plans for
the most part halted as delivery of support was prioritized for vulnerable people.
However rural communities have been reporting to various government
departments for a number of years how the lack of dedicated staff is inhibiting
progress across key issues. The participants at the symposium welcomed the
review of the DfC People and Place Strategy with the possibility of the strategy
widening its scope which would include rural communities. They also welcomed
the commitment of DAERA to identify dedicated staff resources. The importance
of having resources was the number one priority emerging from the symposium
and this underpinned discussions on the unlocking of new financial resources for
capital projects as well as collaborative actions across the three rural areas.

III. Rural proofing
It was noted by participants at the symposium that rural proofing as an approach
is welcomed and that some progress has been evidenced. However, it was felt by
the rural communities that there are considerable gaps in the provision of some
services to rural dwellers. The examples that were quoted focused in particular on
youth services, community education, transport.

IV. Greater Integration
There is strong recognition across local, national and European agencies that rural
communities need support and should be nurtured and preserved, and notably
from the Strategic Inclusive Growth Partnership who identified rural issues as a
cross cutting theme. In this context the rural communities through the symposium
are seeking the support of the Strategic Inclusive Growth Partnership to advocate,
intervene and support the rural communities working with government
department and agencies to achieve more integration to address key issues of
concern in rural areas. In particular, they are seeking this support for the current



priorities of Rural Capacity Support and Community Development (DfC and 
DAERA); Rural Youth Provision alongside Community Education (DE, DfC and DfI) 
and rural transport (DAERA, DfC and DfI).  

4 Implications 

Financial, Equality, Rural Needs, Climate Change and Data Protection 

4.1 There are positive implications for rural needs with the recommendations contained 
within this report. 

4.2 There is a financial request to the Department of Communities and the Department 
for Environment Agriculture and Rural Affairs for the provision of dedicated staff 
and resources for rural communities. 

4.3 There is a request for interventions to address rural youth provision, rural 
community education and rural transportation. 

5 Recommendations 

5.1 It is recommended that Members note the finding from the Rural Issues Symposium 
on achieving rural integration and approve the symposium recommendations as 
listed in Section 3.4 of this report. 
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Report from the Symposium held 
26th November 2021 

Achieving Rural Integration 

1.0 Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to outline the key findings from the Rural Symposium which 
focussed on “Achieving Rural Integration” with a number of recommendations for 
consideration by the Rural Issues Group, in advance of the submission of a paper to the 
Strategic Inclusive Growth Partnership. 

2.0 Context 

The Strategic Inclusive Growth Plan is a living plan and currently it is undergoing a review. 
This is to fulfil, Part 10, Section 69 of the Local Government (Northern Ireland) Act 2014 
which outlines the statutory duty to undertake a review of the Community Plan. It states “A 
review must be completed … before the fourth anniversary of the date in which the 
community plan was published. “ The timeframe for the completion of the review is April 
’22.  Over recent months individual engagement and consultations has taken place with key 
partners. This engagement has focused on 3 broad elements of the Strategic Growth Plan 
and its implementation – the governance and partnership structures (such as the outcome 
delivery partnerships); the actions and the use of data (particularly considering performance 
measures).   

Since the development of the Strategic Inclusive Growth Plan, the rural Local Growth 
Partnerships have not only devised their own individual local plans but also developed a 
collaborative approach to identify projects of a strategic nature and of interest to the three 
areas. During the Covid 19 Pandemic the Local Growth Partnerships have worked together 
to deliver a range of support programmes to vulnerable communities and with the 
employment of a massive voluntary effort they have ensured that no-one was left behind.  

It was considered opportune that the Rural Issues Group could contribute to the review of 
the Strategic Inclusive Growth Plan by having its first rural symposium focussing on best 
practice of rural integration. This symposium sought to consider the achievements to date, 
reflect on other policy and programme interventions and explore any new or emerging 
areas which could be included in the updated plan.  

Agenda Item 8. Appendix I
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The Symposium’s format included 

 a presentation on the current process and interim findings of the review of the
Strategic Inclusive Growth Partnership;

 reflections from the three Co-Chairpersons on the work of the Local Growth
Partnerships;

 a presentation on the Scottish Policy model for rural integration;
 an overview of a rural integration programme from Donegal on their digital hubs;
 an example of multi agencies working between government departments, local rural

groups and farm families;
 workshop discussion on prioritising any existing, new or emerging issues for inclusion

in the review and
 Statutory partners question and answer session

Following the symposium, the Rural Issues Group agreed that it would submit a paper for 
consideration to the Strategic Inclusive Growth Partnership for the review of the Plan. 

3.0 Key Findings 

Strategic Inclusive Growth Plan 

 Significant progress to date across with 32 of 49 indicators reporting an upward
change

 76% of the actions are on track and 11% are complete. A further 11% of the actions
have a rate of progress which is slower than planned. Some of the examples of these
actions are

o HE/FE Expansion – MaSN cap
o Strategic Road Infrastructure:
o A5 – Interdependency of phased delivery
o A6 – Phase 2 (Drumahoe – Foyle Bridge)

 The consultation to date on the review has included stakeholder engagements and
on-line surveys. Some of feedback in respect of the actions is that the review is an
opportunity to prioritise, highly collaborative projects which demonstrate
additionality.

 The feedback from the Rural Symposium will be incorporated into the review.
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Local Growth Partnerships 

The tables below demonstrate some of the positives experiences to date and the challenges 
that need dedicated focus to resolve: 

Positives 

Challenges 

Huge voluntary effort provided by 
local people in the delivery of services

The structure of the LGPs has been a 
very positive development for rural 

communities

Covid 19 Pandemic brought a new 
focus to the work of the LGPs

Greater levels of engagement, 
communication and less disconnect 
between rural communities and the 

Council

The LGPs work in a 
spirit of collaboration 
and not competition

Imbalance in the delivery of 
some services in rural 

communities - feeling of urban v 
rural

Community Resilience has 
weakened during the Covid 

Pandemic

The huge effort required to 
deliver the Covid 19 support 

programmes has prevented the 
delivery of other community 

projects

The lack of financial resources 
and dedicated staff have 
stagnated /inhibited the 
preparation of funding 

applications for key projects

Limited Staff 
Resources
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Learnings from Policy, Programme and Cross Departmental approaches to Rural Integration 

All three approaches were underpinned by 

 Strategic planning
 Leadership
 Available resources

(copies of all the presentations can be found in the Appendices) 

Po
lic

y

•Rural Policy is
mainstreamed in
Scotland

• There is ongoing
debate if this is best
approach (verus Rural
Proofing)

•Applied research has
achieved positive
impacts on key issues
eg rural movements,
gender pay

•Significant funding
investment for research
for agriculture, food,
rural communities

•Opportunity to
collaborate with NI
partners on similar
issues - poverty, health,
climate, resilience Pr

og
ra

m
m

e

•An example of a
positive intervention to
address an existing
issue of digital
connectivity for rural
communities and
simultaneously support
the strategic objective
of repopulating rural
areas

• The policy which
underpinned the rural
interventions was part
of a digital action plan

•First Council in Ireland
to launch a remote
working  strategy. It is
considered that this will
help to rebalnce rural
areas and for the
County to attract home
third level graduates

M
ul

ti 
Ag

en
cy

•Recognising that health
and wellbeing was a
major issue facing farm
families a multi-agency
approach was
developed by DAERA,
PHA, CAFRE,NFU
Mutual Trust, Big
Lottery in partnership
with Rural Support

•A new focus is
providing a proactive
service to support farm
families before they
find themselves in a
crisis

•The multi-agency
approach has provided
greater reach into
communities, new
expertise, resources
and a strategic focus
away from a reactive
model of support.
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Participants Workshop – What are the main priorities for Rural Integration? 

“Take Away Observations” 

Access to Services Resources 
LPGs really important asset to rural 
communities – eg providing effective 
communications 

More needed – staff and finance and should 
be targeted on the best type of support for 
maximum impact 

Rural dwellers should have the same access 
to services – health, employment, youth, 
community education – affecting vulnerable 
people 

More interventions required by central 
government and moving into a more 
integrated/collaborative approach to 
planning and delivering services eg transport 
and education 

Rural proofing hasn’t delivered for rural 
communities. Huge gap between the services 
available in urban areas in comparison to 
rural areas – gap is widening 

Importance of succession planning and 
building community resilience. Burn out of 
volunteers following the delivery of Covid 19 
Pandemic. With less volunteers more missed 
opportunities 

Lack of activities for children and young 
people 

Joined up approach required by DfC and 
DAERA for resources 

Transport and accessibility More opportunities required for developing 
networking and collaborative projects 

Disconnect between what is needed and 
what is being provided by some statutory 
partners 

Statutory Panel Discussion 

In response to the need for more resources in rural areas…… 

DfC  - the aim is for more collaboration across the urban and rural areas. The review of 
People and Place strategy will take a broader look at how we tackle poverty and deprivation 
across the entire Council area based on objective need. Great opportunities to work with 
DAERA, other Government Departments and local community groups. 

DAERA – currently finalising the consultation report on the new Rural Policy Framework and 
a key focus coming from the consultation is the opportunity for partnership working across 
all sectors. The Department is working with DfC and DfI to develop a new programme and it 
is at the final stages with an announcement expected within the next few weeks. As a 
Department going forward they are also looking at the role of “Rural Strategy Managers” 
actively embedding them within Councils to deliver for rural communities. The Department 
recognises the challenges of rural support and It is hoped the resources would be in place 
for the next financial year. 
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In response to partnership working…….. 

WHSCT – Recently there has been a very positive experience working with both urban and 
rural groups on the Vulnerable Isolated Persons Project. There has been good learning from 
this project around the capacity needs and voluntary effort from rural communities and the 
Health Improvement Unit has cascaded the learning throughout the Trust. The relationships 
developed through the delivery of Covid 19 response have proved invaluable in the 
successful rollout of the vaccination clinics. The Trust has appointed a dedicated officer to 
co-ordinate rural needs and provide training and capacity building to other staff in the 
application of the Rural Needs Act. 

In response to rural youth provision…. 

Education Authority (Youth) – regional assessment has been completed which involved over 
16,000 interviews with young people and analysis of key data sets. Area profiles have been 
commissioned and these will assist in the determination of the delivery of services going 
forward. The feedback from young people across urban and rural areas is an under resource 
of services. Recognises there are needs in term of transport and the ability to access youth 
and/or education provision. Cost of transport can be deciding factor in the selection of 
schools.  

4.0 Feedback to the Strategic Inclusive Growth Partnership 

I. Reporting on the importance of the LGPs to rural communities and to commend the
SIGP and the Council for the support in creating and encouraging their formation;

II. Recognising that there is significant unrealised potential in the delivery of the LGP’s
action plans due to a lack of financial resources and staff.

III. Rural proofing is welcomed and some progress can be noted however there are
considerable gaps in the provision of services to rural dwellers. Noted the examples
on youth services, community education, transport

IV. Seek the support of the SIGP in achieving more integration from Government
Departments across current priorities of Rural Capacity Support (DfC and DAERA);
Rural Youth Provision and Community Education (DE, DfC and DfI), Rural Transport
(DAERA, DfC and DfI).
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AGENDA ITEM 9. 

Committee:  Strategic Growth Partnership 
Date:  11th February 2022 
Agenda Item: Taking Forward the Anti-Poverty Research  
Officer presenting: Oonagh McGillion, Director of Legacy, DCSDC 

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations 

The purpose of this report is to present the key findings from the anti-poverty 
research and to seek the endorsement of members of the taking forward the 
research. 

2 Background 

2.1 Members will be aware that the Council had been working with the Strategic 
Investment Board on research which focussed on the levels of poverty within the 
Derry City Council area and the range of support available to assist people living in 
poverty. 

2.2 The research involved a comprehensive analysis of data relating to poverty, 
deprivation and vulnerability as well as the information derived through two 
community based workshops, a survey of circa 70 local support organisations and a 
discussion forum with statutory partners. It was previously agreed that this research 
would help to inform potential actions under any further hardship support and also 
the anti-poverty action plan for the Derry City and Strabane District Council area. 

2.3 The study focussed on establishing the levels of need and support being provided. 
There is clear evidence of the significant contribution which our community and 
voluntary sector has made providing critical infrastructure and support to many 
vulnerable people within our Council area. The groups and individuals would not 
have been able to provide services without the financial assistance from the NI 
Executive, charitable bodies, social enterprises and private donations. 



3 Key Issues 

3.1 Levels of Poverty 
- The majority of indicators suggest that whilst poverty/disadvantage is not unique

to our Council area, there is clear evidence that it is significantly more acute in our
area in comparison to other parts of NI. The analysis also indicates that this is a
long-running position.

- Looking below the level of the Council area as a whole some of the SOAs within
DCSDC area exhibit the highest levels of deprivation across all of NI.

- The analysis evidences that poverty and ill-health are intertwined, indeed that a
negative ‘mutually re-enforcing’ cycle exists between the two and also with respect
to Coronavirus / COVID-19 related health inequalities.

- The Red Cross Covid-19 Vulnerability Index indicates that the DCSDC area is
amongst the most Covid-19 vulnerable Local Government Districts, not just in the
NI but across all of UK.

- Considerable uncertainty remains about the longer term impact of the pandemic
including on individuals and households who were already disadvantaged. It is
reasonable to assume therefore that greater challenges may lie ahead in tackling
poverty and disadvantage amongst these constituencies.

3.2 Levels of Support Provided to Vulnerable Citizens 

- A significant and effective network of organisations exists within the community and
voluntary sector delivering support to people in need

- The greatest scale of additional support required during the pandemic was for food
poverty relief, fuel poverty relief, befriending and digital connectivity. 80% of the
respondents (providing support to vulnerable people) to the DCSDC survey reported that
they expect to continue to deliver these additional areas of support in future.

- Several organisations reporting a peak of demand at the height of the pandemic that
was 4-5 times their previous levels of activity, that has levelled out to double of their
previous levels now



- At this point the monitoring data collated for the DfC support does not provide the total
numbers of individuals supported during the COVID 19 relief support and it has not been
possible to estimate the number of unique beneficiaries.

- Needs going forward as identified by support organisations….. 

- The greatest scale of additional target groups came from older people, single parents and
families

- Local groups are dependent on government and Council funding to deliver support and
greater collaborations have emerged during the pandemic.

- A multi-agency/ holistic approach to addressing both the root causes of poverty and
consequences of living with poverty is required.

- There is a notable shift in language being used from poverty to vulnerability

- There was concern expressed by some support providers about creating dependency and
not doing enough to build resilience.

3.3 Having completed this research, the Council agreed that there was an immediate 
requirement to raise awareness of the needs and levels of vulnerability in the 
DCSDC area through proactive engagement with key decision makers particularly in 
the context of the development of the new NI Anti-Poverty strategy. 

Rural transport, adequate support for the C&V sector, access to essential services and 
social activities, addressing isolation and loneliness issues emanating from the pandemic 
are all areas that will require focus going forward.  

Digital poverty very evident in rural setting. Lack of services to adequately address need 

Shortfalls and huge demand already experienced in child mental and physical supports. 
Extra demand on health services and housing adaptation to meet needs, increased 
demands on all social services, support services chronic pain, counselling services. 

Additional support to help build resilience/coping mechanisms/life skills of young people. 

The impact of Covid particularly on the elderly has left serious concerns on mental health 
and we envisage this will be a long term legacy issue after the pandemic. Generally there is 
a shortfall in services for older people. 



3.4 There has been effective local engagement on the development of the research and 
the Council further agreed that the next stage in the process is to host a workshop 
with local support organisations and central government partners. This workshop 
would consider existing initiatives and any new proposed interventions which would 
help prevent people getting into poverty. 

3.5 The Council is seeking the support from the Members of the Strategic Inclusive 
Growth Partnership to participate in this workshop and through a co-design process 
with local partners agree a number of interventions to address poverty and 
vulnerability within the Council area. 

4 Implications 

Financial, Equality, Rural Needs, Climate Change and Data Protection 

4.1 There are potential financial implications following the co-design process of 
possible interventions. Furthermore, there is the potential for positive equality 
impacts with the delivery of interventions to address poverty and vulnerability 

5 Recommendations 

5.1 It is recommended that 

(i) the members note the findings of the poverty research

(ii) disseminate the findings of the research within their respective organisations
and to advocate for actions which seek to reduce levels of poverty and
vulnerability within the Council area; and

(iii) participate in the forthcoming workshop to co-design a number of
interventions to address poverty and vulnerability.
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1.0 Background and Context 
 

1.1 Introduction  
Poverty affects many people in the Derry City and Strabane District Council (DCSDC) area. Indeed, 
DCSDC has the highest poverty rate (27%1) of all Local Government Districts (LGDs) in NI. There are 
many causes and consequences of poverty which impact on various aspects of people’s day to day 
lives2.   

 
Poverty means not being able to heat your home, pay your rent, or buy essentials for your children.  It 
means waking up every day facing insecurity, uncertainty, and impossible decisions about money.  It means 
facing marginalisation and even discrimination because of your financial circumstances.  The constant stress 
it causes can lead to problems that deprive people of the chance to play a full part in society.   
 
Almost anyone can experience poverty.  Unexpected events such as bereavement, illness, redundancy, or 
relationship breakdown are sometimes all it can take to push us into circumstances that then become 
difficult to escape. 
 
Joseph Rowntree Trust, 2021 

 
As a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic, the stark issues associated with poverty have come 
sharply into focus. Since March 2020 DCSDC, along with the Department for Communities (DfC) and 
the Department of Health (DoH), have been providing additional support to people living in poverty. 
Much of this support has been channelled through local community-based infrastructure partners 
who given their local knowledge and expertise were able to react quickly and identify individuals and 
families in greatest need. The Council works with the eight Local Growth Partnerships (one for each 
of the seven District Electoral Areas and one for Strabane town) who have their own local growth plan 
and have a series of identified needs. The initial round of government support focussed on food boxes 
and more recently extended to support for fuel, white goods and digital connectivity.  
 
The Council also provided funding to St Vincent de Paul for their 2020 Christmas Campaign. In addition 
to this support, DfC has also provided funding to four regional charities - Save the Children, Barnardos, 
St Vincent de Paul and Salvation Army which were requested to target their support to vulnerable 
people across all eleven local authority areas.  
 
The support listed above is a just snapshot of what is available as there are other local, regional, 
national and international organisations and charities who prior to and during the COVID 19 pandemic 
have been providing support to people living in poverty. Moreover, within the draft Outcomes 
Framework, for the Programme for Government (PfG) published for consultation in January 2021, 
anti-poverty and child poverty strategies are recognised as key enablers to achieving six of out of the 
nine outcomes in the framework – in effect highlighting the critical role that Government departments 
and their agencies play in offering a broad range of supports to tackle poverty.  
 
Furthermore, there are a range of local organisations in the DCSDC area providing invaluable services 
to those most in need, in the form of food, money advice, fuel, clothes and other support. Many of 
these initiatives are dependent on voluntary effort and financial contributions from local people. The 
organisations cite many challenges to their work, not least the significant demand for their services 
and the expectation that this will increase further as the economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic 
materialise.  
 

                                                 
1
Source Page 18 https://www.communities-ni.gov.uk/system/files/publications/communities/dfc-social-inclusion-

strategy-anti-poverty-expert-advisory-panel-recommendations.pdf 
 
2 See Appendix 1 for a Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust definition of Poverty. 

https://www.communities-ni.gov.uk/system/files/publications/communities/dfc-social-inclusion-strategy-anti-poverty-expert-advisory-panel-recommendations.pdf
https://www.communities-ni.gov.uk/system/files/publications/communities/dfc-social-inclusion-strategy-anti-poverty-expert-advisory-panel-recommendations.pdf
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This research will help to inform the focus of any future anti-poverty actions including that of a 
Hardship Fund. It will also inform the forward delivery of various actions and outcomes within the 
3Strategic Inclusive Growth plan (Community Plan) centred on addressing poverty – discussed further 
Section 1.2 below.  At a headline level the research is required to provide a synopsis of the current 
support available to people living in poverty within DCSDC and the levels of access to this support, all 
set in the context of prevailing need. The Council recognises that there are two types of support 
available; firstly, helping people to meet their basic needs and secondly trying to move people out of 
poverty. This research is mainly focused on the former, that is the supports available (and needed now 
and in future) to help people with their basic needs – and to provide visibility on this geographically 
across DCSDC and by sectoral/ thematic groups. The Council wishes to acknowledge the support of 
the Strategic Investment Board in the completion of this research. 

 

1.2  Strategic Context  
The NI Executive has established a dedicated unit to tackle poverty which is located within the 
Department for Communities (DfC). The team employed under this unit has responsibility for 
developing, co-ordinating and driving the Executive’s priorities for tackling poverty. There is a 
statutory obligation in section 28E of the Northern Ireland Act 1998 for the Executive to “adopt a 
strategy setting out how it proposes to tackle poverty, social exclusion and patterns of deprivation 
based on objective need”. The “New Decade New Approach” agreement (January 2020) aims to 
improve well-being for all by tackling disadvantage and driving economic growth on the basis of 
objective need.  
 
The Expert Panel appointed to assist DfC in this task has provided the Department with initial findings/ 
an Expert Panel report4 which was published by the DfC Minister in March 2021. It provides an 
independent assessment of the issues that an Anti-Poverty strategy (APS) should seek to address. The 
next phase of work will entail ongoing community engagement to analyse the recommendations thus 
far, to produce targeted, measurable and resourced actions within an overall Anti-Poverty Strategy 
for NI. A summary of some of the key points on the scale of the poverty challenge within the Expert 
Panel report, are included in Section 2 and set a reference framework for thinking about the scale and 
profile of poverty in the DCSDC area. It is expected that this DCSDC research can be informed by and 
simultaneously feed into the next phase of work to develop new Anti-Poverty Strategy for NI. Figure 
1.1 overleaf provides some examples of the areas for recommendation emerging from the work of the 
Expert Panel that will be further explored within the next phase of work as described above. Table 1.1 
below this provides a more succinct synopsis of the areas for recommendation drawing on a 
presentation given by DfC to Councils. It should be noted that these are all ‘areas for consideration’ at 
this point in the next stage of work in developing the APS rather than ‘accepted recommendations’ to 
be implemented. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                 
3 https://www.derrystrabane.com/Subsites/Community-Planning/An-Update-on-Our-Community-Plan 
4 https://www.northernireland.gov.uk/news/minister-publishes-expert-advisory-panel-reports-social-inclusion-strategies 
 

https://www.derrystrabane.com/Subsites/Community-Planning/An-Update-on-Our-Community-Plan
https://www.northernireland.gov.uk/news/minister-publishes-expert-advisory-panel-reports-social-inclusion-strategies
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Figure 1.1:  
Recommendations for an Anti-Poverty Strategy  

Report of the Expert Advisory Panel – Published December 2020 
Extract from Summary Section 

An effective APS must be built on principles of inclusion and consultation, both at design- stage and as part 
of an on-going process of review and revision. The lived experience of poverty should be incorporated into 
the co-design process and in ‘poverty truth’ projects and other mechanisms thereafter. Listening to people 
in poverty, including children, is essential.  

The APS should be based on the social and economic rights set out in the relevant UN conventions and the 
Sustainable Development Goal commitment to ‘end poverty in all its forms everywhere’.  

It is recommended that the Assembly passes an Anti-Poverty Act which includes a duty to reduce child 
poverty, setting targets and timetables for 2030 and beyond, and including four objective measures of 
poverty. It will include a duty to review plans and progress against targets every five years, using 2015/16 as 
the baseline.  

The Anti-Poverty Act should make discrimination in the provision of goods and services on grounds of socio-
economic status unlawful, and include a ‘socio-economic duty’ requiring public bodies to take account of 
socio-economic disadvantage when making strategic decisions. Age discrimination should also be made 
unlawful.  

The Act should contain provisions for an Anti-Poverty Commission with responsibilities to a) monitor 
progress on reducing poverty and income inequality; b) promote the reduction of poverty and income 
inequality; and c) advise the Executive on any matters relating to poverty.  

The strategy should regularly quantify total objective need by auditing the ‘costs of poverty’ and by 
estimating the expenditure required to end household poverty based on the recommendations in this 
report.  

As agreed in New Decade New Approach, the Executive should take the lead on addressing low pay by 
declaring NI Government as a Real Living Wage and a ‘Living Hours’ employer.  

We recommend the introduction of a new non-taxable weekly Child Payment for all 0-4-year olds and for 5-
15-year olds who are in receipt of free school meals. We propose that the Child Payment is set at between 
£12.50 and £15 per week initially.  

We make a number of recommendations on benefit cuts, welfare reform mitigations and Universal Credit 
on the grounds that the benefit system itself has become a driver of poverty and destitution. These include 
permanently ending the ‘bedroom tax’, the two-child limit, the benefit cap and the five-week wait.  

More can be done to encourage the take-up of Pension Credit, housing benefit, disability benefits and 
National Insurance credits among older people.  

Family outgoings can be reduced by ensuring that participation in school is cost-free, by extending free 
school meals provision to include school holidays, by expanding funding for the provision of breakfast and 
homework clubs, and by expanding Sure Start provision.  

Childcare is an essential part of the infrastructure required for a successful APS. The Childcare Strategy must 
provide childcare that is affordable, accessible and high quality, and that caters for the diversity of needs of 
families currently below the poverty line.  

 There are a number of cross-cutting issues for the APS. Housing is one of them and we recommend 
reversing the trend of the growing numbers of families in poverty in the private rented sector. This requires 
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long-term investment in social housing and an end to the ‘right-to-buy’ Housing Executive properties, as 
well as greater regulation of the private rented sector.  

We recommend a range of interventions that are required to increase the employment of disabled people, 
young people and older workers.  

As the cliché goes, ‘what is counted is what counts’. We recommend more than a dozen changes to the 
measurement of poverty and the use of indicators in monitoring progress.  

 
Table 1.1: Succinct Summary Table of Recommendations 

 
Overarching 
Recommendations 

Child Poverty 
 

Working Age 
Poverty 

 

Pensioner 
Poverty 

 
 Poverty Commission 
 ‘Poverty Truth’ process 
 Anti-Poverty Act which sets 

out: 
- Legal duty to reduce 

Child Poverty 
- Provides a right to 

social security 
- Requires delivery 

plans/annual reports 
- Involves ALBs and 

Community/Voluntary 
Sector 

- Makes discrimination 
on grounds of socio-
economic status 
unlawful 

- Requires the ‘poverty 
proofing’ of policies 

 New child payment 
 Restore previous levels 

(2010) of Child 
benefit/Universal Credit 

 Removal of benefit 
cap/two child limit 

 Participation at school is 
‘cost free’. 

 Extend provision of: 
- Free school meals 
- Sure Start 
- Breakfast/homework 

clubs 

 Comprehensive Childcare 
Strategy 

 Extra £20 
‘pandemic’ uplift 
to Universal credit 
is maintained 

 Mitigations kept 
in place until 
superseded by UK 
policy 

 Ending of five-
week wait for 
Universal Credit 

 Legislate to 
abolish the 
‘bedroom tax’ 

 Declare NI 
Government a 
‘real living wage’ 
employer 

 Require ‘real 
living wage’ as 
part of 
procurement 
policy 

 Recognise the 
importance of 
trade 
unions/collective 
bargaining 

 Support 
legislation 
banning ‘zero 
hours contracts’ 

 

 Increase 
awareness of a 
range of 
benefits 
including 
- Pension 

credit 
- Housing 

benefits 
- Disability 

benefit 
- National 

Insurance 
credits 

 

Cross Cutting Issues 

Employment Inclusion                        Affordable Housing                                            Accessible Services 

 

 
It is critical that DCSDC and their partner/stakeholder community help to shape the onward 
development of the areas for recommendation for the APS at an NI-wide level to meet the needs in 
the DCSDC area. This will clearly be one area of focus arising from this research. Many of these areas 
for recommendation require legislative change and reforms to employment and welfare regimes to 
contribute to bringing more money into households to lift them above the poverty line – which are 
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areas outside the direct control / powers of DCSDC, requiring NI Executive and/or UK Government 
policy decisions. Therefore, it is essential that additional requirements / support interventions specific 
to local needs in the DCSDC area also come into play, over and above what will be progressed at an 
NI-wide level via the ongoing development of the APS. 

 
DfC has a range of policy directives in many areas which have a relationship to tackling poverty such 
as benefits, regeneration, voluntary and community, sports and arts.   Since 2003, the Department 
and its predecessors have implemented ‘People and Place - a strategy for Neighbourhood Renewal’ 
which supports 36 deprived areas across NI including five within the DCSDC area. Neighbourhood 
Renewal Partnerships have been responsible for creating local plans to improve everyday life for 
people in those areas. 
 
From a council perspective the 5Strategic Inclusive Growth plan (Community Plan) is the main point of 
reference. It identifies that “success can only be achieved by ensuring that we put in place proactive 
policies and actions to target and effectively challenge and address inequalities, social deprivation and 
poverty where it exists across our Council area”. Accordingly, addressing Inequality and promoting 
Inclusive Growth became one of the core cross cutting themes of the plan. Within the outcomes and 
actions in the plan, there are specific references to addressing poverty such as the outcome – “Our 
Children and young people have the best start in life” with the dedicated action of establishing Child 
Poverty Advocacy to facilitate and develop proven models of good practice that will help reduce the 
number of children/ young people living in poverty. The plan recognises that children and young 
people growing up in poverty and disadvantage have poorer outcomes and are less likely to do well in 
later life. It highlights that eradicating poverty is central to giving children and young people the best 
start in life. The Western Trust is the lead partner for this action and has been collating best practice 
in terms of policy for tackling child poverty. Other actions directed towards addressing poverty 
included within the plan focus on energy efficiency to assist with fuel poverty, delivery of community 
services, the development of skills and talents of local people to improve their employability and 
providing more inclusive pathways to work. 
 
The Council is committed to playing its part in addressing poverty and has acted upon establishing 
itself as a Living Wage Employer. It has also supported motions in relation to Welfare Reform and 
more recently Social Value Policy. As noted previously it recently provided financial support for people 
in hardship and has worked during the pandemic to administer funding on behalf of DfC for food, fuel, 
advice and connectivity support, to the those in need. 

 

1.3 Research Workplan and Reference Group 
Aligned to the background and context noted above the research was implemented through a 
structured process of stages, summarised in Figure 1.1 overleaf. All of these were geared towards 
achieving an evidence-based picture of future need for people living in poverty in DCSDC - with 
prioritised support areas identified to contribute to addressing these needs. The research was 
required to provide visibility on all of the above overall within the DCSDC area and within the Council 
area - by District Electoral Area (DEA) and/or Super Output Area (SOA) as feasible and across different 
thematic target groups.  

 

                                                 
5 https://www.derrystrabane.com/Subsites/Community-Planning/An-Update-on-Our-Community-Plan 
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Figure 1.1 – Research Workplan/ Key Stages 
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At the outset of the research DCSDC established a Reference Group which played a valuable role as a 
‘sounding board’ for research tools, advice on access to data/ information, and finally helping to shape 
findings and recommendations.  

 

 

1.4 Report Structure 
In order to cover the key requirements of the brief for the research the remainder of the report is 
structured as follows: 
 

Section 2 Statistical Analysis of Poverty in DCSDC  
 
This draws on a wide range of data/information pertaining to poverty, disadvantage 
and vulnerability  

Section 3 Profiling of Support Provision - To Those Living in Poverty - Within DCSDC  
 
This sets out findings of the support provider survey and the interim findings 
workshops and related discussions.   
 

Section 4 Future Needs  
 
This covers recommended areas of focus and good practice  
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2.0 Statistical Analysis of Poverty, Disadvantage and Vulnerability in 
DCSDC 
 

2.1 Introduction  
This section sets out the key statistical sources of evidence pertaining to the levels of poverty that the 
DCSDC area has experienced in recent years. Whilst there are agreed definitions of absolute and 
relative poverty applied by NISRA, that are the starting point for this analysis this section draws on a 
wide array of relevant data and indicators, that are relevant to profiling the levels of disadvantage and 
vulnerability in the DCSDC area.  All the majority of indicators suggest that whilst poverty and 
disadvantage is not unique to the DCSDC area, there is clear evidence that it is significantly more 
acute in this area in comparison to other parts of NI. 

 

2.2 The NI-Wide Perspective – Some Key Points from APS Expert Panel Report  
Before proceeding to analyse the statistical sources relevant to profiling the constituency of people 
living in poverty in DCSDC, it is useful to briefly reflect on the NI-wide picture. This draws on some of 
the key facts presented in 6Section 3 of the Report of the Expert Advisory Panel / Recommendations 
for an Anti-Poverty Strategy, which was published by the DfC Minister in December 2020. Section 3 of 
the report focuses on the scale of the poverty challenge facing NI which must be addressed in the 
future Anti-Poverty Strategy.  

 
Report of the Expert Advisory Panel – Some Key Points from Section 3/ Poverty Today 

[The report focuses on the numbers living below the poverty line, in NI which are all taken from the 
Households Below Average Income series for 2018/19. They are based on households below 60% of the 

median income, unadjusted for inflation and after housing costs]. 

Based on the above delineation, around 370,000 people are living below the poverty line in NI – that is one 
in every five persons. Nearly one in every three of these 370,000 people living in poverty is a child.  

More than two in every three children in poverty live in households where someone is working. The vast 
majority of the remainder (c. 40,000) are being looked after by the 23,000 lone parents living in poverty. For 
children whose parents are working to some extent, the amount of work (work intensity) which parents can 
undertake is crucial. Less than 10,000 children in poverty are in ‘work intensive’ households, i.e. where one 
parent works full-time, and the other parent works either full-time or part-time. This means that around 
70,000 children have parents who lack sufficient work and hours. 

More than one in every three children living in poverty lives in a household where someone is disabled and, 
for four out of five of these children, the person living with disability is an adult. 

Working age people without dependent children account for nearly one in every three people living below 
the poverty line.  

Less than one in ten of all those in poverty are pensioners. This is a significant change from ten years ago 
when pensioners made up one in six of those in poverty.  

                                                 
6 https://www.communities-ni.gov.uk/system/files/publications/communities/dfc-social-inclusion-strategy-anti-poverty-
expert-advisory-panel-recommendations.pdf 

 

https://www.communities-ni.gov.uk/system/files/publications/communities/dfc-social-inclusion-strategy-anti-poverty-expert-advisory-panel-recommendations.pdf
https://www.communities-ni.gov.uk/system/files/publications/communities/dfc-social-inclusion-strategy-anti-poverty-expert-advisory-panel-recommendations.pdf
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The majority (60%) of people in poverty live outside the wider Belfast metropolitan area. Belfast City Council 
area accounts for one in five (20%) of the NI total. Derry City and Strabane has the highest poverty rate of 
all council areas at 27% (of the resident population). 

In answer to the question ‘is poverty getting worse?’ – it is noted that both income poverty series profiled in 
the report, indicate that pensioner poverty has declined slightly while child and working age poverty are 
now rising. It is also noted that all the indications are that poverty is rising during the pandemic.  

 

2.3 The Poverty Baseline for DCSDC  
NISRA via the NINIS service is a key source of recent trends in relation to headline levels of poverty in 
DCSDC in recent years7. Figure 2.1 below sets out the percentage of individuals in relative poverty 
(before housing costs) by Local Government District (LGD) averaged for the three years up to 2018/19. 
This shows that DCSDC has the highest percentage figure (23%) within the LGDs averaged across 
these three years. It is also well above the average NI-wide figure of 18% across the same time period. 
The analysis cites that a person is considered to be in Relative Poverty if they are living in a household 
with an equivalised income below 60% of the UK median income for that year in question.  

 
Figure 2.1: Poverty: Grouped Years - 2016/17 - 2018/19 - Individuals in Relative Poverty (%) by LGD 

 

 
 
Figure 2.2 overleaf sets out the same analysis by HSCT, where the Western Trust, within which DCSDC 
area resides, is the highest of all the HSCT areas by some margin. It also includes the percentage of 
children living in relative poverty over the same time period. The analysis highlights that Child Poverty 
is not analysed at LDG level due to high levels of uncertainty surrounding estimates.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
7 Source: Poverty - Grouped Years NINIS (Administrative Geographies) Rolling average from 2016-17 to 2018-19) 
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Figure 2.2 - Poverty: Grouped Years - 2016/17 - 2018/19 - Individuals and Children in 

Relative Poverty (%) by HSCT 
 
 

 
 
The data series above serves to illustrate that there are long-running challenges in relation to the 
incidence of poverty in the DCSDC area. 
 
Looking ahead it would be sensible to adopt the definition in Section 3 of the Report of the Expert 
Advisory Panel / Recommendations for an Anti-Poverty Strategy, referenced above. It is a slightly 
different delineation to that used in the NISRA/ NINIS Poverty Series above. It refers to the numbers 
living below the poverty line, in NI which are all taken from the Households Below Average Income 
series for 2018/19. They are based on households below 60% of the median income, unadjusted for 
inflation and after housing costs. On the basis of this definition in 2018/19 the DCSDC area had the 
highest rate of all LGDs of individuals living in poverty at 27% (of the resident population). 

 

2.2 The Child Poverty Baseline for DCSDC  
In March 2021, the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) released experimental statistics for 
“Children in low income families: local area statistics8”. For the first time this publication included 
statistics relating to NI, with the analysis drawing on benefit and HMRC data to produce child poverty 
estimates at a district council, parliamentary constituency and ward level. These statistics are 
calibrated to, and thus match, the 3-year average Households Below Average Income (HBAI) estimates 
for child poverty at a region and country level for the UK. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 overleaf profile percentage 
of children living in relative and absolute low-income families over the last five years for all NI LGD’s 
compared to the UK averages over the same time period. It should be highlighted that the publication 
notes that that there is no material impact of COVID-19 upon the data used in the release. The 2020 
year is also noted to be provisional. The tables show that for every year within the last five years that 
the DCSDC LGD has had the highest percentage of children in low income families (relative and 
absolute) across all LGDs in NI. The percentages are also consistently much higher than the UK 
averages. 

                                                 
8 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/children-in-low-income-families-local-area-statistics-2014-to-2020 
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Table 2.1: Percentage of Children (aged under 16) living in Relative low-income families, by Local 
Authority, FYE 2015 to 2020. 

 

 
 

Table 2.2: Percentage of Children (aged under 16) living in Absolute low-income families, by Local 
Authority, FYE 2015 to 2020. 

 

 
 
Definition Note 

Relative low income 

 

A family in low income Before Housing Costs (BHC) in the reference year. A family must have 
claimed Child Benefit and at least one other household benefit (Universal Credit, tax credits or 
Housing Benefit) at any point in the year to be classed as low income in these statistics. 

Absolute low 
income 

 

A family in low income Before Housing Costs (BHC) in the reference year in comparison with 
incomes in financial year ending (FYE) 2011. A family must have claimed Child Benefit and at 
least one other household benefit (Universal Credit, tax credits or Housing Benefit) at any point 
in the year to be classed as low income in these statistics. 

 

2.4 The Fuel Poverty Baseline for DCSDC  
Figure 2.3 below sets out the fuel poverty in the DCSDC area in comparison to other LGD areas. This is 
and is based on information is collected through the Northern Ireland House Condition Survey (2016) 
and is the most up-to-date information via NISRA/ NINIS. The DCSDC area has the highest level of fuel 
poverty in NI at 30.7% and is considerably above the NI average of 22%.  
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Figure 2.3: Percentage (%) of Households in Fuel Poverty / Not in Fuel Poverty 
 

 
 

 2.5 The Deprivation Baseline for DCSDC  
Measures of spatial distribution of deprivation have been developed and used in NI since the 1970s, 
and have played a central role in terms of informing the targeting of resources to the most deprived 
areas in NI. The latest set of indicators, released by NISRA in November 2017 are the current reference 
framework for this, and are structured around the seven domains of deprivation, summarised in Figure 
2.3 below. Within this reference framework the 890 Super Output Areas (SOAs) in NI are ranked from 
1 as the most deprived area to 890 as the least deprived area.  
 

Figure 2.3 – Seven Domains of Deprivation 
 

 
 
Figure 2.4 below provides a snapshot of the most deprived SOAs in the DCSDC area. This indicates that 
some of the SOAs within DCSDC area exhibit the highest levels of multiple deprivation across all of 
NI. The Access to Services domain is particularly relevant to the assessment of rural disadvantage and 
where the DCSDC area contains the most deprived SOA in all of NI. 
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Figure 2.4 – Most Deprived SOAs in the DCSDC Area 

 
 
Figure 2.5 is a map of the NIMDM for all SOAs in the DCSDC areas. Table 2.3 below this sets out the 
ranking by SOA within the DCSDC area for the NIMDM. 

 
Figure 2.5: Map of Multiple Deprivation by SOA in DCSDC area 
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Table 2.3: DCSDC SOAs ranked by NIMDM 
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Figure 2.6 overleaf maps the DCSDC SOAs by the Income Domain of the NIMDM. The Income Domain 
is typically used by statisticians in NI as a proxy for targeting those in poverty (i.e. the proportion of 
the population living in households whose equivalised income is below 60 per cent of the NI 
median). Table 2.4 below this sets out the ranking by SOA within the DCSDC area for the Income 
Domain.  
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Figure 2.6: Map of Income Domain of NIMDM by SOA in DCSDC area 
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Table 2.4: DCSDC SOAs ranked by Income Deprivation Domain  
 

 
Out of the 20 most deprived SOAs by NIMDM and the Income Domain of the NIMDM, there are 18 
SOAs in common – per Table 2.5 below. Only two SOAs that feature within the top 20 within the 
Income Domain are not within the Top 20 SOAs of the NIMDM analysis (namely Donemana and Finn). 
 

Table 2.5 – Overlap Within Top 20 Deprived SOAs Between Income Domain and NIMDM 
 

East Strand 1 The Diamond Crevagh 2 

Shantallow West 2 Brandywell Creggan Central 1 Ebrington 2  

Ballycolman  Shantallow West 3 Culmore 2 Westland  

Clondermot 1 Glenderg Rosemount  Creggan South  

Creggan Central 2 Shantallow West 1   
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It is also important to provide visibility of more localised deprivation within the DCSDC area, in relation 
to the Small Area (SA) geography. The deprivation statistics for Small Areas allow the identification of 
smaller pockets of deprivation than the results presented above for SOAs. On average, SOAs can be 
split into 5 Small Areas. There are 328 Small Areas within DCSDC. Figure 2.7 overleaf provides a 
thematic representation of the relative levels of deprivation within the DCSDC Small Areas.  
 
It is important to highlight that these measures of spatial distribution of deprivation still play a central 
role in informing the targeting of public resources across NI, the underlying data is over four years old. 
Therefore, this research is taking a wide interpretation of all of the indicators relevant to poverty, 
disadvantage and vulnerability in the DCSDC area. This includes some more current datasets and also 
qualitative evidence in relation to the distribution of need (geographically and thematically)
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Figure 2.7: Thematic representation of the relative levels of deprivation within the DCSDC Small Areas. 

 
 

Legend 
Those DCSDC Small 
Areas that fall within 
the 10% most deprived 
Small Areas within 
Northern Ireland are 
shaded red. red 
 
Those DCSDC Small 
Areas that fall within 
the 11% - 20% most 
deprived Small Areas 
within Northern Ireland 
are shaded orange 
orange  
 
Those DCSDC Small 
Areas that fall within 
the 21% - 30% most 
deprived Small Areas 
within Northern Ireland 
are shaded yellow 
yellow 
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Free School Meal Entitlement (FSME) is the most common measure of deprivation used in education. 
In the academic year of 92020/21, 83,517 pupils in NI were entitled to free school meals – around 31 
% of all pupils in primary and secondary schools. The DCSDC area is second only to Belfast LGD in 
terms of the percentage of children at both primary (40%) and secondary (49%) accessing FSME 
within this data set – per Figures 2.8 and 2.9 below. 

 
Figure 2.8 – FMSE by Total Enrolment – Primary Schools by LGD (2020/21) 

 

 
 

Figure 2.9 – FMSE by Total Enrolment – Secondary Schools by LGD - 2020/21 

 

 
 

Looking at the more localised distribution of FSME population by DEA in the DCSDC area – per Table 
2.5 below, all DEAs bar Faughan, have higher percentages of FSME within their school enrolments 
at both primary and secondary levels, than the NI averages.  
 

 

                                                 
9 Based on a data capture date of 9th October 2020 
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Table 2.5 – FSME by DEA in the DCSDC area 

 
DEA of Pupil Address % of Primary School Enrolment 

Accessing FSME 
% of Secondary School Enrolment 

Accessing FSME 

Ballyarnett 51% 60% 

Derg 33% 37% 

Faughan 27% 35% 

Foyleside 44% 57% 

Sperrin 36% 39% 

The Moor 57% 64% 

Waterside  33% 47% 

NI average  28% 37% 
Note: Strabane town data is included in the Sperrin DEA 

 

A recent NIAO report – ‘Closing the Gap - Social Deprivation and links to Educational Attainment’ 10 
highlights that educational attainment, including that of pupils with FSME, had improved in recent 
years. For instance, it highlights that almost half (49.5%) of FSME pupils achieved at least five GCSEs 
at grades A* to C including English and maths in 2018/19. However, it also highlights that almost 80% 
of pupils not entitled to free school meals achieved at least those qualifications in 2018/19. The NIAO 
concludes in the report that in view of this the attainment gap between non-FSME and FSME school 
leavers had not changed significantly in the last 15 years.  

 
The report also warns that the pandemic is likely to have a negative impact on the learning outcomes, 
mental health and well-being of all children and young people but may have a greater impact on those 
pupils who were already disadvantaged. Given the high proportion of FSME populations at localised 
levels within the DCSDC DEAs referenced in Table 2.5 above, it is reasonable to assume that greater 
challenges may lie ahead, in tackling the future (at this point unknown) impacts of the pandemic 
amongst this already disadvantaged constituency.  
 
During the course of the pandemic thus far, the Department of Education (DE) has worked with 
schools in terms of overcoming obstacles to remote learning. In recognition that all households do not 
have the same level of access to resources, particularly internet connection and devices such as tablets 
and laptops, DE asked that schools give consideration at all times to ensuring availability of resources 
for pupils without ready online access, including through distribution of hard-copy versions of learning 
materials. The Education Authority has confirmed that DE’s scheme to provide IT devices – ‘Lending 
Digital Devices to Pupils scheme’ has provided 3,181 laptop devices were allocated to schools in the 
DCSDC area (Up to 28/05/21). The scheme which commenced in May 2020 and closed at the end of 
May 2021, allocated 24,820 devices in total to disadvantaged and vulnerable learners across NI. 
 

2.6 The Loneliness Baseline for DCSDC  
Poor social networks and social bonds (i.e. loneliness) is recognised as a contributor to and signal of 
poverty. A recent NISRA publication11 presents key 2019/2020 loneliness data for NI, with the analysis 
based on the direct measure of loneliness included in the Continuous Household Survey (CHS). The 
report highlights that 1 in 20 people (5%) reported feeling lonely ‘often/always.’ This finding was more 
prevalent amongst females, those aged 16-24 or over 75, those who were widowed, those 
experiencing poor health, and those who were not in paid employment. It was also more prevalent in 
urban areas compared to rural areas and those without access to a car. Figure 2.10 overleaf shows the 

                                                 
10 https://www.niauditoffice.gov.uk/publications/closing-gap-social-deprivation-and-links-educational-

attainment-0 
11 

https://www.nisra.gov.uk/sites/nisra.gov.uk/files/publications/Loneliness%20in%20Northern%20Ireland%2020192

0_0.pdf 
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prevalence by LGD in NI, of individuals categorised as ‘more often lonely’ – which covers responses in 
for feeling lonely “occasionally”, “some of the time” or “often/always”. This shows that the DCSDC 
area is amongst the top four LGDs in NI in this respect.  

Figure 2.10: Percentage (%) of respondents who were “more often lonely” by Local Government 
District, 2019/20 

 

More recently a direct measure for loneliness has also been included in the new NISRA Coronavirus 
(Covid-19) Opinion Survey which was designed to measure how the COVID-19 pandemic was affecting 
peoples’ lives and behaviour in NI. Around 6% of people interviewed in the period April 2020 to April 
2021 reported feeling lonely ‘often/always’. This is similar to the NISRA published figure for 2019/20 

(5%) as profiled above. However, the proportion of people reporting ‘never’ feeling lonely (26%) was 
significantly lower than the figure reported in the 2019/20 annual data (30%). 
 
Research conducted by the 12Red Cross (Life After Lockdown: Tackling Loneliness) across the UK 
highlighted that before the Covid-19 crisis one in five people reported being ‘often or always lonely’. 
And that now, 41 % of UK adults report feeling lonelier since lockdown. The report highlights that a 
lack of meaningful contact, a reduction of informal and formal support, and increased anxiety have all 
exacerbated loneliness during the crisis. It highlights the need to prioritise developing and 
implementing targeted policy and practice solutions to tackle loneliness among the populations 
identified as most at risk of being left behind in ‘Life After Lockdown’. These populations are cited 
as including those who are digitally excluded, BAME communities, younger people, disabled people, 
people with long term physical and mental health conditions, people seeking asylum, parents with 
young children as well as people experiencing hardship. The DCSDC area includes a high proportion 
of these ‘at risk’ populations, and therefore it is likely that there will be an increased scale of 
challenge in terms of actions to tackle loneliness in the forward period. 

                                                 
12 https://www.redcross.org.uk/about-us/what-we-do/we-speak-up-for-change/life-after-lockdown-tackling-loneliness 
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2.7 The Worklessness Baseline for DCSDC 
The claimant count is an administrative data source derived from Jobs and Benefits Offices systems, 
which records the number of people claiming unemployment-related benefits. From March 2018 
NISRA changed the claimant count measure from one based solely on Jobseekers Allowance to an 
experimental measure based on Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants plus out-of-work Universal Credit 
claimants who were claiming principally for the reason of being unemployed. In March 2020, the 
unadjusted claimant count rate for DCSDC was 4.3% compared with a rate of 2.6% for NI. 

Figure 2.11: Claimant count rate (unadjusted), DCSDC and NI, 2013 - 2020 

Within the DCSDC area, at March 2020, 92% of JSA claimants had been claiming for a year or more – 
which compared to a rate of 81% for NI as a whole. Within this long-term unemployment the DCSDC 
area has a higher proportion of young people claiming for a year or more (95%) compared to NI (85%). 

In terms of economic inactivity estimates from the 2018 Labour Force Survey (LFS) show that DCSDC 
area is substantially above the NI wide rate (where economically inactive is defined as people who 
are neither in employment nor unemployed as per the International Labour Organisation (ILO) 
measure. This is both for the 16+ population and the 16-64 population as illustrated in Table 2.6 below. 

Table 2.6: Economic inactivity, DCSDC and NI, 2018 

DCSDC NI 

Age group Number % Number % 

16+ 50,000 43.6% 583,000 39.8% 

16-64 33,000 34.1% 318,000 27.2% 
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In terms of intergenerational worklessness previous research13 has highlighted that - 1 in 4 of 16-74 
population had never worked before in 30 of NI’s 36 Neighbourhood Renewal Areas (NRAs) and where 
the head of household is inactive, the chances of other household members working is only 31%.  
Within the DCSDC area there are five Neighbourhood Renewal Areas (NRAs). 

 

2.8 The Health Inequalities Baseline for DCSDC 
The Health Inequalities Report is an annual publication and one of a series of reports produced as part 
of the NI Health & Social Care Inequalities Monitoring System (HSCIMS). It presents a comprehensive 
analysis of health inequality gaps between the most and least deprived areas of NI, and within Health 
& Social Care (HSC) Trust and Local Government District (LGD) areas across a range of indicators. The 
report for 142021 has recently been published in April 2021. The report highlights that the majority of 
results included in this release are based on figures prior to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic and 
therefore will not reflect the impact of the pandemic. 

 
The report highlights within the sub-regional analysis that the DCSDC area had a majority of health 
outcomes that were worse than the NI average – per Figure 2.12 below – in common with Belfast 
LGD and the Belfast HSC area. 

 
Figure 2.12 Comparison of Sub-Regional Health Outcomes Against the Regional (NI) Averages 

 
 
Figure 2.13 overleaf provides more specific profiling of the health inequalities issues in the DCSDC 
area. 

 
 

                                                 
13 https://www.ulster.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/181435/UUEPC-Inactivity-Discussion-Paper-Final-Report.pdf 
14 https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/news/health-inequalities-annual-report-2021 

 

https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/news/health-inequalities-annual-report-2021
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Figure 2.13: Profiling of Health Inequality Issues in the DCSDC area 

 
 
This shows relatively poor outcomes in respect of alcohol related mortality, elective inpatient 
admissions and Primary 1 obesity. The report also considers inequality gaps between the DCSDC LGD 
as a whole and the 20% most deprived areas within this. This analysis highlights that male life 
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expectancy was 5 years less within the deprived areas versus the Council area as a whole. It also 
highlights that the largest inequality gaps between the deprived areas and the council as a whole were 
in respect of the following:- 
 

 Standardised Admission Rates that were Alcohol Related; 
 Standardised Death Rates that had Alcohol-Specific Causes;  
 Standardised Admission Rates for Self-Harm; 
 Under 20 Teenage Birth Date; and 
 Standardised Death Rates that were Drug Related. 

 
These findings clearly evidence that poverty and ill-health are intertwined, indeed a negative 
‘mutually reinforcing’ cycle exists between the two. Poverty contributes to poor mental and physical 
health, which in turn makes it more difficult to find work. Many people living in poverty cannot afford 
the cost of their care, resulting in their health conditions worsening over time. This negative cycle can 
transfer across generations, starting from pre-birth, with impact upon parenting, educational 
attainment, and employment.  

 
The Department of Health (DoH) has also published two reports on Coronavirus / COVID-19 related 
health inequalities, during the course of the pandemic thus far. The most recent of these was in 
December 202015 which included all data up to 27th October 2020. This indicates that the infection 
rate in the 10% most deprived areas in NI was more than one and a half times the NI average and 
amongst the 65+ population more than double in these areas. In respect of the hospital admission 
rate for COVID-19 (confirmed cases) the report highlights that in the 10% most deprived areas the 
admissions rate was more than double the rate in the 10% least deprived areas. Although it does note 
that while deprivation was found to be an important factor in the likelihood of admissions, age was 
found to have a much greater impact. Finally, it highlights that the COVID-19 death rate in the 10% 

most deprived areas was almost one and a half times the NI average. Given the fact that the DCSDC 
area contains some of the most deprived areas in NI it is not surprising that it ranks highly within 
the analysis by LGD within this report – per Figure 2.14 and 2.15 below. 

Figure 2.14: Standardised Infection Rate for COVID-19, by Local Government District 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Individuals with a Positive Test. 

 

                                                 
15 https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/health/coronavirus-related-health-inequalities.pdf 
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Figure 2.15: Standardised Admission Rate for COVID-19, by Local Government District 

 

Note: Admissions per 100,000 population 

2.9 The Red Cross Covid-19 Vulnerability Index for DCSDC  
During the COVID-19 crisis the Voluntary and Community Sector Emergencies Partnership (VCSEP) at 
a UK level have been leading work into identifying vulnerabilities and at-risk individuals and 
communities. All of which has been geared to facilitating collaboration with local authorities and local 
resilience forums (LRFs) in their response to Covid-19.  
 
Alongside this work the British Red Cross, who are members of the VCSEP, have developed a Covid-19 
Vulnerability Index. This identifies vulnerable groups within Local Authorities, wards and 
neighbourhoods across the UK, including those who fall outside the 1.5m ‘shielded’ people. The Index 
combines multiple open data sources to map clinical vulnerability (underlying health conditions), 
demographic vulnerability (over-70s, people seeking asylum), social vulnerability (barriers to housing 
and services, poor living environment, living in “left-behind” areas, loneliness), health inequalities, and 
digital exclusion.  
 
The data is being used to help prioritise and target the response to Covid-19 to ensure the most 
vulnerable communities are getting the support they need throughout this crisis and as they start to 
emerge from the same. The Index is already being used by Scottish Public Health Observatory, various 
English councils and OCSI (creators of the Index of Multiple Deprivation).  
 
Figure 2.16 overleaf illustrates the mapping of the Vulnerability Index by LGDs across the UK. It shows 
that the DCSDC area is in decile 10 of 10, for COVID-19 Vulnerability based on the British Red Cross 
COVID-19 Vulnerability Index, where 10 is the most at-risk. In effect it is amongst the most COVID-
19 vulnerable LGDs not just in NI across all of the UK.  
 
It should be noted that the index is specific to COVID-19 only and should not be used as a general 
measure of vulnerability/deprivation. It does however provide a useful picture of the vulnerabilities 
that have prevailed during the pandemic thus far and the needs arising from it.  
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Figure 2.16 British Red Cross COVID-19 Vulnerability Index – Mapping by LGDs 
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Figure 2.17 British Red Cross COVID-19 Vulnerability Index – Overall Vulnerability 
Mapping by SOA in DCSDC area 

Figure 2.17 above maps the same Vulnerability Index within the SOAs in the DCSDC area. This shows 
that the most vulnerable SOAs (at 10 and shaded in the darkest purple in the map above) are as 
follows:- 

 Ballycolman
 Brandywell
 Creggan Central_2
 Creggan South
 Crevagh_2
 Culmore_2
 East
 Shantallow East
 Shantallow West_1
 Shantallow West_2
 Shantallow West_3
 Sion Mills
 Springtown_1
 Strand_1 Derry
 Westland
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As noted previously the index is specific to COVID-19 only and should not be used as a general measure 
of vulnerability/deprivation. There is however a high degree of alignment between those SOAs most 
vulnerable to COVID-19 and the spread of deprivation by SOA presented previously in Tables 2.3 and 
2.4. All SOAs shaded the darkest purple at most vulnerable (10) in the map and list above also feature 
in the top 20 deprived SOAs in DCSDC area by NIMDM and the income domain of the same (bar Sion 
Mills and Springtown_1). Additionally, the list above includes Shantallow East SOA which does not 
feature within the Top 20 deprived SOAs within the income domain of the NIMDM. This would suggest 
that the official deprivation measures at a localised (SOA) level are in broad terms also a good snapshot 
of the likely spread of most severe vulnerabilities in relation to COVID-19. 

2.11 Uptake of DfC/ Council Enabled COVID-19 Community Support Funds  
DfC provided funding to Councils predominantly under the Covid-19 Community Support Fund to 
allow them to support the voluntary and community sector (VCS) response to the continuing hardship 
created by the pandemic. The funding was positioned to support local grassroots VCS organisations 
across council areas working with individuals and communities during the pandemic to target need 
and alleviate poverty by:- 

 providing assistance to individuals on low incomes and at risk due to financial stress;
 supporting access to food for those most in need; and
 helping to connect those living alone or in a rural and border area that are likely to experience

challenges in accessing services

The funding was distributed by DfC to 11 councils based on population size, deprivation statistics and 
the distribution of the ‘clinically extremely vulnerable’ population. There were three tranches of 
Community Support Funding over the period of the pandemic - in April 2020; in August 2020; and in 
January 2021. There were also related funds from other divisions with DfC – e.g. ‘warm, well and 
connected’ funding; volunteering support fund; and a financial inclusion fund. Across all of these funds 
DCSDC has been in receipt of £1,669,402 from DfC for onward distribution to organisations working 
to alleviate the range of hardships during the pandemic. Monitoring returns to DfC for the food and 
fuel supports only16 provides an indication of the number of households supported across all of the 
constituent funds by the DEAs / Strabane town, through the auspices of a lead partner/ consortium 
arrangement in each. It should be noted that whilst each family is listed as a unique number in the 
graph below each typically had multiple / successive supports – food parcels, food / essential items 
vouchers, household fuel deliveries and to a lesser degree provision of white goods. 

16 spanning warm well and connected, access to food, tranche 3 of CSP and some within recovery plans and resilience plans 
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Figure 2.18: Number of families/ households supported via food and fuel supports 
 
 

 
 

 

2.12 Overall Observations  
The majority of indicators presented within this section suggest that whilst poverty/ disadvantage is 
not unique to the DCSDC area, there is clear evidence that it is significantly more acute in this area in 
comparison to other parts of NI. The analysis also indicates that this is a long-running position.  
 
Looking below the level of the Council area as a whole some of the SOAs within DCSDC area exhibit 
the highest levels of multiple deprivation across all of NI. Out of the 20 most deprived SOAs by NIMDM 
(in the DCSDC area) and the Income Domain of the NIMDM, there are 18 SOAs in common, showing a 
high degree of alignment between deprivation in the widest sense and poverty (as the income domain 
of the NIMDM is viewed as the proxy for poverty levels).  
 
The analysis clearly evidences that poverty and ill-health are intertwined, indeed that a negative 
‘mutually reinforcing’ cycle exists between the two. This is evident for the DCSDC area with respect to 
the analysis of health inequalities generally and also with respect to Coronavirus / COVID-19 related 
health inequalities – as presented by recent DoH reports. 
 
The Red Cross Covid-19 Vulnerability Index indicates that the DCSDC area is amongst the most COVID-
19 vulnerable LGDs - not just in NI but across all of the UK. There is also a high degree of alignment 
between those SOAs within the DCSDC area most vulnerable to COVID-19 and the spread of 
deprivation by SOA within the DCSDC area. 
 
Considerable uncertainty remains about the longer-term impact of the pandemic, including on 
individuals and households who were already disadvantaged. It is reasonable to assume therefore that 
greater challenges may lie ahead in tackling poverty and disadvantage amongst these constituencies.  
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3.0 Profiling of Support Provision (To Those Living in Poverty) Within 
DCSDC 

3.1 Introduction 
This section of the research report summarises the views of organisations that support individuals 
living in poverty within the DCSDC area. In the first instance it sets out the findings of an E-Survey 
exercise with support providers. Thereafter it sets out key findings from two workshops – the first on 
the 21st of May with public sector stakeholders and the second on the 28th May with support providers 
across the DCSDC area. 

3.2 Scale and Range of Support Provision (Provider Survey Findings) 
An E-Survey exercise was conducted with organisations supporting those living in poverty in the 
DCSDC area which secured an achieved sample of c70 responses. A copy of the survey is attached in 
Appendix B. In broad terms it sought to explore the type of supports delivered pre the COVID-19 
pandemic; additional supports delivered from March 2020; and anticipated future needs with respect 
to these additional areas of support. It also aimed to capture the target groups supported (by theme) 
and geography of support provision (across the 7 DEAs and Strabane town) within the DCSDC area. 
Finally, it sought qualitative views on how the needs have changed (in terms of levels of demand and 
types of supports) during the period of the pandemic and whether there were anticipated areas of 
oversupply/ undersupply and gaps in support provision looking forward. 

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 overleaf sets out the types of support delivered by the respondent organisations 
pre the pandemic (pre-March 2020) and post March 2020. As might be expected the greatest areas of 
growth in additional areas of support relate to food poverty relief, fuel poverty relief, befriending and 
digital connectivity. 80% of survey respondents expected the additional demands for these supports 
to continue in future.  

Respondent organisations were asked to estimate the number of unique individuals/ clients [living in 
poverty] that they typically supported on a monthly basis, pre-March 2020 (i.e. pre the COVID-19 
pandemic) and currently. There are some differences in the way some organisations reported in this 
regard, which makes comparability difficult in a few instances. However, in broad terms the following 
points should be noted:- 

 The mean number of unique individuals/ clients [living in poverty] serviced by respondent
organisations pre-March 2020 was 193 – and 395 currently. So, a doubling of demand;

 There is a wide variation in scale of activity amongst respondents – from 25 unique
individuals/ clients per month to 8,000 per month; and

 Several organisations reporting a peak of demand at the height of the pandemic that was 4-5
times their previous levels of activity, that has levelled out to double of their previous levels
now.

Figures 3.2 and 3.2 set out the target groups by theme serviced by the support organisations pre the 
pandemic (pre-March 2020) and post March 2020. As might be expected the greatest levels of 
additional activity were supporting older people, single parents, and families. This tallies with some of 
the qualitative comments that the most ‘at risk’ groups in relation to poverty are single parent families, 
those families where there is a health condition or disability and those families with 2 or more 
children. 
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Figure 3.2 Additional areas of support being delivered since 
the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic i.e. post March 
2020?

 
 

Figure 3.1: Support(s) delivered pre the COVID-19 
pandemic i.e. pre-March 2020 

Greatest scale of 
additional 
supports – food 
poverty relief, fuel 
poverty relief, 
befriending and 
digital 
connectivity 
 
 
..80% expect to 
continue to 
deliver these 
additional areas 
of support in 
future  
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Figure 3.3: Target Groups pre the COVID-19 pandemic i.e. 
pre March 2020  

Figure 3.4 Additional target groups being delivered to since 
the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic i.e. post March 2020?  

 

Greatest scale of 
additional target 
groups- older 
people, single 
parents, 
families... 
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Support providers were asked to record the geographic distribution of their support provision across 
the 7 DEAs and Strabane town within the DCSDC area. The results are shown in Figure 3.5 below and 
indicate fairly good coverage across the same, with slightly less provision reported within Strabane 
town and the Derg DEA. 
 
Figure 3.5 - In what areas do you currently deliver your services within the geography of Derry City 

and Strabane District Council? 
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Survey respondents recorded the priority support needs for the target groups that they support over 
the short term and in the longer term, with key themes summarised in Table 3.1 below. 

Table 3.1: Views on Priority Support Needs (examples of points made) 

Short-Term Longer-Term 

• Unpacking lockdown and identifying
what supports needed

• Support and informed guidance out of
COVID

• Listening ear, food poverty supports
and meals on wheels

• Additional housing supports needed as
mobility issues decreased over
lockdown,

• Mental health /wellbeing supports
(adults and young people)

• Benefit maximisation and providing
practical help and advice with changes
in circumstances

• Financial stress, family support
• Holiday schemes / holiday hunger

supports

• Maintaining contact with the isolated
and recognising needs as they arise

• Addressing loneliness, isolation and
health and well-being issues

• Addressing the underlying issues that
cause or contribute to poverty….,lack of 
employment opportunities, or 
affordable childcare, increased financial 
hardship due to cuts in benefits etc  

• Personal Development Plans tailored to
support long-term needs of individuals
and families.

• Community wealth building approaches
• More sustainable funding to support

infrastructure in small rural groups so
they can continue with the critical work
they did during lock-down.

The rest of the survey was open-ended responses designed to elicit qualitative input that could 
provide more of an ‘in-depth’ insight into the key issues prevailing in relation to forward supports to 
individuals living in poverty. Examples of the responses to the first of these questions are illustrated 
in Table 3.2 below to highlight the range of themes emerging. These responses have been included 
verbatim to respect the full input of those who responded. 

Table 3.2 - Reflecting on the experiences of the last year, please indicate what changes you have 
seen in the level of demand and type of support requested from people living in poverty in the 

Derry City and Strabane District Council area? 

People wanted support and help in getting food supplies and medicine. People were scared at the 
start and older people depended on community groups for support and information and just to get 
local news and speak to someone or just to phone them to ask how they were and provide support 
during bereavements. 

There has been an increase in demand for food and fuel assistance, unfortunately it is hard to 
know just how much of the need was actually genuine. Quite often those in genuine need are 
reluctant to seek assistance whereas others would push to get more than a 
fair share of what's available. 

The Covid-19 pandemic has led to a huge backlog in disability and incapacity appeals which was 
already significant prior to Covid-19.These delays are not only denying people monies they need 
and are fully entitled to, but having a negative impact on an individual’s physical and mental 
health.so the main issues that clients were seeking advice on at the beginning were mostly to do 
with matters such as the newly introduced furlough and Job retention schemes that most people 
had never heard of or knew little about , then there were queries around SSP and state sickness 
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benefits for persons unable to work or having to shield or self-isolate, or whom had directly 
contracted Covid-19. 
 
During these first few months of the pandemic there were lots of new enquiries from people out of 
work especially those in hospitality and retail asking about what benefits they may be eligible to 
claim such as Jobseekers benefit and also enquiries from many self-employed people ranging from 
taxi drivers to hairdressers unable to carry on their trade. Enquiries and claims for Universal credit. 
Our community shop incorporated additional services to help address the impact of unemployment 
and food poverty within the outer north, distributing over 1927 food parcels, food hampers and 
free meals and issuing over 76 foodbank vouchers 
 
There is clearly an increase for more support from families and individuals who are living within 
the most social deprived areas within our communities. 
 
There is a noticeable increase from the working poor who are trying to survive on the minimum 
wage, seeking help and support. 
 
People who have never had to claim benefits before, had to do so for the first time and found it 
extremely complex 
 
The original food poverty response was not really focused on need - but the more recent 
interventions since December 2020 through the Food banks was a lot better - although there is a 
significant need to ensure that this support from Food banks is available to people living in rural 
areas 
 
We have seen a doubling in the number of people living in poverty 
 
People have indicated that isolation is "killing them" and are desperate for face to face 
engagements as a reassurance that everything is going to be ok. 
 
Digital poverty very evident in rural setting. Lack of services to adequately address need. 
 
Increased reliance on food banks, fuel poverty, impact of isolation having huge impact on 
resilience and mental health, decline in physical and mental health across all age groups. Lack of 
supports available and digital poverty hindering access. 
 
Biggest change we have seen is from basic needs e.g. food/heat to currently a huge demand for 
parents/schools/social services to address mental health issues of adults/young people/increase in 
substance abuse amongst young people/financial anxiety-what the future holds. 
 
It [the pandemic] has basically lifted the lid on the amount of poverty, people struggling day to day 
for a range of reasons, mental health and well- being, isolation among older groups, the list is 
never ending. 
 
We have seen a massive increase in the need for our services and our connectivity to people living 
in poverty within DCSDC area 
 
It has basically lifted the lid on the amount of poverty, people struggling day to day for a range of 
reasons, mental health and well-being, isolation among older groups, the list is never ending. 
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There has been a massive rise in Food and fuel poverty, more women are relying on food banks 
and charities to help them provide food and heat for their families. We have also seen a massive 
rise in mental health issues, depression, severe anxiety etc. 
 
As a result of remote learning so many young people were identified as not having wifi or digital 
devices to keep up with school work. 
 
The level of demand at the height of the pandemic was quite overwhelming. We didn’t think our 
community would have depended on us so much to just give them a helping hand and the 
appreciation was phenomenal. We had people contacting us that had never used our services 
before but just needed a helping hand and a listening ear through the pandemic. Food drops and 
activity packs delivered to homes were a totally new experience for us. 
 
The increase in support from the council did cause a drop-in requests during the pandemic, bit 
these have now risen again. People who were just about managing have been pushed into needing 
support. 
 

 
Examples of the responses to the second of these questions are illustrated in Table 3.3 below to 
highlight the range of themes emerging. Again, these responses have been included verbatim to 
respect the full input of those who responded. 
 

Table 3.3 - Looking ahead do you anticipate that there will be shortfalls or oversupply across the 
various support areas and /or coverage across target groups? To enable us to identify gaps and 

areas requiring focus in the future. 

There are always going to be shortfalls in areas of multiple deprivations but for us securing 
funding will be the main one. When funders stop funding food, period poverty, digital and 
educational poverty because everything is open and functioning again, what will happen to 
the families and young people we provided additional support to? What will happen to our 
organisation if we don't get running costs which are extremely difficult to find? 
 
Focus should be on identifying those in genuine need or with the potential to become so. It's never 
going to be case of one size fitting all in terms of need or support. 
 
The support has highlighted the need that was here before COVID so there will always be an 
element of support required to certain households. 
 
The lack of adequate funding and even cuts to local frontline provision will if introduced have 
serious implications for users of these services those most vulnerable, marginalised and in need of 
assistance rely on so continuing to have free and independent advice service at the heart of the 
community remains vital in helping to address the underlying issues that cause poverty ,the simple 
definition is that you don't have enough money to meet your most basic needs, the costs of your 
home, fuel for heat food ,clothing, etc  
 
Childcare is required for children under 4 so that women can focus on their well-being, education 
and employment. Barriers need to be broken. Women’s Mental health needs supported. 
 
I am very concerned that the small numbers of people/families in significant poverty identified  
over recent months in the rural villages and countryside will not get support due to the issues of 
access/transport 
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I feel the support identified above will be needed more as redundancies and job lost will be more 
prevalent in the short and long term. 

In all likelihood there will be shortfalls across the wide range of target groups that we endeavour 
to support. However, the continuation of collaborative responses to address needs should help in 
addressing the issue being addressed. Rural Transport, adequate support for the C&V sector, 
access to essential services and social activities, addressing isolation and loneliness issues 
emanating from the pandemic are all areas that will require focus going forward. 

Shortfall in support for fuel poverty, wrap round services i.e access to mental health services, 
benefit/debt advice, job support 

The shortfall in rural communities as opposed to urban is massive in terms of consolidating local 
community services. Core funding is absolutely required to ensure consistency and sustainability of 
support services in the rural areas. 

There will be a shortage of mental health services and interventions. In order to properly address 
the long-lasting issues within the community. As a sector we have to be able to support the 
community. As a sector we need the statutory agencies to recognise the role that we play and the 
importance of that role 

There's a shortfall in services for older people. Services for older people are random - more 
information on what is on and where needs to be sorted asap. 

Shortfalls and huge demand already experienced in child mental and physical supports. Extra 
demand on health services and housing adaptation to meet needs, increased demands on all social 
services, support services chronic pain, counselling services, 

Shortfall are - Limited resources/waiting list for supporting young people's mental health; 
Additional support to help build resilience/coping mechanisms/life skills of young people; 
Need to increase capacity of family support hubs to provide wrap around family support services; 
and Strengthen training/employment support for young people (apprenticeships). 

I believe a full mapping exercise needs to be carried out to ensure there is no shortfalls or 
oversupply particularly as we approach the end of furlough and government continue to look to 
cut benefits. 

There were definite shortfalls in rural areas with a disproportionate amount of support going into 
urban areas. Rural neither have access to on the door services, shops or transport and have to 
travel at expense (they can’t afford) due to the deficits inflicted on them. This needs to be 
reconsidered for future delivery as isolation in particular is more prevalent in sparse rural areas 
and social contact is imperative. 

We anticipate short falls in food supply, and increase in demand particularly as the summer 
holidays approach and children and home again and the with the furlough scheme ending 

We are finding offers of support with debt or money management are often being denied, and 
instead relying on food parcels. We believe this is an unhealthy dependency and is something that 
should be addressed. 
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There will continue to be a need for food support for the next few months. Young people need 
employability support and mental health support continues to be a major emerging need 

Post Covid demand will increase exponentially. Demand for Social Security form filling and tribunal 
representation will be unprecedented as backlog will have to be worked through - currently 
demand for our services is crippling. 

Shortfall yes, I think the consequences of lockdown have yet to be seen, emotionally, financially 
and in respect to mental health. I would even suggest there recovery from Covid may be harder 
than the lockdowns for many 

The access to food programme illustrated that there was not enough resources or funding to cover 
the priorities, need and demand of residents as a result of deep-rooted poverty and lack of 
employment and education for generations. 

Yes, there will be shortfalls. There always is because the issue of Domestic and Sexual violence and 
its impacts to the victims and their lives is not being priority. We have the highest rates in this area 
and the fallout is poverty and homelessness 

There are huge shortfalls in funding for homeless services. Before Covid service starved by 
austerity for 12 years and then Covid our services had lots of people with mental health addictions 
deprivation fuel poverty food poverty and post Covid this is set to increase. 

There is very limited services and support for refugee and BAME families, they are severely 
overlooked and under-represented. 

I definitely do not anticipate any over-supply of support, we have extremely limited mental health 
services already, that are unable to cope with the level of referrals already being presented to 
them. food banks have become a necessity for people and not a choice, with benefit reform 
causing extreme financial hardships 

Finally, survey respondents were asked to record any additional comments/ observations, in 
completing the survey, and examples of some of the responses to this are illustrated in Table 3.4 
below, again replicated verbatim. 

Table 3.4 - Have you any other additional comments/ observations that you would like to make 
in relation to the forward needs of people living in poverty in the DCSDC area? 

There is a need for the development of both short-term and long-term action plans to tackle the 
poverty within our communities. (One plan will not fit all). 

We need to have a have a bottom up approach to the many different aspects needed to fight this. 
We need individual and communities buy at a local level to the process. We need to give them real 
ownership, and responsibilities as individual and communities to take collective actions that will 
help start the process of addressing the many issues of poverty within our Council area. 

It is easier & cheaper to provide support for people in poverty in urban areas - significant focus and 
resource needs to be invested to ensure people in poverty get an equitable service or support. 
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Continued support for the rural DEA Growth Partnerships is encouraged as it will allow them to 
deliver on their agreed priorities for their DEA. 
 
We need to have a public conversation about poverty that helps individuals consider if they are 
living in poverty. Identifying as in poverty is not empowering so we need to make it easier to 
reflect on this.  
 
It would be beneficial to have a system in place for the rapid and accurate assessment of those 
experiencing need and set up in such a way that those who feel ashamed or embarrassed about 
asking for help feel more comfortable coming forward.  
 
Local knowledge in terms of community organisations needs to be collectively gathered and used 
in conjunction with statutory bodies. On the ground, real time information would redirect some of 
these resources and at the same time reduce duplication and indeed wastage.  
 
People feel most at ease seeking help and support within the community and it is imperative that 
the role that we have taken on in the last year specifically is recognised and supported by the 
statutory agencies. As a sector and as an organisation we literally did not stop. We may have 
changed how we supported people but we made sure that people knew they could come to us if 
they needed help or support. 
 
Poverty is compounded by lack of opportunity. Derry needs job creation and mental health 
support. 
 
Ways and means of getting out of poverty and not just way to support it. 
 
People need to believe its ok to ask for or be helped, finding a way to do that is necessary.... stories 
in media... knowing poverty can affect anybody, normalise the rhetoric to take away the stigma 
and guilt that stops people from asking for and getting the support they need.  
 
We found many young men who were very distressed due to a culmination of factors. These 
included; addiction, child access and continued financial hardship exacerbated by the pandemic 
and public restrictions. We also found many older men living alone with very few resources, family 
or assistance. We worked with many young female parents who were clearly suffering from 
addiction. 
 
Need to encourage a hands up approach to look at needs and not as we have a hands-out for 
everything approach. 
 
I have sent information to Council officers before around outstanding work in Scotland such as The 
Cost of the School Day in Dundee and also the mainstreaming of anti-poverty strategies in councils 
in Scotland. We need meaningful approaches to poverty that impact on the wellbeing of families 
such as a Poverty Proofing Tool for all agencies providing services to families including schools and 
council to make sure that child poverty is a priority and the impact of poverty on families pre-birth 
right through including on adolescents is recognised and responded to. I would hope that the 
lessons learned and the experts in Child Poverty across the UK particularly in Scotland will be part 
of the DCSDC response to poverty and it will also link to the UNICEF Childs Rights project that 
DCSDC is leading on with partners.  
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I think that DCSDC and others have stepped up to address a lot of need over the pandemic period 
and this should not be discarded in the future, poverty issues will not go away and can be 
addressed to make people’s lives a bit easier. 
 
 I think the Strategic Growth Partnership structure has been a significant success, particularly in 
rural areas, to address COVID issues, without this structure a lot of people living in poverty could 
have been overlooked. As indicated earlier in the short term the evidence is showing that there will 
be a significant need around mental health and wellbeing interventions.  
 
If anything, the COVID Pandemic has shown us the stark reality for many people in our community 
living in poverty and isolation. We all talk about the tsunami of Mental Health Problems that are 
coming to our council area, yet nothing is being done to put in place services to support the needs 
of our people. Now is the time to act, and stop the talking, support real services under the ground, 
accessible to local people in the heart of our local communities.  
 
A joined-up directory of support, a webpage that could be navigated by those in need to assist 
with finding help or a single point of contact for those in need to find help and support. 
 
Our homeless population need hope. We need all partners to work together and we need to get 
going to unleash the benefits of the City Deal and all the projects promised. This city needs hope 
we need to stop exporting our youth and we need real jobs and wages that offer people a future 
and a decent standard of living. It is no co-incidence that we have people on disability benefits. 
mental health shot no structure no purpose to their lives. 
 
During the last year there has been significant partnership working with agencies bringing their 
skills and resources together to reach those most impacted. Single interventions will only treat the 
symptoms of poverty. A more joined up approach is required to shift the dial for those families 
experiencing severe hardship and disabling circumstances. 

 

 

3.3 Stakeholder and Partner Feedback –Interim Findings Workshops 
Two workshop sessions were held to debate and discuss the emerging findings of the research. The 
first was with public sector stakeholders /partners on 21st May (that included representation from 
various divisions within DfC; from DAERA, DfI, the WHSCT, the Education Authority, Northern Regional 
College and North-West Development Office). This first workshop shared the headline findings on the 
statistical profiling of poverty and disadvantage within the DCSDC area and invited attendees to 
provide an overview of support available to vulnerable people from their respective organisations and 
particular experiences of need during COVID-19 and plans going forward. Some key observations and 
points highlighted by these stakeholders/ partners included the following:- 
 

 The ‘needle’ has not moved significantly in terms of the various indicators of poverty and 
disadvantage within the DCSDC area in recent times; 
 

 Aligned to the above different and creative approaches are needed that work with assets and 
community vibrancy that exists in the Council area;  

 
 A multi-agency/ holistic approach to addressing both the root causes of poverty and 

consequences of living with poverty is required (no more silos);  
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 It should however be a localised model is needed that links the above to community planning 
imperatives and structures within the DCSDC area. ‘17Community-Wealth-Building’ 
approaches and models have much to offer within this context (and could work within DEA/ 
Local Growth Partnership structures);  
 

 In the Western Health and Social Care Trust, two 18Integrated Care Partnerships (ICPs) are 
active which are building collaborative approaches to health and social care, with links to 
community planning. Given the negative ‘mutually reinforcing’ cycle that exists between 
poverty and ill-health, these have considerable potential to play into the need referenced 
above for a multi-agency/ holistic approach to tackle poverty. Also relevant in this context is 
the oversight by the WHSCT of DfC’s Neighbourhood Health Improvement Project (NHIP) in 
the Neighbourhood Renewal areas across the Trust region. NHIP implements a wide range of 
health improvement programmes which aim to reduce obesity, improve mental health and 
wellbeing and increase collaboration. These resources also play a role in the identification of 
poverty, health inequalities and onward signposting to support services. In the rural areas of 
the DCSDC area the role of Rural Needs Co-ordinators (funded by DAERA) is key to identifying 
needs of rural constituencies of need in his regard. Various community based 19social 
prescribing initiatives are also playing a key role in empowering people to take ownership of 
their health and wellbeing, again an important factor in taking a preventative approach to 
poverty and/or supporting individuals to building a sustainable route out of poverty; 
 

 Features of the Social Supermarket pilot programme (of which there are two in the DCSDC 
area) are relevant and effective to addressing holistic needs and building resilience for those 
living in poverty across NI. It is an area where DfC are considering further roll-out in future; 

 
 DfC have a range of interventions in respect of financial well-being and financial inclusion 

relevant to tackling poverty. Looking ahead the framework for this is the UK Strategy for 
Financial Well-Being20. Elsewhere in the UK 21debt respite schemes have been introduced (on 
foot of the economic impact of COVID-19) to provide individuals with the opportunity to 
obtain legal protection from creditors in the form of either a breathing space moratorium or 
a mental health crisis moratorium. These are intended to help people struggling to cope with 
the money they owe to take to take control of their finances with guidance from a debt 
advisor. Whilst NI is not part of the scheme introduced in England and Wales in May 2021, 
there are understood to be plans for a similar intervention in NI. In the meantime, NI is gaining 
some advantage from the above scheme by default in that it applies to UK creditors. During 
the course of pandemic DfC has also provided funding to local councils to drive forward 

                                                 
17 Community wealth building is a new people-centred approach to local economic development, which redirects wealth 
back into the local economy, and places control and benefits into the hands of local people 
18 ICPs are collaborative networks of care providers, bringing together healthcare professionals (including doctors, nurses, 
pharmacists, social workers, and hospital specialists); the voluntary and community sectors; local council representatives; 
and service users and carers, to design and coordinate the delivery of local health and social care services. 
 
19 Social prescribing is a means of enabling GPs, nurses and other primary care professionals to refer people to a range of 
local, non-clinical services. By way of examples the Bogside & Brandywell Health Forum run 2 Social Prescribing  projects 
(Spring Social Prescribing and Housing Executive Social Prescribing - https://www.bbhealthforum.org/spring-social-
prescribing) 
20 https://moneyandpensionsservice.org.uk/uk-strategy-for-financial-wellbeing/ 

 
21 The Debt Respite Scheme (Breathing Space Moratorium and Mental Health Crisis Moratorium) (England and Wales) 
Regulations 2020, came into force in May 2021. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/debt-respite-scheme-
breathing-space-guidance/debt-respite-scheme-breathing-space-guidance-for-creditors. Scotland has its own Debt 
Arrangement Scheme in place. 

 

https://www.bbhealthforum.org/spring-social-prescribing
https://www.bbhealthforum.org/spring-social-prescribing
https://moneyandpensionsservice.org.uk/uk-strategy-for-financial-wellbeing/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/debt-respite-scheme-breathing-space-guidance/debt-respite-scheme-breathing-space-guidance-for-creditors
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/debt-respite-scheme-breathing-space-guidance/debt-respite-scheme-breathing-space-guidance-for-creditors
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financial inclusion initiatives (as part of a portfolio of community response interventions). 
DCSDC has been in receipt of funding from DfC, routed through a Financial Inclusion 
Partnership22 that delivered additional outreach activities, supports and referrals in respect of 
financial well-being. This built on the considerable role that DfC funding to the independent 
advice network via Councils across NI plays in protecting the vulnerable. This role has been 
amplified during the COVID-19 crisis, with advice services helping clients to avail of services 
and support - to help with income, money/debt, employment, housing and access to food and 
medicine - as a result of additional hardships associated with the pandemic. It is anticipated 
that demands for debt advice will increase in the months ahead as the furlough scheme and 
other supports in place during the COVID-19 crisis will come to an end;  

 The importance of building pathways to employment and inclusive skill development as a 
route out of poverty was highlighted. With specific reference to the role of the Local Inclusive 
Labour Market Partnerships (LILMPs), which are an element of DfCs Employability NI 
initiative. This partnership will play a significant role in designing and facilitating targeted 
programmes to raise skill levels with increased opportunities for new and/or higher paid 
employment. The work of the Partnership will be closely aligned to the emerging 
opportunities of City Deal and the Integrated Inclusive Fund. 

 In the educational arena, over and above the funding for digital devices referenced in Section 
2, the Educational Authority (EA), implemented the Engage programme. The aim of the 
Engage Programme is to limit any long-term adverse impact of the COVID-19 lockdown on 
educational standards by supporting pupils’ learning and engagement on their return to 
school through provision of high quality one to one, small group or team-teaching support in 
every school in NI. It recognised that the impact of Covid-19 related school closures and 
remote learning is likely to have been exacerbated for those pupils from disadvantaged 
backgrounds or those who, prior to the health emergency, were already experiencing barriers 
to education due a range of different factors. Around 60-70 schools in the DCSDC area were 
supported via Engage. Over the summer months a £5m Summer Youth Activity Fund has been 
put in place by DE across NI, which will be administered by the Education Authority’s (EA) 
Youth Service. It is supporting organisations active in youth work to support young people as 
society emerges from the impact of the pandemic, with a particular focus on supporting their 
health and wellbeing. 

 
The second workshop was with support organisations working with individuals/ families living in 
poverty across the DCSDC area on the 28th May. This provided an overview of the APS Expert Panel 
Report and then shared headline findings on the statistical profiling of poverty and disadvantage 
within the DCSDC area and the findings of the survey exercise with support providers (as profiled at 
Section 3.2 above). It progressed to invite participants to comment via break-out sessions to provide 
feedback in two main areas: 
 

 Alignment of the recommendations of the APS Expert Panel Report to needs in DCSDC area;  
 The scale and range of support provision that currently exists in DCSDC, and any barriers to 

access that prevail; and 
 the types of interventions that should be prioritised in our local context to meet these 

needs. 
 

 

                                                 
22 made up of Advice NW, Dove House and the Resource Centre Derry, working with Derry City and Strabane District Council 
and various other stakeholders 
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There was unequivocal support for the DfC Expert Panel Recommendations. Many participants stated 
that action was required immediately to stop people from getting into poverty and there was a call 
for a joined up approach across government departments. This was in recognition that to move out 
of poverty many people need higher skills, access to better paid employment and affordable housing. 
Health and well-being was also highlighted as a major issue and many expressed their concern that 
this could become an even more critical issue as we move out of the COVID-19 Pandemic. Some of the 
participants felt that presenting the combined statistics relating to poverty in the DCSDC area should 
be the catalyst for targeted interventions. 

There was a strong recognition that in the past twelve months there has very effective communication 
and partnership working across the geographical and sectoral areas as people responded to the needs 
of vulnerable communities. A referral network emerged between different support organisations in 
response to the range of support which people needed. The rural areas stated that they experienced 
difficulties in delivering support due to a lack of community infrastructure.  

Council and the Department for Communities were applauded for the level of funding which they had 
provided and it was stated that similar funds would be required until the end of the Pandemic. Many 
participants however stated that funding should also be directed towards building resilience within 
communities and there was a genuine fear that people would become dependent on this type of 
support. Moving forward there was also a call for targeted programmes to prevent people getting into 
poverty. Some participants favoured a geographical approach to such interventions whilst others 
favoured a sectoral approach based on for example low paid workers, single parents or working poor. 
One final observation which is noted is the request to be more conscious of the language used when 
speaking about people in need and how many people feel a stigma about being seeking help. 
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4.0 Future Needs 

4.1  Recommended Areas of Focus / Future Needs  
The DCSDC area has long-running and acute challenges in relation to the incidence of poverty and 
disadvantage. The 22019 mid-year population estimates indicated that the Council area had a resident 
population of 151,284. Considering the 23NINIS Poverty Grouped Years data 23% of this resident 
population were living in relative poverty i.e. they were living in a household with an equivalised 
income below 60% of the UK median income for that year in question (which could be around 35,000 
individuals). This provides an indication of the scale of the challenge pre-pandemic. 
 
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought the stark issues associated with poverty sharply into focus within 
the DCSDC area, as elsewhere. Anecdotally, support providers are indicating that levels of demand 
have been significantly up across almost all support areas, with some ‘levelling out’ from peak 
pandemic levels of support. Several organisations reported a peak of demand at the height of the 
pandemic that was 4-5 times their previous (pre-pandemic) levels of activity, that has levelled out to 
double their previous levels now. This ‘doubling of demand’ may for now be a reasonable ‘broad rule 
of thumb’ of the scale of the challenge looking ahead. It is difficult to predict more accurately because 
of the likelihood of double-counting of individuals/ households as clients across support providers 
(which cannot be addressed due to data protection/ GDPR considerations). There is also considerable 
uncertainty as society begins to move out of the COVID-19 crisis and embark on the process of 
‘building back’ as to what may emerge - in terms of economic opportunities/ constraints; health and 
well-being challenges (including mental health issues) and educational underachievement (as a result 
of school closures and remote learning) which is likely to have disproportionately impacted on children 
and young people from disadvantaged backgrounds. All of these factors will have a bearing on the 
levels of poverty and disadvantage within the DCSDC area in future.  
 
At an NI-wide level - it is critical that DCSDC and their partner/stakeholder community help to shape 
the onward development of the areas for recommendation within the APS. As recognised in the APS 
the DCSDC area has the highest proportion of individuals living in poverty and therefore the Council 
must have a ‘seat at the table’/ representation in the process as it moves forward to ensure it is aligned 
to prevailing needs.  
 
As noted earlier in the research, many of the areas for recommendation within the APS require 
legislative change and reforms to employment and welfare regimes to contribute to bringing more 
money into households to lift them above the poverty line. Several are outside the direct control / 
powers of NI Executive and will require UK Government policy decisions. Therefore, it is important 
that DCSDC also has representation within devolved policy making structures relevant to supporting 
people to move out of poverty – housing, employability, health and well-being (e.g. integrated care 
models, mental health policy/ support funds). Shaping Social Value policy and related mechanisms is 
also a key area of focus where the Council is already active, that will have cross-cutting impacts in 
supporting the vulnerable. 
 
Poverty is compounded by lack of opportunity. Promoting Inclusive Growth is at the heart of the 
Council’s Community Plan and the economic dividend to be realised from the City 
Deal and Inclusive Future Fund. More inclusive pathways to work will be a key enabler in tackling 
levels of poverty and disadvantage. The work of the Local Inclusive Labour Market Partnerships 
(LILMPs), which are an element of DfCs Employability NI initiative have a key role to play in this regard  
 

                                                 
23 Poverty - Grouped Years NINIS (Administrative Geographies) Rolling average from 2016-17 to 2018-19) 
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The COVID-19 pandemic has reinforced the recognition of the value of local community-based 
infrastructure partners in working with individuals/ families experiencing hardship – who given their 
local knowledge and expertise were able to react quickly and identify individuals and families in 
greatest need. A key theme emerging from the engagements within this research is the need to 
facilitate community ownership and collective responsibility for actions to address the many 
dimensions of poverty within the Council area. Consideration should be given to community wealth 
building approaches, perhaps organised within the DEA structures, given existing Local Growth 
Partnership structures and strategic plans in each. 

Looking within the DCSDC area there is clear evidence of the localised geographic incidence of 
poverty and disadvantage through the 18 SOAs that feature within both the NIMDM and the income 
deprivation domain of the same. Interestingly analysis of the Red-Cross Covid-19 Vulnerability Index 
by SOA within the DCSDC area also features the majority of these SOAs within the ‘most vulnerable’. 
This should provide a useful geographic reference fund for targeting of some of the future 
interventions from the Hardship Fund established by the Council. Within this it is however important 
to also acknowledge the distinctiveness of the digital and transport poverty that exists in rural areas 
of the DCSDC.  

Turning to the profile of demand, the survey responses from support providers, working at the ‘coal 
face’ of supporting those living in poverty indicate that the most ‘at risk’ groups are single parent 
families, those families where there is a health condition or disability and those families with 2 or 
more children. Again, this is a useful reference framework within which to target some of the future 
interventions from the Hardship Fund established by the Council. 

As lockdown restrictions and the intensity of the COVID-19 crisis ease, there are a range of immediate 
support areas that are likely to experience increased levels of demand – to essentially ‘unpick and 
better understand’ the impacts of lockdown. These include by way of examples, debt and money 
management (e.g. to reduce the dependency on food/ fuel supports); interventions to help build 
resilience/coping mechanisms/life skills of young people; tackling the legacy of isolation, loneliness 
and related vulnerabilities amongst the elderly and shielding groups; and support for the impacts on 
survivors of domestic and sexual violence of lockdown, which can accelerate levels of poverty and 
homelessness. These examples again may be useful as a reference framework within which to target 
some of the future interventions from the Hardship Fund established by the Council. 

Longer-term however DCSDC must help to contribute to bringing systemic / ‘whole-system’ change 
to help individuals to find a sustained route out of poverty or prevent them falling into poverty in the 
first place. There has been significant partnership working within the DCSDC area and between the 
Council and central government departments during the course of the pandemic, that has helped to 
bring skills and resources together to reach those most impacted. This provides a solid foundation for 
more joined-up working in future. 

As insightfully noted by one survey respondent within this research - “Single interventions will only 
treat the symptoms of poverty. A more joined up approach is required to shift the dial for those families 
experiencing severe hardship and disabling circumstances”. Investment by the Council (and partners) 
in the future direction of the APS, the housing supply strategy, economic policy (including inclusive 
growth and social value imperatives), and actions /policy to address health inequalities (including ICP 
models etc) are all critical. With reference back to the specific needs of the DCSDC area and to the 
assets that exist within the community infrastructure within the Council area to effectively reach and 
support the most vulnerable.  
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4.2 Good Practice Reference 

Many communities, cities and countries globally have grappled with the complex issues of 
addressing poverty. In the review of many case studies there are four key elements which should be 
considered by DCSDC and its partners in taking forward the next stage of this poverty research: - 

(i) Partnership
No one organisation can address poverty in isolation. Partnership is required
across all sectors based on knowledge, experience and trust. This form of
partnership should be embedded within a strategic function/plan of the area
and offer a holistic and integrated approach. The Strategic Inclusive Growth
Partnership, the Local Growth Partnerships and the Cross Departmental Anti-
Poverty Group should be considered in this context.

(ii) Accountability
As plans and actions are developed there must be accountability for delivery
supported by strong governance arrangements. The necessary resources should
be in place to ensure effective delivery.

(iii) Supporting communities and building resilience
Poverty affects not only individuals but also communities. Whilst there are
excellent support networks existing within the DCSDC area there are some areas
with less capacity than others. All communities need to have adequate capacity,
skills to develop resilience and access to develop sustainable infrastructure. The
involvement of individuals with experience of lived poverty is also of significant
importance.

(iv) Measuring Impact
Identifying the most appropriate action(s) must be thoroughly considered as
well as identifying realistic benefits in order to achieve the greatest impact. At
the outset clear and meaningful targets must be identified so that progress can
be monitored towards achieving the outcomes of the Strategic Inclusive Growth
Plan. Tools for capturing the pathways of individuals should be considered with
regular impact assessments and the application of theories of change
methodology.
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Appendix A:  Definition of Poverty  

 
This section is extracted from the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust (JRT) Strategy – We Can Solve 
Poverty in the UK24.  

 
In 2016, the Joseph Rowntree Trust issued a strategy to help address poverty in the UK.25 It stated that 
there is no single best measure of poverty. It is a complex problem that needs a range of measures 
telling us different things. Measures, it suggested included: 
 
 JRF’s Minimum Income Standard (MIS) – MIS itself is not a measure of poverty, but is what the 

public has told us is sufficient income to afford a minimum acceptable standard of living 
 relative income poverty, 

where households have less 
than 60% of contemporary 
median income 

 absolute income poverty, 
where households have less 
than 60% of the median 
income in 2010/11, uprated 
by inflation 

 material deprivation, where 
you can’t afford certain 
essential items and activities 

 destitution, where you can’t 
afford basics such as shelter, 
heating, and clothing. 

 
 
Relative and absolute poverty 
can be presented before and 
after housing costs (these 
include rent or mortgage 
interest, buildings insurance and 
water rates) and are presented after direct taxes and National Insurance, including Council Tax. 
 
JRT suggests that some of the causes of poverty in the UK today are: 

                                                 
24 file:///C:/Users/Administrator/Downloads/we_can_solve_poverty_in_the_uk_0.pdf 
25 file:///C:/Users/Administrator/Downloads/we_can_solve_poverty_in_the_uk_0.pdf 

Poverty means not being able to heat your home, pay your rent, or buy essentials for 
your children.  It means waking up every day facing insecurity, uncertainty, and 
impossible decisions about money.  It means facing marginalisation- and even 
discrimination0 because of your financial circumstances.  The constant stress it causes 
can lead to problems that deprive people of the chance to play a full part in society.   
Almost anyone can experience poverty.  Unexpected events such as bereavement, 
illness, redundancy, or relationship breakdown are sometimes all it can take to push us 
into circumstances that then become difficult to escape. 
Joseph Rowntree Trust, 2021  
 

Levels of Poverty - Joseph Rowntree Trust 
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 unemployment and low-paid jobs lacking prospects and security (or a lack of jobs): too many 
jobs do not provide decent pay, prospects or security. Many places have concentrations of these 
jobs or do not have enough jobs. Low pay and unemployment can also lead to inadequate 
savings or pensions 

 low levels of skills or education: young people and adults without the necessary skills and 
qualifications can find it difficult to get a job, especially one with security, prospects and decent 
pay 

 an ineffective benefit system: the level of welfare benefits for some people – either in work, 
seeking work or unable to work because of health or care issues – is not enough to avoid 
poverty, when combined with other resources and high costs. The benefit system is often 
confusing and hard to engage with, causing errors and delays. The system can also make it risky 
and difficult for some to move into jobs or increase their working hours. Low take-up of some 
benefits also increases poverty 

 high costs: the high cost of housing and essential goods and services (e.g., credit, gas, electricity, 
water, Council Tax, telephone or broadband) creates poverty. Some groups face particularly high 
costs related to where they live, increased needs (for example, personal care for disabled 
people) or because they are paying a ‘poverty premium’ – where people in poverty pay more for 
the same goods and services 
 discrimination: discrimination against people because of their class, gender, ethnicity, 

disability, age, sexuality, religion or parental status (or even poverty itself) can prevent 
people from escaping poverty through good qualifications or jobs, and can restrict access to 
services 

 weak relationships: a child who does not receive warm and supportive parenting can be at 
higher risk of poverty in later life, because of the impact on their development, education 
and social and emotional skills. Family relationships breaking down can also lead to poverty 

 abuse, trauma or chaotic lives: for small numbers of people, problematic or chaotic use of 
drugs and alcohol can deepen and prolong poverty. Neglect or abuse as a child or trauma in 
adult life can also cause poverty, as the impact on mental health can lead to unemployment, 
low earnings and links to homelessness and substance misuse. Being in prison and having a 
criminal record can also deepen poverty, by making it harder to get a job and weakening 
relationships. 

 
Consequences of poverty in the UK 
Some of the consequences of poverty are: 

 health problems 
 housing problems 
 being a victim or perpetrator of crime 
 drug or alcohol problems 
 lower educational achievement 
 poverty itself – poverty in childhood increases the risk of unemployment and low pay in 

adulthood, and lower savings in later life 
 homelessness 
 teenage parenthood 
 relationship and family problems 
 biological effects – poverty early in a child’s life can have a harmful effect on their brain 

development 
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Appendix B: Poverty Research - Survey with Support Provider Organisations 

Derry City and Strabane District Council (DCSDC) is embarking on a research project to better understand the 
support(s) available to people living in poverty within the DCSDC area, the levels of access to this support and 
the scale and profile of future needs (geographically across the Council area and thematically across different 
target groups). The research project is being facilitated by the Strategic Investment Board (SIB) over the period 
April-June 2021. 

The research project sits in the context of the decision by the Council to establish a Hardship Fund and we would 
expect that the findings of the research project will further inform the scope and focus of the Hardship Fund 
going forward. It also sits in the context of DCSDC’s Inclusive. Strategic Growth Plan (2017-2032) and the various 
outcomes and actions therein to addressing poverty, and again we would expect the findings of the research to 
help further inform the delivery of these. We envisage that the research can be informed by and simultaneously 
feed into the work of the Anti-Poverty Expert Advisory Panel, that is advising the Department for Communities 
(DfC) on the direction and development of a new Anti-Poverty Strategy for NI – an Executive commitment. 

We are particularly keen to understand your experiences as support organisations acting in the front line 
supporting those living in poverty, during the last year (i.e. since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in 
March 2020). Specifically, how these experiences may have changed the activities/ support delivered by your 
organisation and in turn your views on the scale and profile of need that will exist for such support(s) in future. 
This will be invaluable in helping to inform how best support(s) may be co-ordinated and delivered to best 
support the continuing need around access to support(s) in respect of food and financial hardship faced by many 
people and families at local levels. In this regard the Council recognises that supports are needed firstly to help 
people to meet immediate basic needs and secondly to try move people out of poverty on a sustainable basis. 

As a key local organisation delivering support in the DCSDC area, we would be grateful if you could take ten 
minutes to complete our survey, which aims to capture data and information on all of the above. This will help 
your community to be a better place in which to live, by helping those most in need. All responses will be 
aggregated with no views attributable to any specific support organisation in the report that is produced from 
the study. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Please provide us with your details so that we can keep in contact with you regarding the out-workings
and actions arising from the Poverty Research:

Name 

Organisation 

Address 1 

Address 2 

Town 

Post Code 

Email Address 

2. What sorts of support(s) was your organisation delivering pre the COVID-19 pandemic i.e. pre March
2020 ? Tick all that apply.

General advice Benefits check 

Food bank Budgeting and money management 
advice 

Social supermarket Debt advice 
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Other food poverty relief (e.g. breakfast 
clubs etc)  
 

 Befriending support 
 

 

Fuel poverty relief 
 

 Housing support  
 

 

Employment advice   Homelessness prevention 

 

 

Job support   Digital Connectivity   

 

Other (please specify)  
 

3. Are there additional areas of support that your organisation has been delivering since the outbreak of 
the COVID-19 pandemic i.e. post March 2020? Tick all of the additional areas that have arisen in the 
last year? 
 

General advice 
 

 Benefits check  

Food bank 
 

 Budgeting and money management 
advice  
 

 

Social supermarket 
 

 Debt advice 
 

 

Other food poverty relief (e.g. breakfast 
clubs, food parcels etc)  
 

 Befriending support 
 

 

Fuel poverty relief 
 

 Housing support  
 

 

Employment advice   Homelessness prevention 

 

 

Job support   Digital Connectivity  

 

Other (please specify)  
 

  

 
 
 
 

4. If per Question 3, your organisation has been delivering additional areas of support since the outbreak 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, do you expect to continue to deliver these in future? 

Yes   

No   

Comments 
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5. Can you estimate the number of unique individuals/ clients [living in poverty] that your organisation
typically supports on a monthly basis? Pre March 2020 (i.e. pre the COVID-19 pandemic) and currently?

Number of unique individuals/ clients supported per month 

Pre-March 2020/ the COVID-19 pandemic 

Currently 

6. To which target groups was your organisation delivering services to prior to the COVID-19 pandemic
i.e. pre March 2020 ? Tick all that apply.

Families People with a learning disability 

Women People with a physical disability 

Older people Travelling community 

Young people LGBTQI+ Community 

Single parents Refugees/ refugee families 

Men Black and Ethnic Minority (BAME) 
Community 

Other (please specify) 

7. Are there additional target groups that your organisation has been working with since the outbreak of
the COVID-19 pandemic i.e. post March 2020? Tick all of the additional target groups that you have
been working with in the last year?

Families People with a learning disability 

Women People with a physical disability 

Older people Travelling community 

Young people LGBTQI+ Community 

Single parents Refugees/ refugee families 

Men Black and Ethnic Minority (BAME) 
Community 

Other (please specify) 

8. In what areas do you currently deliver your services within the geography of Derry City and Strabane
District Council ? Tick all that apply.

Ballyarnet Sperrin 
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Derg  
 

 Strabane Town  
 

 

Faughan 
 

 The Moor 
 

 

Foyleside  
 

 Waterside  
 

 

 

9. What do you see as the priority support needs for the target groups with whom you work over the short 
term and in the longer term? 

Short term  

 

Long term   

 

 

10. Reflecting on the experiences of the last year, please indicate what changes you have seen in the level 
of demand and type of support requested from people living in poverty in the Derry City and Strabane 
District Council area? 
 

 
 
 
 
 

11. Looking ahead do you anticipate that there will be shortfalls or oversupply across the various support 
areas and /or coverage across target groups? To enable us to identify gaps and areas requiring focus in 
the future. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

12. Have you any other additional comments/ observations that you would like to make in relation to the 
forward needs of people living in poverty in the DCSDC area? 
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“To inspire, support and challenge all our Children and Young People to be the best that they can be.”

Education Authority 
 Grahamsbridge Road, Dundonald, Belfast, BT16 2HS   T: +44 (0)28 9056 6200   W: www.eani.org.uk 

2 February 2022 

Mr J Kelpie 
Chief Executive 
Derry City & Strabane District Council 
98 Strand Road 
BT48 7NN 

Dear Mr Kelpie 

Draft Strategic Area Plan 2022-27: ‘Planning for Sustainable Provision’  
Draft Special Education Strategic Area Plan 2022-27: ‘Planning for Special Education Provision’ 

On 18 January 2022 the Education Authority, working in partnership with the Council for Catholic Maintained 
Schools and Sectoral Support Bodies, launched a 12-week public consultation on the draft Strategic Plans, 
above, running to 12 April 2022.  During this time the Education Authority, Council for Catholic Maintained 
Schools and Sectoral Support Bodies wish to  engage with all stakeholders on both draft Plans to ensure that 
all views/comments are captured, which, in turn, will inform the final Plans. 

Over the last five years of the ‘Providing Pathways’, the Education Authority, Council for Catholic Maintained 
Schools and Sectoral Support Bodies have engaged with the local councils on issues regarding Area Planning 
and in particular links and collaborative working with Community Planning.  To build on this engagement, the 
Education Authority would especially welcome comments from all Borough and District Councils on the draft 
Strategic Area Plan 2022-27:   Planning for Sustainable Provision and the draft Special Education Strategic 
Area Plan 2022-27:  Planning for Special Education Provision.  Both draft Plans and associated documents can 
be accessed via:  https://www.eani.org.uk/publications/consultations.    

A virtual engagement session has been organised specifically for Local Councils at which Education Authority, 
Council for Catholic Maintained Schools and Sectoral Support Bodies will be represented.  You are therefore, 
invited to attend a virtual engagement session on both draft Plans on Monday 14 February 2022 at 3.00 pm.  

The zoom link is: 
https://eani.zoom.us/j/95295420789?pwd=L3BwUlBPcHVFOTY3bVpwMjNBd0JuUT09 
Meeting ID: 952 9542 0789 Passcode: WH1tja 

I welcome the opportunity to engage with you on the draft Plans and your input will help shape the final 
Strategic Area Plan and Special Education Strategic Area Plan for the next five years, 2022-27. 

Should you have any queries regarding the above or wish to discuss further, please contact either:  
Michael McConkey (Michael.McConkey@eani.org.uk); or Sinead McCartan (Sinead.McCartan@eani.org.uk).   

I do hope you will be able to take time out of your busy schedule to attend and we look forward to hearing, 
and receiving, your comments on both draft Plans. 

Yours sincerely 

Kim Scott 
Assistant Director, Education 

Agenda Item 10. 

https://www.eani.org.uk/publications/consultations
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Strategic Growth Partnership/Community Planning Partnership 

2022 Meeting Schedule  

Date 

10am, Friday 11 February 2022 

10am, Friday 17 June 2022 

10am, Friday 21 October 2022 

Agenda Item 11.
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	4. Draft SGP Minutes 22 Oct[22140]
	5. SGP Review 2022-26
	2.1 Part 10, Section 69 of the Local Government (Northern Ireland) Act 2014 outlines a statutory duty to undertake a review of the Community Plan. It states “A review must be completed … before the fourth anniversary of the date in which the community...
	2.2 Updated guidance issued in March 2021 advised that a “formal Review” of Community Plans should be conducted by April 2022, thereby aligning reviews with the new multi-year Programme for Government.
	2.3 In February 2020 the Partnership endorsed an approach to undertake as review of the Strategic Growth Plan for the Derry City and Strabane District Council area in accordance with Section 10 of the Local Government (Northern Ireland) Act 2014 and t...
	3. Key Issues
	3.1 Over the last year a significant level of ongoing engagement with citizens, partner organisations and businesses has been undertaking to input to and inform the review of the Strategic Growth Plan.  This has included, but is not limited to:
	• 300+ engagements with key stakeholders.
	- One-to-Ones with Community Planning Statutory Partners
	- Outcome Delivery Partnerships
	- Equality and Scrutiny Group
	- Rural Issues Symposium
	- NW Community Network
	• Online surveys:
	- Qualitative survey based on Partnership, Actions & Data - Feedback need to prioritise
	- Citizen Space – Prioritisation of actions
	3.2 Engagement feedback has been categorised by review theme and is summarised in Table I overleaf.
	Table I: Feedback from Engagement
	3.3. The above feedback was presented to the Strategic Growth Partnership at the October ’21 meeting as part of the ‘Review Process’ update and following endorsement by Members officers have now undertaken an editorial review of the actions and conten...
	3.4 A revised draft of the Strategic Growth Plan (2022-2026) is therefore attached as appendix I for Members consideration and approval.
	3.5 In summary some of the changes to the plan include:
	 An additional Outcome - “We have a caring society that supports people through their lives”.  This reflects feedback from stakeholders and the Programme for Government (PfG) Draft Outcomes Framework and brings the total number of Outcomes to 9, in l...
	 Prioritisation of actions - 3-4 ‘Priority Actions’ per Outcome.
	 Includes details of the City Deal, Inclusive Future Fund and key policy priorities that have emerged since the original Plan was published in 2017.
	 Evidence on how the Plan how the plan is delivering since 2017 and how we have begun ‘closing the gap’ between Derry and Strabane and the rest of Northern Ireland.
	3.6 Subject to the views and approval of members this draft plan will be subject to a 9-week public consultation.  A draft Consultation Programme is attached as Appendix II for Members consideration.

	Appendix I - Draft SGP_Feb_2022
	Appendix II - SGP 2022 Review Consultation Programme
	6. Healthy Cities in Derry City & Strabane SGP report
	1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations
	1.1 To update partners on the work of the World Health Organisation (WHO) European Healthy Cities Network and seek support to maximise the impact of the Healthy Cities designation and brand for Derry City & Strabane District.
	1.2 Derry and Strabane’s Healthy City and District designation is closely aligned to the outcomes of the Strategic Growth Plan and therefore it is recommended that the Strategic Growth Partnership acts as the cross-sector oversight body for the progra...
	1.3 It is recommended that the Strategic Growth Partnership is kept up to date with the Healthy Cities programme through representation from the Healthy Cities Co-ordinator who will continue to liaise closely with a sub-group of the SGP which includes...
	1.4 The Strategic Growth Partnership considers whether other representatives should become involved in the Healthy Cities sub-group.

	2 Background
	2.1 The Derry City & Strabane Healthy Cities initiative is a multi-agency partnership project which has been led by Developing Healthy Communities (previously Derry Healthy Cities) for 30 years.
	2.2 Developing Healthy Communities’ Chief Executive Erin McFeely is the named Healthy Cities Coordinator for the city and district.
	2.3 Derry City & Strabane District Council has successfully completed Phase V (2009-2014) and Phase VI (2014-2019) of the World Health Organisation (WHO) European Healthy Cities Network.
	2.4 Derry City & Strabane’s application for Healthy City designation in Phase VII (2019-2025) of the Network was approved by the Council’s Health and Communities Committee in September 2021. The application is now being screened and evaluated by the E...
	2.5 The Healthy Cities designation is a high level, multi-agency agenda which is aligned to strategic agendas in the City and District, including; the Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan and the City Deal Fund. It is therefore proposed that the steering g...
	2.6 In November 2021 the Health and Community Committee and full Council Elected Members approved the delivery of a programme of activity to support the City and District’s designation to Phase VII of the WHO Healthy Cities Network over a period of fo...
	2.7 Members also agreed the proposal that the Healthy Cities steering group be aligned to the Strategic Growth Partnership as the appropriate cross sector partnership body for oversight.

	3 Key Issues
	3.1 Creating an holistic approach to health and wellbeing is at the cutting edge of health policy and development and is encapsulated in the Healthy Cities ‘6 P’s’ Framework. It will drive recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic if integrated into plannin...
	3.2 Healthy Cities is a political and values driven movement. Adopting and promoting the Healthy Cities framework and brand offers the opportunity to affirm our local commitment to tackling health inequalities, by working across sectors; community and...
	 Designation showcases our global leadership in health
	 It is an open space which encourages partnerships and innovation to flourish
	 CONNECTION locally, between elected representatives and statutory, private, community and academic leaders
	 INTERNATIONAL LEARNING through being part of a global network
	 SHARING EXPERTISE and best practice, through development of a local network
	 A PLATFORM to showcase local innovation and best practice
	 POLITICAL COMMITMENT AND LEADERSHIP on the issue of tackling health inequalities
	Summary points from Application
	3.3 Derry City & Strabane’s Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan includes strategic planning for health in the city and district. The November 2019 Statement of Progress on the plan analyses economic, health, environmental and social data to assess Derry C...
	3.4 The city and district has already begun to progress against the WHO’s three goals and six themes for Phase VII, and will continue to do so by taking forwards the principles and actions outlined in the City Deal and Inclusive Future Fund, Climate A...
	3.5 Initiatives from statutory bodies including the PHA, HSC and the Western Trust (for example, the move to an Integrated Care Model) will also help the city and district progress within the WHO’s goals and themes in Phase VII.
	3.6 Derry City & Strabane can be proud of several examples of good practice including: Northern Ireland’s first council-level climate adaptation plan, integrating up-to-date mental health approaches into a proud history of peace-building (The Mind, Bo...
	3.7 In Phase VII, the city and district will progress action on health across three priority areas: the use of green and blue spaces as a resource for physical and mental health (NW Greenway, Clooney Masterplan), investment in medical education and in...
	3.8 Following approval of the proposal that the Healthy Cities steering group be aligned to the Strategic Growth Partnership as the appropriate cross sector partnership body for oversight, the Healthy Cities Coordinator will be represented on the Part...
	3.9 The Healthy Cities programme will take its strategic direction from discussions of the Strategic Growth Partnership, alongside the WHO healthy cities framework.
	3.10 Some members of the Strategic Growth Partnership may wish to maintain a more active involvement in the Healthy Cities programme of activity.
	3.11 The WHO European Network office expect to be able to give a response to Derry City & Strabane’s application in spring 2022.
	3.12 Successful Healthy City designation presents an opportunity to display Derry City & Strabane’s commitment to population health and embed Healthy City principles for the duration of Phase VII.
	3.13 Healthy Cities activity in the duration of Phase VII is to include:
	 online and in-person events which connect leaders across sectors working across a range of interests pertinent to the Healthy Cities agenda;
	 delivery of ‘demonstration projects’ which promote and showcase the six P’s of the Healthy Cities framework; People, Place, Planet, Participation, Peace and Prosperity; and
	 Creation of an online community that can draw on opportunities and expertise arising from the WHO European Healthy Cities Network.
	3.14 One Healthy Cities demonstration project has already been completed, delivering custom wellbeing activities to two local workplaces, chosen for their good work during the pandemic, to demonstrate the principles of the WHO’s Healthy Workplace Fram...
	3.15 Topics for previous Healthy City events have included food poverty, healthcare access for ethnic minority and migrant communities, and learning disabilities and mental health. The Developing Healthy Communities team is monitoring emerging topics ...

	4 Implications
	Financial, Equality, Rural Needs, Climate Change and Data Protection
	4.1 Membership of the WHO Healthy Cities Network signals leadership and commitment to tackling entrenched health inequalities.
	4.2 ‘Planet’ is one of the six key themes of the Phase VII Healthy Cities Framework and therefore leadership in tackling climate change is a key element of membership.
	4.3 The Situational Analysis that accompanies the designation application acknowledges the health inequality impacts experienced within the rural communities of our district.
	4.4 The designation process will involve technical and scientific evaluation of the application and of our commitment to equality, rural needs and climate change. If necessary, WHO will make recommendations in order to strengthen the application.

	5 Recommendations
	5.1 That the Strategic Growth Partnership acts as the cross-sector oversight body for the Healthy Cities programme.
	5.2 That the Strategic Growth Partnership is kept up to date with the Healthy Cities programme through representation from the Healthy Cities Co-ordinator
	5.3 That the Healthy Cities Coordinator will continue to liaise closely with a sub-group of the Strategic Growth Partnership which includes; DCSDC, PHA, WHSCT and NIHE.
	5.4 The Strategic Growth Partnership considers whether other representatives should become involved in the Healthy Cities sub-group.


	Appendix I - Derry City Strabane WHO HC Phase VII
	7. Consultation on Realignment of NIFRS District Structures
	8. SGP Report Symposium Update
	1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations
	1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide Members with an update on the findings from the Rural Issues Symposium and to seek Members approval on the key rural issues for inclusion in the updated Strategic Inclusive Growth Plan.

	2 Background
	2.1 On the establishment of the Rural Issues Group it was agreed that in addition to the consideration of key issues of concern to rural stakeholders, that the Group would host three rural symposiums per year. The purpose of which would provide a dedi...
	2.2 It was considered that it was opportune that the Rural Issues Group could contribute to the review of the Strategic Inclusive Growth Plan and have its first rural symposium focussing on best practice of achieving rural integration.
	2.3 The format of the Symposium had four elements (i) Presentation from the Strategic Business Manager on the purpose of the review and interim findings; (ii) facilitated conversation with each of the three Rural Local Growth Partnership Chairpersons ...
	2.4 Our statutory partners also participated in the panel discussion reflecting their views on the emerging findings from the presentations and subsequent discussions. The symposium was held virtually and was attended by over 60 participants. The key ...

	3 Key Issues
	3.1 From the presentations provided at the symposium it was obvious that rural integration approaches vary significantly in their nature from being totally integrated to stand alone. Whilst no one approach appeared to have greater success than the oth...
	3.2 The three rural Local Growth Partnerships exemplified how quickly they could respond to emerging issues and develop a robust partnership approach based on collaboration and not competition. As a consequence of the COVID 19 pandemic, the partnershi...
	3.3 From the workshop discussion there was significant narrative on how rural communities feel that there is an imbalance in service provision and this was considered particularly acute with respect to youth activities, community education and transpo...
	3.4 The statutory representatives provided a positive response to the emerging issues from the discussion and the Rural Issues Group welcomes the opportunity to present the following recommendations to the Strategic Inclusive Growth Partnership for th...

	4 Implications
	Financial, Equality, Rural Needs, Climate Change and Data Protection
	4.1 There are positive implications for rural needs with the recommendations contained within this report.
	4.2 There is a financial request to the Department of Communities and the Department for Environment Agriculture and Rural Affairs for the provision of dedicated staff and resources for rural communities.
	4.3 There is a request for interventions to address rural youth provision, rural community education and rural transportation.

	5 Recommendations
	5.1 It is recommended that Members note the finding from the Rural Issues Symposium on achieving rural integration and approve the symposium recommendations as listed in Section 3.4 of this report.
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	9. SGP Report Poverty Research
	1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations
	The purpose of this report is to present the key findings from the anti-poverty research and to seek the endorsement of members of the taking forward the research.
	2 Background
	2.1 Members will be aware that the Council had been working with the Strategic Investment Board on research which focussed on the levels of poverty within the Derry City Council area and the range of support available to assist people living in poverty.
	2.2 The research involved a comprehensive analysis of data relating to poverty, deprivation and vulnerability as well as the information derived through two community based workshops, a survey of circa 70 local support organisations and a discussion f...
	2.3 The study focussed on establishing the levels of need and support being provided. There is clear evidence of the significant contribution which our community and voluntary sector has made providing critical infrastructure and support to many vulne...

	3 Key Issues
	3.1 Levels of Poverty
	3.2 Levels of Support Provided to Vulnerable Citizens
	3.3 Having completed this research, the Council agreed that there was an immediate requirement to raise awareness of the needs and levels of vulnerability in the DCSDC area through proactive engagement with key decision makers particularly in the cont...
	3.4 There has been effective local engagement on the development of the research and the Council further agreed that the next stage in the process is to host a workshop with local support organisations and central government partners. This workshop wo...
	3.5 The Council is seeking the support from the Members of the Strategic Inclusive Growth Partnership to participate in this workshop and through a co-design process with local partners agree a number of interventions to address poverty and vulnerabil...

	4 Implications
	Financial, Equality, Rural Needs, Climate Change and Data Protection
	4.1 There are potential financial implications following the co-design process of possible interventions. Furthermore, there is the potential for positive equality impacts with the delivery of interventions to address poverty and vulnerability

	5 Recommendations
	5.1 It is recommended that
	(i) the members note the findings of the poverty research
	(ii) disseminate the findings of the research within their respective organisations and to advocate for actions which seek to reduce levels of poverty and vulnerability within the Council area; and
	(iii) participate in the forthcoming workshop to co-design a number of interventions to address poverty and vulnerability.
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